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Debate at Water-

Inter-Collegiate

ville Last Sight.

of

blown off by the premature disoharge of a
shot gun today.
Mr. Gillis and a friend
were
out
hunting, and in creeping
was
through some bushes Gillis's gun
discharged and the charge entered bis
hand. He was taken to the house of his
brother who lives about two miles distant.
The man’s injuries were attended
Dr.
by Ur. Burnham of Sanford and
The hand was
Bragdon of Springvale.
taken off at the wrist.
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MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP WAS THE

QUESTION

Teetimony

The

Appropriation Bills
Completed Yesterday.
More

increases

rapidly,

Roth

Railway
Sides

Do

I’lan'e—Debaters
Themselves

Pa.,

on

Credit
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fense In the case of Sheriff Martin and
his deputies closed finally at 11 o’clock
this morning,’after recalling some of the
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[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Sanford, March 4.—A building occupied
by Fred Shackley on the ground floor
and has a pool room on the second story
It
was burned this morning at 3.15.
D. Tibbetts estate
was owned by the S.
and the loss will be about §1030.
;
MAN’S HAND

eodlin

marl
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Insurance Agency
31
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Horace Anderson.
Thos. J. Little.
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BEHOLD !
That carpet was full of dust,
now' it is clean. It looked faded
and dull, now it looks fresh and
made
the
What
bright.

change? It was sent to Foster’s
13
Beating
Works,
Carpet

their
Preble St., and dusted
PATENT CARPET BEATING
MACHINE, (only one in the city)
and steamed without extra cost.
Telephone 202-2.
on

mcui;

incta

much documentary evidence was quoted
in support of the statement that civilization demands that municipalities own
their water works, gas and electric plants
well as railways.
They were from
as
their nature monopolies, and if controlled
by individuals the tax upon the public
Private ownerwas not very large, etc.
ship allows companies to dictate their
terms to the public, it permits the evils
The negoof limited competition, etc.
tiation developed the phraseology of the
It
was
alleged
question very minutely.
that 34 of 125 cities of 25,000 inhabitants
their water works, 122 of
did not own
them do not own tholr gas and electric
not one of them ownsg its
plants and
The purpose of the nestreet railways.
gative was to discuss the question from
the point of the individual, from the
point of good service and from the point
of goodjgovernment. The Colby men were
fortunate in their delivery, and ease of
manner if they did not have the best of
the argument as not one hitch could be
attributed to their side; on the other
hand Bates representatives were unfortuthe very points upon which
nate upon
Mr. Costello
their opponents excelled.
made a bad break and somewhat mixed
his argument. Wagg presented the strongest
support to the negative, had good
delivery, but appeared to have notes, as
did Landman, who closed the argument.
The judges took over an hour to render
their deoision which was done through
Judge Wiswell.who briefly explained that
argument, manner, language and ease
were all to be taken into consideration
in rendering a verdict; that it was a fact
that all deserved great credit for the
foroe of argument, eto., but after careful
consideration of all points the decision
was in favor of the
Colby representatives.
This is the third joint debate between
the two college representatives and the
decided in favor of
former were
two
Bates.
—-

Martin L. Hall & Co.

uu
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Sanford, March 4.—Mr, Charles Gillis,
proprietor of the Dover laundry of Dover,
N. H., had hiB right haDd
completely

free
Medical Advice
You need a doctor many times when you
You suffer pain in fifty
don’t call one.
forms and yet won’t call the doctor, because you hope that the pain “will go
away after a while.” And, too, you know
by experience, that that first visit of the
doctor is generally followed by many others,
with the inevitable consequence of a big
bill “for professional services.” You don’t
know what to do for yourself or what to take.
But suppose that you could get free, absolutely free, the advice of one of the most
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points and will pass upon them late.
guments will begin tomorrow.
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TRADE NOT DISTURBED.
Business

Continues

to

Boom

Spite

in

of

War Humors.

York, March 4.—R. G. Dun &
Co.’s weekly review of trade will’say toNew

morrow :

While the'nation stands ready to support President McKinley In any just controversy, it is gratified by the calmness
and justice shown in waiting until facts
determine whether there is ground for
Stories of the most reckless
complaint.
sort, disproved promptly, have not disturbed the industries and the trade of
the country at all, and.bnsiness is going
assurance that it will not be
on with
In graiD, cotton,
markets
meat products and petroleum,
have been stronger with gradual^ Increase
demand for manufactured proin the
ducts.
Failures in February have lieen smaller
than in any other month except three of
the previous 52 months with a remarkable
deorease in failures for $100,000 and over.
In most branches of manufacture and
trade, defaults are smaller than in February for four years past.
Production of pig iron is the greatest
ever known,but heavy purchases at Pittsburg have stiffened the prloes of that.
Bessemer, pig and local coke at Chicago
are
stronger than since November 1,
with
grey torged unchanged at PittsFoundry at the east is slightly
burg.
lower, basio pig having been offered in
a sharp
competition at about $10. The
covers
finished products
demand for
in plates, structural
ahead
far
work
forms, sheets, in pipe since the advance
in oil, and in rails, with a Chicago sale
to Alaska, but bar is
for a Canada road
with increasing use of steel, and
weak
tin plates are quoted at $2.85 against
$4 for the same quality of foreign. Tin
is stronger at 14.2 cents and lake copper
at 11.87. cents.
The moderate concessions made by boot
and shoe manufactures have secured orders far larger than at this time in any
previous year, while sales in February
were 11 per cant larger than last year’s
and 28 per cent larger than 1892. Leather
has yielded slightly and also hides, both
being yet relatively higher than boots and
The strike in^the cotton mills
shoes.
help create a slight demand for some
goods, while in woolens the business
in slow in some of the finer qualities,
much advanced in
been
which have
Wool has vielded. the average of
1U0 quotations by Coates Bros, for domestic being 20.23 cents against 20.83 cents
February 1.
Wheat has grown stronger,, exports continuing at a rate which threatens exhaustion of supply. Cotton advanced to 6.31
cents on Saturday, in spite of accumulative evidence of a big yield, with the
idea that the next crop will be small.
Failures for the week have been 251 in
the United States against 243 last year
and 32 in Canada, against 59 last year.

seriously disturbed.

THE WEATHER-

Eminent

Piipicians

in the United States? You can. The physician is right here. He has an office in the
building, he has a staff of correspondents to
assist him, and anyone and everyone, who
needs medical advice is invited to write to
him. If it’s baby’s health or mother’s or
the health of any member of the family you
careful readmay write about it, sure of a

ing of your letter, sure of
diagnosis of your ca3e,

Sure

a

conscientious

cure

as

a

Boston, March .4.—Local forecast for
and
vicinity for Saturday;
Clearing in the morning followed by fair
Boston

during the day;

Northerly winds.
Washington, Mar, 4.—Forecast for Saturday; Maine and New Hampshire Saturday, snow or rain, Northeasterly
winds.
Local Weather

ef a ore

Portland,

possible. Every letter will be held
strictly confidential communication.

if

is

Remember these facts.
We offer you medical advice from

one

of

the most eminent

practitioners in the United

States, whether

our

medicines suit your
not. We offer you this
particular
advice at the cost of the two cent stamp
which it will take to bring your letter to our
Address the Medical Department,
office.
Dr. J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell, Mass.
case or

CLAIM
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de-

4.—The

commonwealth’s witnesses to ascertain
whether at the preliminary hearing last
September they testified that at the meetMarch
when
4.—There
oocurrcd
Waterville,
results
and
method
Both tho
ing of the strikers at Harwood on the
this
at
hall
of
a
Waterville
evening
City
night before the shooting they all agreed
is taken; it is
of
clubs or weapons of any
battle of mental and
oratorical not to carry
to the taste, and acts royal
and
between Bates and Colby univer- kind.
ability
the
on
Andrew Sivar, No. 1, did not think he
yet
sity representatives in contest of debate up- said anything
about this feature.
the
cleanses
sysand
Liver
Bowels,
on the quostion, “Resolved, that municiAndrew Sivar, No.2, said he had sworn
headcolds,
tem
palities in the United States of 25,000 or that they agreed not to carry clubs.
The closing of the oase was announced
aches and fevers and cures habitual more inhabitants,should own and operate
the commonwealth was given a short
of
is the plants for supplying water, lights and and
time to prepare its plan of rebuttal of the
of its kind ever pro- surface transportation.” In 1897 oc- "testimony.
The commonwealth’s witnesses in reto the taste and ac- curred a debate between these two colleges
duced,
buttal began their testimony at 12 o’clock.
honors
went
and
while
to the stomach, prompt in representatives
T. P. Kyder, E. S. Trauss and C. K.
beneficial in its to Bates, Colby has always expressed the Keok, who met the sheriff a few minutes
its action and
after
ho reached this
from the scene
from the most opinion that a slight Injustice was done of the shooting said city
effects,
they saw no mark,
conin
she
more
and
once
presents
her,
disooloration
or
bruises
on the sheriff’s
its
and
substances,
test her same trio, Cleaves, Herrick and face.
commend
it
excellent
many
Joseph Costello, who was then recalled
Nelson, all of ’97. Bates sent to the batto all and have made it the most tle a new team, Costello, ’98; Wagg, 99 by the commonwealth for the purpose of
additional facts in regard to the
showing
known.
aDd Lenman, '98.
Colby bad the affir- threats of violence made by Deputy A.
is for sale in 50 mative, Bates the negative. Hon. Charles R. Hess against Constello, who was helpof
all
The programme ing a wounded striker.
cent bottles
F. Johnson presided.
“I was helping a wounded striker,”
who opened with the prayer by Rev. Mr. ^said the witness,
reliable
“when Hess came up.
of
Baker
P.
Harvard,
Geo.
Marsh.
Prof.
I said, 'It’s a d—n shame to treat these
may not have it on hand will profellows
and
this
EUb
worth
of
way.’ ‘Shut up,’ cried
poor
for any one who Judge A. P. Wiswell
cure it
'or I’ll treat you the same way,’
M, Heath were introduced Hess,
Herbert
Hon.
and he levelled his gun at me.”
wishes to try it. Do not accept any as
impartial judges,the men beiDg graduCourt adjourned until 2 o’clook.
substitute.
ates of Bowdoin. The debate,o; ened with
The commonwealth closed its case at
ArthurWardsworthCleaves for affirmative, 3 o’clock this afternoon after
hearing a
Costello, ’98, responded, and in order folfew witnesses in rebuttal of unimporSAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
lowed Everett Carle ton Herrick, Frank
tant testimony.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
LOUISVILLE, KY.
P. Wagg, John Edward Nelson, Fred N.
defense submitted a long list of
The
Landman, closing the argument.
for the consideration of the court
points
The affirmative endeavored to base their
and upon whioh he was asked to charge
uuv

but

WAR

ORDER FOR FRIDAY.
Maroh

Committee Gives Decision to Colby,

€>3$rs>

BIG

DISCUSSED.

Cities Own TUelr Water, Light and

Street

Sheriff

Martin Case.

Wilkesbarre,
Shall

Now All In In the

Report.

weather

are

local

Mo., March 3.—The

weather bureau oflice records
as

as

to

the

follows:

Barometer 30.324; Thermom21; Dew Point IS: Humidity SS;
Wind NW; Velocity S: weather, cloudy.
Barometer 30.104; Tbermom.
8 p. m.
eter 34; Dew Point 30;
Humidity 85.
Wind NE; Velocity S; weather, cloudy.
Mean daily thermometer, 29; maximum thermometer, 37;
minimum tber,
mometer, 21; maximum velocity of wind
8 a. m.

eter

10

NE;

total

precipitation,

0.

Measure Involves

Appropriation

Million—Claims

for

Are

of Over

a

Supplies

During the War—The Alaskan
Transportation Bill Passes the Senate,

Seized

Washington,
private bill day

a
March 4.—This was
in the House. Before the
regular order was demanded, a bill was
passed granting a right of way through
the naval station at New London, Conn.,
to the Norwich and Worcester railroad
The conference report on the
company.
pension appropriation bill was agreed to.
Mr. Hill,
chairman of the committee
on foreign affairs, presented the report of
the committee on the diplomatic and
It recomconsular appropriation bill.
mended the
adoption of all the Senate
amendments, which was agreed to. Both
the pension and diplomatic bills now go
to the President.
The House then took up the consideration of bills of the private calendar.
The first bill taken up was to pay the
heirs of the Sterling T. Austin 559,287,
the proceed of the sale of three-- hundred
bales of cotton seized by the military auThe bill
thorities of the United States.
was favorably acted upon by the committee of the whole.
made
A special order was then
by
unanimous consent setting aside nest
Friday for the consideration of the bill to
pay certain claims approved by the court
of the
of claims under the provisions
Bowman act. The bill carries appropriaThese
tions
aggregating $1,200,000.
claims were included in the general de- I
ClevePresident
ficiency bill vetoed by
;
land in the last Congress.
relief
on
a
debate
the
During
bill, Mr. Handy, Democrat of Delaware, I
mka

nrnn

afrnmrlllirs

tfl

PnTif.rflyf

fc h

ft

President McKinley in
his inaugural a year ago, today with their
fulfillment, was called to order for not
speaking to the question before the committee.
Mr. Payne sustained the point of order
and an appeal was taken. An interesting
parliamentary discussion followed, in
ruling of
which the effect of a recent
Speaker Reed on this subject and its
coneffect on debate in the House was
tested. The Democrats Drotested that the
the
to
allow
been
had
always
praotice
widest latitude in committee of the whole
and Mr. McMillan declared that this and
kindred rulings markedtthe gradual decadence in the right of speech in the House.
Mr. Dingley, the Republican floor leader,
recent
in replv said that Mr. Reed’s
He
rulings'’’ad been misunderstood.
drew cle-rly the distinction botween the
conHouse in committee of tho whole
bill
appropriating
sidering a simple
of
committee
in
money and the House
the whole on the state of the union considering appropriation or revenue bills,
lu the latter case it bsd always been the
custom and was still to be tho practice
under the Speaker’s rulings, to allow the
greatest freedom in debate. The enforcement of rule against irrelevant debate in
the House and in committee of the whole,
he said, as necessary to correct a growing
evil and to expedite the public business.
On the appeal the vote was9i;to 91. Mr.
Payne, who was In the chair, announced
the result.
said he, “and the
The vote is a tie,
Chair votes in the affirmative so that the
the deas
stands
Chair
of
the
decision
(Laughter and
cision of the House.”
jeers on the Democratic side )
Mr. Handy was then allowed to proceed
“in order” and under cover of speaking
adroitly to
to the bill he managed very
comment upon some of Mr. McKinley’s
of
amusement
utterances, to the intense
the Democrats.
it was
On motion of Mr. Dingier,
adjourn toagreed that when the House next.
dav it be to meet on Monday
Mr. Mahany. Republican of New York,
rose to a question of privilege to reply to
an attack made upon him by a New York
certain statepaper. The paper had denied
ments made by him on the floor and he
Hefore he conreiterated them today.
cluded the hour of 5 o’clock arrived and
under the rules the House recessed until
eight o’clock, the evening session to be
devoted to private pension bills.
At tho night session thirty-two pension
bills and nine relief bills were passed.
At 10.30 the House adjourned till Mon-

promises made by

New

Jersey,

offered

tho

following proviso to section three, which
That where tho space for a
was adopted:

I

construction of a railroad is limited the
United States District court shall require
any
the road first constructed to allow
other railroad or tramway to pass over its
track or tracks, through such canyon,
pass or defile on such equitable basis as
the said court may prescribe, and all shippers 6hall be entitled to equal accommotheir
of
dations as to the movement
freights, and without discrimination in
favor of any per3on and corporation.
Tho last paragraph of section six reserving the right to the government to
purchase or take by proceedings of condemnation any
railroad, tramway or
wagon road at its actual cash value, being in line of government ownership of
railroads, was stricken out by an aye and
nay vote—48 to 7, the seven votes cast in
favor of the paragraph being by Messrs.
Allen of Nebraska, Butler of North Carolina, Harris of Kansas, Heitfield of Idaho,
Nelson of Minnesota. Teller of Colorado,
and Turner of Washington.
The reading and amending of the bill
while long and tedious, was accomplished
without particularly important debate
This
until section thirteen was reached.
provides for the extension to Canada of
the bonding privileges in Alaskan trade
wbioh Canada at the Port of Wrangell in
Alaska on condition that certain concesby the
sions are given this
country
Dominion government, among them being the right of our fishermen to enter
Canadian ports for the purchase of bait
or other supplies.
Mr. Turner of Washington, moved to
strike out that part of the section which
relate to the entering of Canadian ports
He did not, he
by American fishermen.
said, made the motion beoanse be was
hostile to tho New England fisheries, but
he deemed it unfair to burden this measure with a demand
upon the Dominion
government that it yield a contention it
a
hundred
has made for
years.
Maine
Mr. Hale of
inquired if Mr.
Turner did not think it would be of advantage to the United States to obtain
the fisheries concession from Canada.
Mr. Turner said it would be for advantage if wo could obtain it but thought
it could not be obtained.
Mr. Hansbrough of North Dakota, said
that the committee on public land was in
possession of information that Canada.
would accept the conditions imposed by
the section. He was firmly of the opinion
that tho Dominion government would
yield on the fisheries question in view of
the concessions made to it by the bill.
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts expressed
at.

-1-1_*-

ri't.Mnav

nrnnlH Tint.

in.

sist on his motion. The fisheries question
was not a local one to New England but
a
a national question,
question too particularly applicable to the people of the
interests
fisheries
the
where
Northwest
He felt
were annually becoming greater.
that the fisheries problem was of immense
Northwest
of
the
importance to the people
and ought not to be stricken from the
measure.

In supporting and supplementing what
Mr. Frye of Maine
Mr. Hoar had said.
said that the pending bill was of national
near
From a little town
importance.
where ho lived in Maine, 2500 people had
of course
gone to Alaska and many more
He
had left the state for the Klohdike.
a
better
opporthought there was never
the
from
concessions
to
seouro
tunity
Canadian government than at the present
when the Canadians wanted something
from the United States. He did not think
the motion ought to prevail, because we
had long been giving Canada much and
Mr. Frye
receiving a little in return.
thought if it were not for the captiousnot ha the
ness of Canada, there would
slightest trouble between this country
and Great Britain.
Mr. Wilson supported the contention of
Mr. Turner and thought it the height of
absurditv to attack the fisheries question
to a bill providing for the encouragement
of railway construction in Alaska.
Mr. Carter agreed with Messrs. Hoar
and Frye that the fisheries question, so
was
far as it was considered in his bill,
of national impoitance. The fisheries innow
dustry in Alaska and the Northwest
yielded *600,000 per annum and was growing in importance every year. Concerning the mineral souroes of- Alaska, Mr.
Carter said he was satisfied from the best
authorities that the output of gold in a
year would be larger from that district
of the
than from any other other part
earth’s surface. One authority estimated
of
amount
the
to
that in Alaska gold
$10,000,000 a year would be produced in a
He said that
comparatively short time.
if section thirteen should be adopted as
be
Canada
would
compelled to
presented,
abandon that all-Canadian route and he
believed that this country would obtain
every concession which was demanded
of Canada by the pending section.
Mr. Turner’s motion to strike out the
was
defisheries portion of the section
feated by a yea and nay vote, 34 to 16.
The section was adopted without division.
As agreed to seotion thirteen isasfollows:
“That under the rules and regulations
to be prescribed by the secretary of the
treasury, the privilege of entering goods
day.
In warehouses and merchandise in bond
IN THE SENATE.
or of placing them in bonded warehouses
Bill
Psssed
at
the port of Wrangell, District of Alaska
Tlie Alaska Transportation
and of withdrawing the same for exportaUpper Branch Yesterday.
null HU O.IJ
Washington, March 4.—A resolution the northwest territory without payment
was passed by the Senate today authorizof
duty, is hereby granted to the governing the printing of 15,000 copies of a ment
of the Dominion of Canada, and its
dipamphlet rjy uommoaore ueuigo ".
and citizenB or oltizens of the United States
vine on the commercial, military
so long as it shall appear to the satisfacstrategic advantages to the United States tion of the President of the United States
of the Xlcaraguan canal and of the Hawho shall ascertain and declare the faot
waiian Islands.
that no exclusive priviMr. Allison, chairman of the committee by proclamation,
through British
he lege of transporting
announced that
on appropriations,
or
the
Columbia
Northwest,
goods or paswould ask the Senate to take up the
from or destined from
District of Columbia appropriation bill, sengers arriving
in Alaska is granted to any
unless the Alaska bill could be disposed of other ports
person or corporation by the government
today.
of Canada and that the
Dominion
tho
An arrangement was made to vote on of
to re
has been duly accorded
the Alaska bill at live o’clock today and privilege
or corporations
operatMr. Allison sponsible persons
with this understanding,
in
lines
British
transporting
waived the right to call up the appropria- ing the
Columbia or the Northwest territory of
tion bill.
connection with transpordirect
making
laid
before
The Alaskan bill was then
and the governin Alaska
the Senate an amendraenst by Mr. Kaw- tation lines
has consented to, and is
lins of Utah to section two being under ment, of Canada
citizen of the
of
the
behalf
on
allowing
consideration.
the entry free of duty of
Mr. Carter of Montana, moved to lay United States
miners outfits and a supply of prothe amendment on the table. The motion all
visions and clothing, the whole not ex1.
31
to
prevailed
ceeding In quantity one thousand pounds
for eaoh citizen of the United States to
engase in mining in British Columbia,
and that the
or tho northwest territory
government of Canada has removed all
unequal restrictions as to the issue of
of the
minors licenses to all citizens
United States operating or intending to
operate in British Columbia or tho NorthMost Torturing, Disfiguring,
west territory, and further that fishing
vessels of the United States having auHumiliating
Of itching, burning, bleeding, scaly skin
thority under the laws of the United
States to touch and trade at any port or
and scalp humors is instantly relieved
British
posts, place or places in the
a
warm
Soap,
bath
Cuticura
by
with
dominions of North America shall have
a single
such
of
the privilege
port or
entering
application of Cuticura (ointports, place or places for the purpose of
ment), the great skin cure, and a full dose
purchasing bait and ail other supplies
of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of blood
and outfits in t he same manner and under
purifiers and humor cures.
the same regulations us may exist therein
applicable to trading vessels of the most
of trans-shipping
favored nations and
bond
their catch to be transported in
without pays
Dominions
id
through
as
ment or duty in tho same manner
other merchandise destined for the United
thus
he
States may
transported.
Remedies speedily, permanently, and
was then
The hill
passed without
economically cure, when all else fails.
division.
Pottsp. Dru« and Chkm. Corp. Sole Props.. Boston.
The Senata at 5.05 p. m. held an execu(£/* How to Cure Every Skin and Blood Humor," free.
tive session and at 5.20 adjourned until
--~*

Qticura
••

PIMPLY

FACES^SuncuE?soap?b7

Monday.

COURT ROES TO HAVANA.
—

Inquiry Board Sailed on Mangrove
Yesterday.
TESTIMONY

ON

OF

THE DIVERS

DEPENDS THE VERDICT.

Reports That Spain Is Buying New
Warships Creates a Stir in Washington

The

—Olympia

of

Asiatic

Squadron

to

Return Home.

were as
strongly Imposed 1A
time of
Great Britain and Brazil os in
war.
The precedents apply only to m
condition of war and not to condition*
In
which may eventually lead to war.
the Geneva award, however, unfriendly'
acts by Great Britain prior to the breaking out of the rebellion constituted part
of the case on which heavy damages were
But as a rule
awarded against her.
foreign governments are free to sell warships either directly or through their citizens up to the actual date of hostilities.
Matters were very quiet, at least externally, in tho Wur Department today.
There was a strong indisposition to discuss the proposition to resume possession
of Dry Tortugas, but the officials did neft
normal
hesitate to declare
that
only
movements were going on.
As for tho reported orders to inspection
of officers at Bethlehem to be ready for a
quick start, it was said that
Captain
McNutt and Lieutenant Bennett, who
havo been on inspection duty for several
and
years past nro not to bo disturbed
havo no orders such as are reported from

neutrality

Bethlehem.

March 4.—It was develafternoon through
the tele-/

Washington,

oped

this

graphic correspondence between’ Secretary Long and Admiral Sicard that the
court is unable to fix even an approximate

CENTS.

THREE

1898.__PRICE

5,

JUDGE'S CHARGE TODAY.

Cereal Food

none

SATURDAY

MAINE,

date for the conclusion of its inves-

tigation into the disaster co the Maino.
Sharing the general anxiety for some
on this
information
point, Secretary
Long today at the instance of the cabinet,
sont oftelegram to Admiral Sicard asking
him when it was expected that the report
court would be made, and late
of the
tonight the following reply was received:
“Key West,March 4.—Have talked with
the president of the court of inquiry and
agree with him that it is not yet possible

MODERN VENI, VIDI, VIC!.
Explanation of Disaster,

Maine Sailor’s

“I Was Ulow.) Up,

I Was

Save:!, I’m

Here.”

Key West, Fla., March 4.—The court of
inquiry left for Iluvana this evening ca
It is
the light house tender Mangrove.
believed by the best informed here that
the cou”t will complete its tabors in tho
Cuban capital within ten days.
Only three of the six days of the court
hero wero devoted to tho work of InvestiThe inactivity of yesterday and

gation.

today is still unexplained, except by a
semi-official statement that Admiral
from
instructions
Sicard was awating
The srssions, it is generalto fix a date for the finding as much de- Washington.
ly understood, developed no evidence by
pends upon the progress of the divers and which the court could definitely deterobtain. mine the cause of the explosion.
wreckers and the results they
A naval officer in close touch with tho
Every effort is being made to advance the
“With one
members of the court said:
Havana
The
to
court
returns
inquiry.
exception the witnesses who testitiy here
this
having
The
morning,
by the Mangrove
evidence,
were Maine survivors.
at Key though in most cases taking longor to
about finished the examination
in
words of
the
he
summed
can
up
tell,
West.
all enlisted man who. when Judge Advo-

(Signed)

“Sicard.

Sicard’s message is regarded
officially as disposing of the reports that
the court has obtained positive or conclusive information bearing on the object
It Is taken to
of
their investigation.
men
11.i,,
iiT.nn
t.he testimonv or discoveries of the divers will depend the
finding, the examination of the officers
and crew of the ship having been insufficient to enable the court to even form
idea as to what lines may be opened
an
up from the investigation of the wreck
itself.
While the telegram was naturally someof a disappointment it was welwhat
as
comed
practically setting at rest the
repott as to the result of the investigation up to date. It is said that the board
in all probability will not return to Key
West, the department having intimated
that it was its desire that the examination of officers and men should he concluded at this sitting as they are needed
for reassignment to ships.
It is
probable that the Olympia, the
flagship of the Asiatic squadron, will
The navicome home to San Francisco.
gation bureau lias this movement under
consideration and in view of the facts
that the ship he.s had three years away
from navy yard, engaged in hard cruising service, even if there were no otner
reason, it Is probable that,the order will
The Olympia is a proteored
be given.
cruiser of extraordinary speed and enduAdmiral

he knew
Marix asked him what
'Sir I was
about the explosion, replied:
blown up. I was saved and I’m here.’
That was all he could say to nothing importantjbas been learned. Though the mem
hers of the court may have their individual theories, they are by no means precate

vxowori

ns

a

imdv

tn

render

a

derisive

ver-

diet.” The officer already quoted said:
‘‘If the court has yet heard aDy testimony
intelliwhich would enable it to deoide
gently that the Maine was blown np from
external causes, I am the most mistaken
Before the coming
man in the world.
Havana sessions are over It may secure
snch evidence and possibly find the blowIt will learn
ing up was intentional.
from ilio divers the actual condition of
the ship after the explosion ns it has already learned from the survivors most of
the details of the ship’s condition before
the explosion. With these bases thoroughly established, the court will hear more
expert theorltical testimony and then
reach a verdict.”
This statement can be taken as more
worthy cf the reliance than that of tho
Maine officer who said tho other day ho
believed the court was bound on evidence
already heard, to find the causo of the explosion external. Its conservatism is also
of rannv
at varianco with the opinion
other naval officers hero, and especially
conand
of
the
directly
those
younger set,
trary to tho belief of most of the Maine's
survivors that the ship was ^Intentionally
blown up.
rance, with a battery strong enough to
The Mangrove sailed at S.25 p. in. with
short of a
the
the court and
overpower almost everything
all the officers of
run
to
and
away
speed enough
battleship
stenographer. She will touch at Tortupas
from anything else she does not care to with mail for the fleet.
fight. The torpedo boat Winslow at Norfolk has completed her repairs and will
the
SPAIN BUYING WARSHIPS.
join the fleet at Key West as soon as
itself out and
gale on the coast blows
Dons Seem To Have I’lenty of Money nnd
makes the run'down safe.
Naval officials are deeply interested in
Are Spending IL.
the reports of the purchase of warships by
as to the report from * London, March 4.— Spain has purchased
However,
Spain.
of
the two
which the
cruisers
Armstrongs
London today cf the purchase
Amazonas by Spain, it is said at the de- have been
tho
building for Brazil,
sailed for Brazil
vessel
this
that
partment
Amazonas and a sister ship, unnamed,
several months ago and has been delivered
23 knots and 10 guns.
to the Brazilian government. Her sister of 4000 terns each,
is also negotiating for and wi 1
ship is near completion in the Armstrong
Spain
vard.
They are useful cruisers, copies of
probably secure two cruisers of a similar
the Barossa, now of the Brazilian navy,
been
whioh have
building in
and the strong point is their great radius type,
Amazonas 13
The
of notion, 8000 miles, which would enable France for Brazil.
them to cross the Atlantic and rccros3 ready for launching and her 6ister ship
without renewing their coal supply. The
in will he ready shortly.
other two ships building for Brazil
The Spanish government is also endeaFrance were also reported to be about to
are
pro- voring to secure guns and large supplies
pass into Spanish possession,
suiaed to be the Deora and the Floriona, of ammunition in England and on the
They are
which are building at Toulon.
J heir continent for Immediate use.
small but powerful battleships.
seems to
but
The government of Spain
they carry four
tonnage is only 3103,
ten inch rifles in turrets, in addition to have funds, for it is understood to lie
and
two six inch and four 4.7 inch guns
Their coal eu- paying a large part, of the purchase money
a good secondary battery.
in cash, giving good security for the
their
is
smallftnrt
unty
durance, however,
balance, these being the only terms upon
defence
coast
be
operations
to
would seem
which the Armstrongs would deal with
or cruising near a base of supplies.
them.
The London reports also caused comto
In tome £;Some weeks ago Spain attempted
ment at the State Department.
aud supplies in Fmgland
ships
that
purchase
was
expressed
instances the feeling
credit from porminent firms having
on
during the setting of a coi**t of inquiry close relations
with the government!
on a case having the international phases
but after inquiries the firm retused
of the Maine explosion, the obligations of here,
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BY DR. GREENE’S NERVURA.

New York, March 4.—A special oableEast Cambridge,
Mass., March 4.—
deWashington, March 4.—The navy
Washington, March 4.—The navy deram from London to the Sun says:
newspaper artiW.
self-confessed
?
Liorenzo
Barnes,
most
ho
would
it
is
incident I artinont
making preparations to ] jartment feels that
It is the general opinion of diplomats uurderer of Farmer John Deane of Mav«le, a glowing account of some
some of the warships
dock
to
lesirable
ammunition
the
of
eplenisli
suupply
1
this and other capitals that the disas- jard, was hanged
at
the
Middlesex
told in elusive words to load you on, and
Key West, and if it
the tow at and near
on
c f the United
States warships
>r ; to the battleship
Maine in Havana jounty jail at this place this morning,
found it ended up with a proprietary
of
condition
for
the
present
islatic station.
To this end orders have vere not
arbor is having the effect to postpone
it?
Made you mad didn’t
medicine?
rhe drop fell at 9.46 and at ten o’clock
course would be speedily j, istead of to hasten the intervention of
this
iffairs
1 een sent to the training ship Mohican,
And were you convinced of the merits of
Barnes Was pronounced dead
for
by the
t le. United States in Cuba. Every Euro
The
provide
regulations
tho
amow at Maro island, to carry
idopted.
EMBARthe article? We think not, because it told
the AUTHORITIES GREATLY
power received several weeks ago physicians iu attendance.
to P ran
Although
order
in
months
six
The ship was
munition.
just about looking every
frank, though informal statement of poose slipped to the front instead of the
t ie experiences of some stranger in a farfree
THEIR
CONDUCT.
BY
RASSED
of
the
ships
bottoms
big
t le American Intentions in regard to the
for it was t o l jave for a long cruise with the Daval ceep tho
away town, to take his word
added pack of the ear, Barnes’s neck was broken
This period has c uban situation, and it may be
roin marine growth.
It s a very differ- t pprentices, going as far as tho Samoan
Jlke going it biDd.
that the policy thus dls- py the fall and death resulted within two
case of sev- v ithout reserve
in
the
exceeded
Honoat
teen
to
be
v/as
long
i Bland. Her first stop
with no European opposition. pr three minutes.
0 iosed met
ent thing when a statement is prescribed
He was undoubtedly
of the ships of Admiral Sicard’s
the iral
has seized
This policy, as understood by the Britfrom a citizen; from people we know and 1 ulu and the department
-endered unconscious by the shock and Sensational Stories Faked and Pictures
the
is
Iowa
and
office
outlined
a
Britby
to utilize her as a powder
quadron.” The battleship and it will j, ih foreign
< pportunity
pis doath was as painless and sudden as is
that’s the case here:
Made By Persons Who Never Saw the
j ;h diplomatist in discussing the subject
with the itiner- vorst off in this particular,
possible under such a means of execution.
Mr. A. J. Adam, of No. 45 Merrill f hip without interfering her cruise. She je a year next month since she was ^ weekdays.ago, is as follows:
lor
Barnes
ho
Maine—It Would All Bo Funny If Not
As
met
his
fate
like
a man.
arranged
already
,ry
The battleship Massachusetts
United States since last summer
The
street, says: “I will take my oath that ; viil carry 30 tons of ammunition for the lockeu.
stepped upon the scaffold he faced the
So Sad.
lotnes next, and it will be a year in May ^ as been insisting that Spain must reDoan’s Kidney Pills beat anything else ] lect and will start almost immediately, ■ince she
Even in northern g ;ore peace in Cuba. Finally, the Sagasta little crowd of witnesses In the corridor
docked.
was
that
this
at
the
he
him
and
when
stated
ipelow
had
:
t
is
department
have
unflinchingly
dock- 0 ibinet was informed that unless peace
twenty years
{SPECIAL TO THE PKESS.J
I ever tried and I
yaters this length of time without
the
to
1 s
speak by
only a part of the regular supply of
bottoms of the ships ^ -as within sight by March 1 the United was given permission
Maroh 4.—Since the recent
experience. Now that I know their value ■mmuuition forwarded to the United ng would leave the is
he said what he had to say in a
Washington,
sheriff,
worse
intervene.
This,
it
considerably
would actively
tates
ladly fouled, but
I consider it a personal duty I owe to
excitement has arisen over the relations
states naval stations abroad when opportlrm, clear and perfectly audible voice.
an ultimatum, betechnically
n tropical waters.
v ’bile not
in
of Dr.
“I thank of this
Barnes’s last words were:
Dr.
others to tell them what Doan’s Kidney
unity serves.
country with the Spanish the at- I
The navy department has determined c ause it was not part of the formal diploa bunhave
had
for
what
of
this
The
the
gathered
they
jail
poople
department
to
work
at
the
pres- , iatic correspondence, was, in effect,DotbPills have done for me. I used
lot to attempt any docking
of the administration and of the
His
lone for me.
Nervura
Ircd tons of ammunition at Mare islEverthing I have asked for tention
the expedient j lg less.
The
Spanish government so
at the ship yards, but on account of ,nd for the Asiatic fleet and this stock >nt time. Instead of that,
I thank them heart and soul Congress has been attracted forcibly to
but still , nderstood it, and so did every chancel- [ have got.
than
dooking,
satisfactory
ess
I die the recklessness and
backache I bad to give it up. I got so | las been lying there for several months
for what they have done for me.
Will Influence and
inunfortunate
of having the ships’s divers j )r in Europe.
of the or- raluable
of repentant
that when I bandied heavy timbers I had < in account of the inability
fluences of the so-called “yellow journalbottoms will l:e resorted in ease
the
No
gave
any
sign
dean
power
European
merThe
Inance bureau to forward it.
Fifteen minutes after Barnes was proto
At present it is not thought T 'illingness to protest in behalf of Spain,
if need.
to get down on my hands and knees behant marine eugaged in regular passennounced dead tho body was lowered and ism” in this country. The speech made
the necessities of the case require j hrough the Spanish government at tirst
;hat
to
be
undertaker
fore I could throw my weight into the ;er
in
of
the
traflio either refused absolutely to
at
the
Yale
alumni
in
dinner
this
city
charge
to secure at lest the “friendly given
;he divers to go to work. In case paeilio j oped
to his relative for burial.
lift. My back would not bear the strain , arry such a dangerous cargo :"or ask ex- jonditions continue for another month c ffioes”
this week by Mr. Dalzell, Congressman
of Austria or France to induce given
rates in order to
< essively
high
freight
This
to
refrain
interto
from
it
to
do
standing.
hopes
States
if I attempted
^ he United
ir six
from Pennsylvania, has echoed the preweeks, the department
TRUST.
WIRE
A
STEED
noted themseives against loss of insurTake.
in
York navy yard dock , ention.
New
save tho
was my condition for years, the pain
ance.
vailing conservative feeling of pablio men
case the snips
Great Britain has been
that
of
In
for
comuse.
attitude
4.—The
for
The
New
plan
a
ready
York,March
if
worse
The only word received at the State Dedanthe
of
in
the
on
the
my back could not have been
to
besubjeot
.Capital
Spain,
the steel wire rod and nail
ioold be dooked one at a time.
bination of
j articularly disappointing
handful of needles had been jabbed into ] lartment from Gen. Lee during the past
has
been under gerous and unpatriotio influence of tho
ause
while not endorsing the American manufactures, which
!4 hours came in a sort cablegram reinhas
been
it
turn
in
not
body
my
clearly
for
six
could
way,
the
I
back.
any
consideration
months, sensationalism now so rampant. During
past
i olicy
my
vived last night addressed to Assistant
THE POWERS OF THE BOARD.
would refuse in was
icated that England
practically consummated at a meet- all the excitement over the disaster to the
without a sidle unless I wished to inour
His cablegram read as
Secretary Day.
Sicard’s f ny manner to hamper President MoKin- ing held here
4—Admiral
The combination
March
today.
not
Washington,
if
ollows:
a fearful twinge, and my condition
the court of inquiry i -y in enforcing his peaoe policy in Cuba. will represent about 150,000,000 in capital. Maine, when above all things it has be“Havana, March 3.—Have established precept convening the disaster to the
It is well kDown in the diplomatic The name selected for the combination hooved the nation to take a dignified and
dangerous, was at least unendurable.
now investigating
resmall
for
destitute
orphans,
isylum
Maine has been received by the , rorld that Spain has been using every is the American Steel and Wire eoppppa- careful
I heard about Doan’s Kidney Pills, and
gardless of nationality. The money sent battleship
attitude, these papers have been
and was made
publio t Sort during the past five or six weeks to ny. The largest steel wire and rod comthough I did not anticipate they would jy you will be applied to the purchase navy department
the popular mind with ail sorts
ain two months’ additional'time. Prime
inflaming
today. i_mainlTT n ynnWHICT 1 IIP j
panies in the country, to the number of
be any improvement on fcne many reme- <
linistor ta^asta urges that if the United 16 will be in the combination.
of false stories of what has been going on
her hands until May,
The Seodie* I had tried from time to time, I prosxaot scope of the inquiry and the extent ; itates will restrain
i n Havana and at the Capital.
Aside from £ fter which military operations will be
the report will go.
FUNERAL OF DR. ROGERS.
cured a box from the drug store of H. H.
Pn Ita linfil nffcir tVio nlflGA
retarv of the Navy, a public man of long
The war department, It is understood, to which
reto
court
i
the
the usual orders directing
Watervillo, March 4.—The last rites of experience and unquestioned integrity
Hay & Son's at the junotion of Middle viil endeavor to induce the treasury
of faot and its opinions c f the rainy season, hostilities will never
<
to return the Tortugas Islands port both findings
respect to the late Dr. William A.Rogers, and ability, has found himself in the
and Free streets. The seooud day I re- >fficia!s
Admiral Sicard directs 1 ie resumed by the insurgents.
but at the treasury an these findings,
;o
its
jurisdiction,
the
Maine
to
situation
when
Ph.
as
the
was
This
D., LL. D., late of Colby university,
marked to my wife that I was feeling betthe court to record any information
more embarrassed and
Etrcet
lepartmeut It is stated that no requisit- the
with ( isaster changed everything. It is now took place at the Elm
Baptist position of being
oi persons not connected
person
From that on I went right ahead.
the
made
ter.
been
secretary
has
m
yet
upon
are in
that the Maine affair is as church at one o’clock where bis body had hampered by the Irresponsible agitations
who
States
United
of
the
ecognized
for
the re-transfer. tno navy
the treasury
The of oertain
The pain has left me. I can lift any- >f
in part or wholly t ;reat a diplomatic embarrassment for been lying for some time in state.
journals in New York and
Should the request bo made it is stated, its opinion responsiblefor the explosion t he moment to the United States as It Is floral gifts were beautiful and ptofuse.
or indirectly
thingvand feel no effect after it.”
directly
other places than by the difficulties imonce.
:hat it will be complied with at
casket
were arranged in solemn
have
his
which
would
crisis
About
names
The
the
t
o
with
Spain.
of the Maine,
The most essential feature of Its defense and loss
H. H. posed upon him by the trying crisis in
of responsibility in each case, t risen this week was unknown to the dignity H. S. Cross, H. 8. Allen,
Since then Spain has would be the mounting of heavy guns and degrees
He has had at his
E. Confort.h, his own department.
to
give credit.
at Key West Febu- 1 vorld at large, and therefore Mr. McKin- Pratt, M. J. Pillsbury, G.
are dated
orders
The
rnd with these the harbor would give one
L. command the best and indeed the only
raised funds from unknown sources.
are directed to Captain 1 ey is unable to act according to his origi- H. L. Hanson, H. R. Spencer and A.
and
1898,
19,
watrary
in
southern
his facilities for ascertaining exactly what
lal plan without creating the appearance Stewart as guard of honor from
Diplomats in London express belief that 3f the best protections
president of the court.
French financiers are helping the Span- ers. The main defences are on the Tor- Sampson,
unjustly, classes.
ocourred in the harbor of Havana. Yet ne
DECORATED. < f acting prematurely, perhaps
HAVANA
IN
islaud
and
occuTurtle
GRAVES
meaning
Hence
the
disasof
Nathaniel
Butler
iugus,
President
Colby has sat daily in his office without beiug
ish'government.
ipon the Maine affair.
all the entire island,
a
must
invocation
followed
It Is known that^Spain is trying to pur- pying practically
harbor
the
Colon
delivered
Havana
by
4.—At
cemetery
\ er in
temporarily
able, from the nature of the case, to know
Havana, March
reef
coral
small narrow
chase three other ships which are being although a
selection from the
oollege quartette, what caused the disaster to the Maine,
this afternoon the graves of 161 men who j avor Spain’s desire for delay.
additional
she
has
not
but
around
affording
it,
built by the Armstrongs,
sweeps
the Maine were decorated
scripture reading by Rev. H. G. Hanson and nas seen a large portion of the Ameras
Fort perished in
is .known
conshelter. The fort
of Skowhegan and brief addresses by Rev. ican people make up their minds that the
BATH WINS CHAMPIONSH IP.
yet succeeded in making a bargain,
two large floral wreaths and a cross
It is a three story brick struc- with
is still time if the United
Jofferson.
there
of
or
more
score
of
a
Dr. William H. Spencer, Rev. G. D. B. Maine was surely blown up by the .Spansequently
in the
presence
ture, with casemates,the walls being four Americans,
States wishes to forestall her.
including Consul General ] ,itst Night’s Game in Shipping City Pepper, Rev. Dr. Nathaniel Botler, and iards, because certain papers have asserted
The
thick.
could
also
forestall
inches
three
garrison
feot
an
infernal
The United States
Rev. Dr. Davis president of Alfred uni- that a torpedo, a mine,
Lee Capt.
Sigsboe and Chaplain ChidSettled That.
in these casemates
The ceremonies machine, or some other explosive mechanoffered prayer
Spain in the purchase of other ships quarters are located to
versity of New York.
in wiok. Chaplain Chidwick
continental
and
artillery
old
the
being
place
in
or the
plan
starboard
of
an
the
English
closed
under
were
by
building
impressive prayer
Chicago
by
ism was placed
and Mr.
George C. Magee
the upper stories and the infantry becl nched the Dr. G. D. B. Pepper.
dockyards.
side of the battleship, at a place
Bath, March 4.—Bath
made brief remarks.
port
S3
consisted
of
defenses
of
old
the
The
Maine
ships low.
While Chili denies that any
league toThe remains wero escorted to the after- perfectly well known and described by the
Part of a body was recovered from un- < hainpionship in the
ordered for that country are for sale, it is xnd 42.pounder guns and one or two par- der the smokestack of the Maine today,
ilght by defeating Portland in one of the noon train west and will be taken into sensational papers, and often accurately
that rots of
200 and 300 pounds. These four
of
the
season,
naval constructors
A
believed by
buried.
east
is
games
exciting
New Jersey for interment.
'already
Illustrated by a photograph taken under
The other portion
the
Chili’s best cruisor the O’Miggins, which feet and three inch walls, and old style
water or in the mud by artists who have
has been found in the pantry, but j ilurphy of the Rocklands played with
body
service
In
of
little
be
be
would
and
of McGilvray,
purchased.
is just finished, could
guns
CAPTAIN CHARLES BAKER.
for the occasion invented processes hithernot yet extricated. From the clothing 1 lonie team in place
been building modern warfare and such us remain are is
and
The
work.
The Armstrongs have
of
( [id
lineup
to the art of the
the body is that
photogphenomenal
Charles to unknown
March 4.—Captain
because of the worn it is thought
Belfast,
three cruisers for Brazil, the Amazonas, out of practical service
* ummary;
The exhibition of knowingness
the pantry boy.
ex-mayor of Belfast and a promi- rapher.
Baker,
rushers;
and
afwould
this
made
have
the Barrozo and a new cruiser not named. quarantine uses to which Fort Jefferson
Bath—J.
Murphy,
have
down
were
Mooney
divers
these
The Spanish
which
papers
It is
man in business and political life of
recent years.
been put in
to the Secretary and
G. Mooney, center; Murtaugh, half back; nent
They are sister ships, built of steel, lias
fort ternoon for some time.
this forenoon after a linger- been highlv amusiDg
old
brick
died
the
state
that
the
however
of
3600
tons
are
and
displacethought,
sheathed
lurgess, goal.
his associates In the Cabinet of the PresiTHE NEWPORT AT COLON.
and ing illness. He was 67 years of age.
and 7500 indicated
horsepower. would serve temporarily use as a garrison
ment
Whipple
Portland—Campbell,
had not the ocoasion been so tragic
He was for four years sheriff of Waldo dent
These vessels are 373 feet long, have 43 vnd that the surroundings afford a good
March 4.—The United States i I’Mallev rushers; McKay, center; TurnColon,
and
the performances so dangerous and
the
elected
to
inches
for
by
big
majorities.
16
feet
10
draw
location
being
protect,
county,
heavy guns
have also
| >ull, half back; Allen, goal,
feet, 9 inches beam,
gunboat Newport, with the Nicaragua
In unfortunate. The Congressmen
He has also been county treasurer.
Over their roadstead.
and have twin propellers.
well as the Cabinet. Peocanal commission on board, arrived here ( ioals. Won By. Rush By. Caged By. T.
that realized this as
Gen.
1866 he was mayor of Belfast, at
inches of
have
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fortifications
board,headed
by
The
latter
the
until
they
remain
all
about
will
know
She
think that they
gun positions
J. Mooney-Limit.
that the today.
1
the second Democrat to hold ple who
armor and their deck plating is 3 inches Miles, eometime ago reported
of next week.
7.0s time, beingIn 1890 he was the Demooratio the disaster because they have read the
part
REV. T. DE WITT TALMAGE.
Murphy,
—Bath,
Murphy,
as
u
office.
were
the
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lands
part
necessary
The cruisers carry
quick Tortugus
thick.
and
from
West,
Key
1.25
faked
J.
despatches
Mooney, Murphy,
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Bath,
nominee for Congress opposing the late
NUNEZ VERY PRONOUNCED.
made in New York
firing guns, 4 4.7-inoh guns, 10 0-pounder of our coast defense.
the
seen
pictures
have
J.
Mooney-Limit
a
number
ol
Milliken. For
scheme of defense of the
4 small rapid
The naval
I
exhausted
and
guns, 4 l-pounder guns and
3.S5 Congressman a member of the Democratic from imagination by artists who have
J. Mooney, Murphy,
Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage. the most re- tired feelings, run-down
Philadelphia, March 4.—Emilio Nunez, j —Bath,
years he was
lire suns. They have three torpedo tubes, soast as laid down in the plans by the the
exdebility; a cure
sensations of
J. Moorey, J.Mooney, 1.06 State committee.
never seen the harbor of Havana or the
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Enthusiastic Meeting of AnnexationJUMPS FROM HIS WAGON AND IS
ists at East Deering.
DADLF INJURED.

and Cora M. Sawyer, both of Deering;
Eugene Decker of Daering and Miss Alice
Florence Berry of Portland.
The remains of the late Mrs. Elizabeth
Brown Fox arrive l heie yesterday afterwill bo held this
noon and her funeral
afternoon at 2.30 p. in. at the residence of
Forest
her father, William W. Brown,
avenue.

Gilbert Epdegraff SusInjuries Which
tained—Much Suffering Endured—
How He Obtained Relief.

Democrat, Goshen, Ind.
Gilcert Updegraff, a prosperous farmer
living near Goshen, Ind., in jumping
from his wagon on to a board, a lew days
ago, met with a serious accident.
It was feared at first that this accident
was aggravated by rheumatism, which
ailment Mr. Updegraff was troubled with
some time ago in an unusually severe
forin. In speaking of it he says:
stricken
“About two years ago I was
with rheumatism, and for a
year was
on me
came
It
troubled
with
it.
severely
suddenly during the winter, I don't know
what caused it, unless it was exposure,
about the farm.
“It was the old fashioned rheumatism
and began in my lower limbs, gradually
working up until my arms, hands and
fingers becamo affected. My body aohed
all over, especially my limbs, which were
swollen and these by the following spring
were almost
entirely useless. I had to
hire all my work done that spring and
summer, but did a little work in harvest
time. I must have done too much for soon
after that I was confined to my bed for
I had the family doctor, hut he
■erne time.
didn’t do me any good. He finally said
he could not help me and advised me to
try the baths, but I couldn't afford the
expense. Neither could I afford to be an
invalid all my life. Inquiries were made
at the
drug store for something that
would be helpful in ray case.
several
“The druggist recommended
things, and I tried some of them, but
was not benefited until I used Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. I gave
this remedy a fair trial as I did the others
and soon discovered that it was different
trom anything I had tried.
“I found that this was a medicine that
did what was claimed for it, and when I
had taken about a dozen doses of the pills
I
T -fiirwl that thflP
WPTfl
hplDlJIfiT 1110.
continued taking them, and I am glad
aotoday that I did. Why that mediolne
tualiv cured me and I didn’t take more
than six or seven boxos either.
“It was in January, 1897, that I began
taking the mediolne, and I was completely
cured by the first of March. I began early
In the spring to do my work, and I kept
it up all summer, not missing a day. I
rheumatic trouble
have never had any
With my limbs from that day to this.”
“And are you positive that it was Dr.
Pills for Palo People
Williams’ Pink
that cured you?” asked the reporter.
“Positive, why of course I am. NothI did not take any
ing else did it.
other mediolne at the time, and I was
until I
never bettar
began taking Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. I
have taken nothing else since, and of
course they are what did the work.”
Mrs. Upaegraif agreed with her husband that “he was cured of a very severe
of rheumatism by these pills.
cose
What better proof could a person want
than the above facts. This plainly shows
that Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
People are unrivalled as a tonic for the
of perfect health,
The secret
blood.
strength and beauty is pure blood, and
Impure blocd is the foundation of most
diseases.
One of the first to discover this fact
was Dr. Williams, who years ago formulated a combination of vegetable remedies
which acts on the impure and impoverished blood, imparting those elements
that purify, vitalize and enrich it, thns
From the

Ex-Mayor

Merrill

Criticizes

Method

of

Arrangement of Official Ballot—Meet-

Lewis hall.
These socials are well attended and are always enjoyed by the
One of the most enthusiastic meetings largo number in attendance.
The annual meeting of the
Deering
in the campaign of annexation was held
will be
Loan and
association
last evening in lllsley hall, Kist Deer- held this Building
Woodtheir
office,
at
evening
lug.
lords, at 7.30.
the
of
The Y. M. C.
Whist club of Portland
The attendance numbered sixty
best citizens of the ward and the frequent are to enjoy a supper and whist party this
outbursts of genuine applause bore evi- evening at Woodfords.
dence of the favorable position of the maJUDGE FOSTER’S NEIGHBORS
jority of the citizens of East Deering on
annexation.
The first speaker was Mr. Fred v. Mat- Take Different Views of the
Judge’s
thews. who said: “It has been our course
A ltitlKY it.
in thiB campaign to spread the truth and
facts, and to hold ourselves in readiness
for correction, but we have yet to find, a
Bethel, March 4—The affidavit of Judge
single fact disputed or statement dis- Foster circulated
here, naturally revives
We maintain that Portland has
proved.
Deering the talk about the case.
been paying off her debt while
Judge Foster’s
has within the past few years doubled term will expire two weeks
from next
of
a
large
her’s. Portland gets the benefit
Your correspondent
interThursday.
businers
men,
yet
tax paid by Deering’s
If viewed a prominent resident here and 1 e
we have no voice in her government.
annexed we shall then have a voice as to has this to say: “The petition for Judge
Today Foster was started by Col.
how this money shall be spent.
Edwards, we
the
Deering does not have the free use of
The late John believe, about threo weeks ago, and It was
Portland Public Library.
circulated first by Mr. Edwards, who is
B. Curtis in his will provided 130,000 for
one of the most urominent Democrats in
the purpose of granting the free use of
The Bethel. It wus next circulated by G. A.
the library to Deering’s citizens.
trustees of the library are now debating Hastings, another of the most prominent
Democrats of Bethel. Then certain other
as to whether or not the city of Portland
privilege Democrats took it up. It has been signed
can afford to allow Deering the
for any such amount. If annexed gentle- by nearly all|ot the prominent Democrats
in town, while only three or four promimen, the question will be settled, and wo
Republican business men have
shall have free use of the library without nent
The petition has been presigned it.
further question.’’
Ex-Mayor, Merrill the president of the sented to some outside of the towu, but
the village corporasooiety, said: “lam Interested in this to few, if any, outside
The understanding is that not so
movement for annexation as I believe it tion.
outside of
obtained
names
oould
be
to be for our best interests.
(Applause.) many
Annexation has been tried in other places the village corporation.
“It has been reported in a Boston paper
and found successful and I believe it can
iD
ba made a success here. The argument of that no business man of any note
Bethel
had refused to sign this petition.
the antis is that they can
spend their
money better for themselves than Port- There are fifteen of the most prominent
land can.
Judging from the way the business men in Bethel village that have
It has also been reported
money has been spent in the city govern- not signed it.
ment particularly during the past year, that only five or six lo whom it was presented
refused
to
well
and
increasare
it
too
sign it. That may be
they
spending
so, but as a matter of fact it was not proing our debt too fast.
lugs

Tonight.
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streets anti sidewalks than we have today.
It can be said to the credit of Portland
has more
that no city in the country
We
miles of paved streets than she has.
have entered tbiB campaign in earnest
meet
the
to
and have endeavored
arguments of the antis in a fair and honorable
On the other hand the principle
way.
argument of the antis has been to heap
abuse upon certain members of the annexation society. The latest contemptible
piece of business that we have to deal
with is the way in which the official ballot to be used in voting for annexation
has been arranged. It shows very clearly
that the office holders have been together
and have planned this tallot to catch the
people, but In my judgment they will not
succeed^in reducing one iota the majority
in favor of annexation.” (Applause.)
Mr. Clarence Small referred to the way
East Deering had been dealt with by the
oity of Deering. That the citizens of East
Deering at least had causa to complain of
the way in which they had been treated.
Petitions have been sent in for police protection and other necessities but all have
been
The streets have
been ignored.
neglected throughout the seotion, and in
it
has
five
the
the oity during
years
past
cost $40,000 for labor to spread onto our
and
other
streets $8500 worth of sand
while
material for our gravel walks,
aiding bodily functions, arousing every Portland is spending $90,000 a year and is
organ into healthful action, and in this getting permanent work in the
way of
way restoring the entire system to health
paved streets, etc. Our heaviest tax payand vigor.
ers and best citizens are in favor of anThat Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale
nexation and It must come.
People do this has been attested to by
G. W. Brown
Mr. T. G. Harris and
thousands all over our land and In foreign
were the last speakers, and spoke of the
climes. These marvelous health restorers excellent
progress made by Portland as a
endorsed by
are prescribed ny physicians,
oity and of her ability to assist in imdruggists and used by people everywhere. proving Deering in the many ways that
present themselves from time to time.
The meeting adjourned at ten o’clock.
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Disputes Make It

LINE-

Necessary

THE LAST CALL.
This evening will be the last opportunity for the citizens and voters of Deering
desirous of hearing the cause of annexation presented at the meetings to be held
by the annexation and anti-annexation
forces. A grand rally is to be held by the
annexationists at 7.45 In Hoegg block,
Deering Center to bo addressed by well
known speakers qualified to present the
claims of annexation.
The anti-annexationists are to hold
their last meeting at eight o’clock In
Several well
Lewis hall, Woodfords.
known speakers have been engaged for
this meeting. A cordial Invitation is exinfortended to all citizens desirous of
mation to attend.these meetings.

lor

class of
The members of the senior
It To Be Settled.
Westbrook seminary had ths pleasure of
to
the
amusement
seeing
public
oSering
an entertainment last evening
of
Washington, March 4.—The breaking in Deering
Hoegg hall that was well attended and
over
the thorougly appreciated by all.
out anew of the controversy
The enterA

Columbia created much interest among
and called attention to
officials today
the necessity for a final disposition of the
While the matter of adissue.
boundary
judication rests in the jurisdiction of the
s;ats department, It is pointed out here
officially that the mats and data prepared
with the greatest care by the coast and
geological survey authorities sustain in
every point, the position assumed by the
United States with respect to its domain.
There is, however, an important question
of construction of the terms of the AngloEussian treaty signed at St. Petersburg
in February, 1825, upon which our claims
This government fixes upon salt
res;.
of the
water as the basis of definition
this and
ocean, whiie the British dispute
shore
the
ocean
olaim the islands as
would
which
plaoe the head of Lynn
canal in British territory, giving them
Dyea and
gewral impoitant points like

Skaguay.

At ection is

called to the fact that the

trea'y does not, as seems to be thought,
prescribed a strip ten leagues wide as
it does makq the
but
American land,

line the summit of the mountain range provided that range does not
Acinvolve a width of over ten leagues.
cording to the reckoning of the coast
of
delines
the
and
survey authorities
markation in their publication, the summit of White pass, over which the British
flag is reported to have been placed, is ten
miles on the United States side of the ten
leagues or thirty mile boundary line.
The 141st meridian stated in the treaty
Is the Mount St. Klias line. In this connection the specific terms of the treaty between Great Britain and Russia defining
bethe boundary is a part of the treaty
tween the United States and Russia and
defines the boundary of Alaska in
the
purchase of that country, the last portion
of which is as follows:
“That wherever the summit
of the
mountain which extends in a direction
parallel to the coast from the 5Gth degree
of the north latitude to the point of inHist
tersection of the
degree cf west
be at
the
longitude, shall prove to
distance of more than
a
ten marine
leagues from the < cam, the limit between
the British possesfim, and the limit of
coast which is to belong to
Russia, as
nbove mentioned, shall be formed by a
line parallel to the windings of the coast
and which shall never exceed the distance
of ten marine leagues therefor.

boundary

Don’t hurry. Take time to examine
the labels and trademarks of goods you
buy, and you will protect yourself from
©heap and worthless substitutes.

The Ladies1’ Circle connected with the
Woodfords Universalist society held their
regular supper and social last evening in

~

htT

tho T-invxrrL'iln

college Glee, Banjo and Mandolin clubs.
The programme of the evening was pubAt interlished In yesterday’s PH ESS.

mission refreshments of Ice cream and
cake were served.
There Is to be a special meeting of the
Deering city government this morning at
eight o’clock.
Miss Eva Mnroh of Sobago Lake is
visiting at Morrill's comer as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Goodrich.
There are several
cases cf measles re
ported among the small children of Morrill’s corner and vicinity.
The members of Hose 3, Morrill’s corand
ner have recently purchased a frame
glass In which they are to frame the new
Are
and
chart of the location of hydrants
alarm boxes.
The goods In the grocery
department displayed at the fair recently
held by the Bed Men of Morrill’s corner
are to be retained and offered for sale to
tbe members at intervals and the proceeds
from such sales are to be devoted to the
friend of the tribe.
There will be an anti-annexation rally
at Lewis hall,
Thursday and Saturday
nghts, March 3d and fith, 1898, at 8
o'clock.
The citizens of Deering are particularly requested to be present at these
meetings.
Speakers will be present who
1
will present the principal reasons against
annexation.
Workmen have commenced to lay the
floor for the third story of the new High
school building at Deering Center. Good
on
the
progress has also been made
masonry work during the past few days.
At the session of the board of registration held on Thursday there were 84 citizens registered as voters.
This is the
largest number ever registered in one day
in Deering since the
law
registration
went into effect. The total registration of
the three days number 197.
The following intentions of
marriage
have been recorded during the past week
at the city clerk’s office: Wm K. Burke

The Sure La Grippe Cure.
There no use suffering from this dreadful malady if you will only get the right
remedy. You are having pain all through

your body, your liver is out of order,
have uo appetite, no life or ambition,
have a bad cold, in fact are completely
used up. Eleclric Bitters are the only
remedy that will give you prompt and
sure relief.
They act directly on your
Liver, Stomach and Kidneys, tone up the
whole system and make you feel like a
now being.
They are guaranteed to cure
For sale at H. P. S.
or price refunded.
Goold’s drug store. Only 50c per bottle.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Sail Loft meetings are held at
tral W hari every Sunday morning,
at 10.30 a. m. All are welcome.

No. 6 Cencommencing
tf
St. Lawrence Congregational Church.
Cor. Congress and Munjoy streets—Rev. A. H.
Wright, pastor.
Morning service at 10.30
Sunday school at 12 m. Communion service at
3 p. in.
Evening choral service; address by
tile pastor. Subject. “Dr. Hepworth's Mission
to Armenia,” 7.so p. m.
Second Parish Congregational Church
Congress, cor. Pearl St. Rev. Rollin T. Hack,
Services at 10.30 a. in. and 7.39 p. m.
unday school at 12 m. Communion and receplion of members in the
morning.
Salvation Army. 230 Federal St. Meetings every night at 8, except Tuesday, Sunday
at 7 and ll a.
Adjuin., and 3 and 7.3u p. in.
tant and Mrs. McDouall in charge. All are
welcome.
tf
St. Paul’s Church, (Protestant Episcopal),
Lor. Congress and Locust streets.
The Rev.
Jos. Battell Shepherd, rector.
Services at 9
and 10.80 a. m., and 4 p. m. Sunday school at
close of the morning services.
tf
St. Stephen’s Church (Protestant Episcopal) Congress street, head of State. Kev. Dr.
Dalton, rector. Sunday morning service at
10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 iu.
Weekly
service Wednesday at 4 p. m. Sewing school
If
at
m.
2.30
Saturday
p.
St. Luke's'Cathedral—State street. Clergy— Rt. Rev. H. A. Neelv. D. D„ Bishop; Rev.
l. Morton Sills, D. D., Dean.
Services—Holy
Communion at 7.30 a. m. Morning Prayer and
Holy Communion at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school
3 p. m. Evening (choral) with sermon 7.30 p. m.

3 p.

ij

telephone.
All Souls Church (TJnlversalist). Deering
Rev. F. T. Nelson, pastor. Preaching at 10.45
S bio t, “Heaven.” Rev. W. -u. Wilson
Sunday
of the Bllile Society will also speak.
Y.
schoo' at 12.15. Junior Union at 3 p. in.
P. C. U. 7.16
HutchRev. S. W.
A. M. E. Zion Mission.
ings, pastor. Preaching at 10.45 a. m. and 7.45
p. m. Sunday school 12 m. All are Invited, tf
а. m.

trustees.

(including appreciation)

I

Abyssinian Cong. Church. 81 Newbury
street. Rev. Theo. A. Smythe, pastor. Preaching at|ll a. m. and 7.30 p. ni. Sunday school
after morning service. C. E. prayer meeting at
if
б. 30 p. m. All are invited.

Brown’s Block, 537 Congress street. (Divine
Science.) Evening service at 7.30 p. m. Thursday evening at 7.80. Miss L. B. Gliuden, speaktf
All are cordially invited.
er.
Bethel Church, 285 Fore street, (on eastside Custom House)—Rev. Francis Southworth.
pastor. Residence 108 Newbury street. Prayer
meeting 10.30 a. m. Sunday school 2.15 p. atm.
7
Prayer meeting
Preaching service 3 p. in.
tf
p. m. All are welcome.
Bethany Cong. Church, South Portland.
Rev H. B. Bong, pastor. Prayer meeting
a. m.
Preaching by the pastor at 10.45. Subject, “The Problem of Bite.” Sunday school at
12.16 p. in. Y. P. S. C. E. 6.15 p. m. Beotnre
at 7.15. A1 are welcome.
Church of the Messiah, (Universalist)
Rev. VV. M. Kimmell. pastor. Service at 10.30
a. m.
Subject of sermon, “Man at Play,” Junior Y. P. C. U. 4.45 p. m.; Y. P. C. U. 7 p. m.
Williams
Christian Spiritual Society.
Hall, 3791/2 Congress street. Speaking and
—

tf
test at 7.30 p. m.
Church of Christ, Scientist. 559 Congress
a. m.
at
10.30
services
2.
room
Friday
street,
7.45 p. m. Reading room open daily, Sundays
tf
excepted, 2 to 6 p. m.
Congress Square Church (First UniversaService at
list.) Rev. Hr. Blanchard, pastor.
10.30 a.m. The pastor wiil officiate.
Y. P. C.
school 12 m. Communion at, 3 p. m
U. (5 80 p. 111.
Congress St. M. E. Church—Rev. W. F.
Berry, pastor. Preaching at 3 p. m. Dy the pastor. .Junior Endeavor meeting 6 30 p. m. CumAll are invited.
in .nion at 7.30 p. m.

P

at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting Tuesday
7.30. Alliance m eting Thursday at
Motto—A whole gospel for the
p.
tf
Whole World. All are welcome.
Vestry Hai.l, Pleasantdale. Preaching at
Sp. m by Charles Leake of the Church of
All are
Christ of Albion. Bible study 4 p. m.
m.

1 MALT

jg

tf

EXTRACT
IT folAKES

I

FLESH AND BLOOD

3

SARAH BERNHARDT

3

obtained
MALT
EXTRACT.”
of JOHANN HOFF’S

55
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Says:
the
good results
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$97,001.04

suffering.

You do

direct,

Reserve for

etc..
Reserve
risks,

Surplus

Boston, Mass., the eminent and distinguished specialist, whose marvelous cures

To MOTHERS.

not

WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ‘’CASTORIA,” AND
“
PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” as our trade mark.

his
have astonished the world, has In
Investigations discovered medicines that
are simply infallible in all cases of blood
and nerve affliction and what are called

J} DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same

consult Dr.
by letter, free. Write

You

can

Greene personally
to him and he will explain your ease so
plainly that you will understand exactly
what ails yon, and he will oure
you if
you wish.

on ever^
that has borne and does now
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
which
has
been
PITCHER’S
CASTORIA,”
This is the original
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
“

WESTBttOOK.

will he a rehearsal of Calanthe
at the hall Saturday evening
T
7
7
„7_ T.
T.A
41**
at 7.3<1 o’clock. Every member is requestuio nuiur yuii rmuv iluuiiyo uumjrvv
sf$T/?
sia
ed to attend without further notice.
Mr. Walter A. Scott, 37 Codnr street,
has
wraparrived*; home this week.from Chatham,
use my name exSunday Mass., where he has.been at work buildme
one
ing a life saving station for the government. Mr. Scott has been foreman on the
work for Mr. J. S. Randall of Portland,
the contractor.
The Y. P. S. C. E. {,of the W«st End
,x>.
church' of this oity held
Church of Christ—Corner of Congress and Congreagtional
last eveBord’s
at
10.30
a.
their
weekly
meeting
streets.
Supper
regular
Weymouth
ir... followed by preaching by W. I. Houston.
ning. Topic, “What is a prolitablo SabBible study at 12 m. Preaching at 7.30 p. m. bath?’’
by Rev. Charles Deake ot Albion. Seats free.
Mr. Freeman Brown oonveyed a largo
Do not
non-appointment. Judge Woodbury, a All are invited.
your child
both Weinesday
party to Rocky Hill,
man who has been most prominent in
Chestnut Street
Church, (Methodist and Thursday evenings, where they were
a
substitute
which
some
the
last
to
was
believe
that Episcopal)-Rev. C. W. Parsons, D. D„ pastor.
may offer you
among
Bethel,
and others from
by residents
Judge Foster had done anything for Epwortb Beague meeting at 6.30 p m; general joined
the inthe
and
on
he
makes
more
a
Windham
evening
enjoyed
road,
which to be censured, but when he did prayer and praise service at 7.30 p. m. L'oinmuniontat 10.30 a. m. Preaching at 8 p. m. by in coasting.
come to believe it he took the matter up
know.
of
which
not
does
even
All are welcome.
Rev. H. K. Du mack.
Mr. George Cutter died Thursday after
and has aided in the work.
Clark Memorial M. E. Church, Wood- several mouths' Illness, at Ms home on
“Probably half the people who have
48
was
and
R.
ResiHis
Julm
street.
Main
age
years
pastor.
Clifford,
signed this ^petition are those who have fords—Rev.
At 10.30 a. m. re61 Pleasant street.
He leaves an aged mother,
talked much about Judge Foster and his dence of members and sermon by the pastor, six months.
ception
Mr. Simon Cutter and a half
a brother,
BEARS THE FAC-S!MiLE SIGNATURE OF
conduct
followed bv Sacramental service. Sunday school
Miss Abbio Deane, all of this oity.
At7p. sister,
at 12 m. Epwortb League 61 p. m.
held
at
2
be
will
The
funeral
Sunday
All are welcome.
in. praise ana prayer service.
ALL-RAIL TO WASHINGTON.
o’clook at the late residence. Burial at
East Def.ring (M. E ) Church, Rev. John
school
at 1.45 p.
Sacarrappa cemetery.
Sunday
R.,Clifford, pastor.
Special train of Wagner palace cars via m.
Rio
The rehearsals for the drama
At 3p. m. sermon by t e pastor, followed
km.i’iiinon til
appviflp
At Kill n 111. nm.'Sfi
1.
S25.00
Fitchburg Railroad, Apr.
Grande, to be presented by JWawenock
and prayer meeting. All are invited.
tribo ot Red Men at the Westbrook on
covers all necessary expenses during enni„,, nr March 24th. are now beincr
^
First Free Baptist Church. Opposite
Four days at tlie
tire time absent.
I
Public Library. Rev. Lewis Malvern, pastor. held.
hold
a masare
to
l/m.
at
a.
m.
school
O.
0.30
E.
at!
The
N.
P.,
Sunday
National Captial.
Sermon
tf
At 7 30 p- m. Social service.
querade dance Monday evening in K. of
For itineraries and full information
P. hail.
Free Church, Deering. Rev. T. M. Davies,
apply to D. N.Bcll, Tourist Agent, Penn- pastor. Preaching at 10.45. Sunday school at
Tho Presumpscot river is free from ice
lrom that
sylvania Railroad, 205 Washington street 12 m. Young People's meeting 6.1D. Evening
and
no danger is to be feared
tf
welcome,
All
are
7.30.
at
cordially
service
Boston.
source
this spring. The last of the ice
THE CENTAUR COMPANY. 77 MURRAY STREET: NEW YORK CITY.
I
Ellison R.
Friends’ Church. Oak street.
disappeared yesterday. The prospects are
FOUND DEAD IN THE WOODS.
Purdy, pastor. Morning service at 10.30. Sun- that the river will be badly swollen this
tf
m.
Social
service
m.
7.30
12
p.
school
day
spring os there are from four to six feet t
Betbel, March 4.—Dwight C. Rose,
Free Street Baptist Church—Preaching of snow back in tho woods, which will
a well known and much respected farmer
at io.30 a. m. by Rev. A. S. mini, D. i>.. Sec.
of the river later
of Bethel was found dead in the woods Maine Baptist Missionary Conneimon. Sunday add much to the rise
service at a p. m. in the spring.
Thursday afternoon. Mr. Rose left home school at 12 m. Communion
of the newly
n.30
in.
at
The
er
Pra
meeting
p.
meeting
flrst„regular
with his
in the morning
ox-team for General
of parliamenFirst Baptist Church, corner of Wilmont organized club for study
the woods where ho was logging. He did
last evening with
'not return as usual at noon and his wife and Congress Sts.— Rev. \V. S. Ayres, pastor. tary praotico was held
I0.3o a. ni.. loilowel by Commun- Mrs. Charles B.
Woodman, SI Church
sent a boy into the woods to look for him. Preaching at school 12 m. At 7.30
p. ill. prayer street.
ion
He was found lying in the snow upon his anu Sunday
praise service.
Tho second sermou in the series of six
back in front of his oxen. From appearof
Parish
South PortUniveksalist
First
by the Kev. Thos. B. Payne, pastor of
ancas he must have been dead some time.
land. Services at Union upertt House, sabbath the Unlversalist church will be delivered
Some men in the
were
neighborhood
School at l.3o p. ni. Preaching at 2.30 by Rev.
tomorrow morning.
Subject, “Of whom
tl
notified and he was brought to his home, Yv M. Kimmell.
of
half
a
mile
a distance
or
more,
A
Park is the church composed.”
First Presbyterian Church—Cor.
Tomorrow Kev. J. A.
Hainer, the
physician and coroner were summoned and Pleasant Streets. Rev. Henry McGilvary,
22 State St. Communion at 3 evangelist, will conduct the services at
but no inquest was deemed
necessary. pastor, residence
The
all
at
m
in.
7.30
school
Warren
morning
day.
Preaching
p.
church,
Sunday
either p.
Death is thought to have come
Ail are welcome. Seats free.
2 p. m.
service will be at the usual hour. Regular
from a trouble resulting from a wound in
noon.
at
At 3
session
First Parish Church-(Unitarian) Con- Sunday school
his head received in the late war or from
be a special service for
some
gress street. Rev. John C. Perkins, pastor. o’clock there will
a heart disease.
in. and 7.30p. m.
church members only. Members of any
Mr. Rose was aTnember of Brown Post, Services at lO.hOa,
At 6 o’clook
ers,
Immanuel Lutheran Church, Williams church are cordially Invited.
He
G. A. R. of Bethel and a pensioner.
Morn
there will be a meeting for all Christians
Ho was Hull. Rev. A. aron, pastor, Wilmot s
was a prominent Odd Fellow.
10.45
a. in.
are
at
members.
At
ohurch
who
subject,
“Tryingof
are
not
yet
most esteemed oltizens ingservice
one of Bethel’s
Fa.tu.” Sunday school 1'.lc. Evening service 7 o'clock Mr. Hainer will deliver his last
and his sudden death is a shock to the in Swedish 7.45.
our
Envelopes for a
sermon in Westbrook.
He was sixty-6ix years old.
community.
High Street Church—Rev. W. II. Fenn, free will
offering to the evangelist, can
D. I)., pastor. Morning service at 10.30 a.m. be
services
the
and
are
of
obtained
at any
nominated.
dr.
Communion .1 p. in. Evening Lecture omitted.
will
be collected before the closo of the
can save conNew Jerusalem Church. New High St. evening servico.
Augusta, March!.—The Prohibitionists
Rev. Samuel Worcester, minister. Morning
tonight nominated Dr. W. F. Thompson service at 10.30.Subject of Sermon, "The Builtlon
as a candidate for mayor.
ing ot the Tempi' without die sound of any
Tool of Iron
Sunday school at 12 m. Eveso.d
The annual report of the Mutua Life ning service Jat 7.30. Subject, ‘"Joseph
lino Key I.” Ail are invite.I.
Insurance Company of New York just
Peaks Island Methodist Church. Rev.
issued shows that company to have made Wm. S. Jones, pastor. Preaching at 10.30:'.
m. and 7.30 p. in.
Sunday school 12 in. Y. P.
in
as
usual,
every S. C. it. 1'ue day
noteworthy advances,
evening, 7.45. Class meeting
are
some
department of its business. The assets Tlnitsday 7.45 p. ni. Strangers are always
II
to welc me.
amounted
on
December 31, 1897',
at
Preble Chapel. Rev. W. T. Phelan, pas$253,786,437, showing an increase for the tor. Sunday echool^t 12 m. Preaching at 3 p.
All
ibe
m.
in.
income
7
cash
by
pastor.
Service
of
at
The
p.
song
year of $19,643,289.24.
are invited.
for the twelve months aggregated $54,
edles sent on trfal to
Union Hall, Free St.
Presbyterian
Mission,
162,008.23, and the disbursements for Sunday senool at 2 p. m. Preaching at 3 p. ni. man. A world-wide reputation back or
this offer. Every obstacle to happy
prayer and praise service 7.30. Seats
matured
death
endowments, Social
claims,
free. Ail are welcome.
lite removed. Pull strength, development
dividends and other accounts to $36,124,the body.
and tono given to
Pine Street Church. (Methodist Episcoevery portion of
Failure
from
whWh pal). Rev. F. C. Rogers,
04
The surplus fund
impossible: age ho barrier.
060.99.
pastor. Residence
No C. O. D. scheme.
SunCarteton
St.
m.
a.
Preaching at 10.30
dividends are
paid now amounts to
day school 12 m. Kpworth League at 0.4n.
mai’4dt£
255 MIDDLE STREET.
$35,508,194.
Communion at 7.30 p. m.
All aro welcome.
There

degree

commissions,

for

unexpired

$258,490.00
60,800.29
473,407.07
792,708.38

as

regards policy holders,

$412,306.16

Summary of Head Office Statement.
March 31, 1897.

CAPITAL, SUBSCRIBED, $3,750,000.
$750*000.00
Capital, paid up incasli.
of
Assets, exclusive
guaranteed capital,

2,287,155.00

$1,193,680.00
Liabilities,
Surplus as regards polexclusive
holders,
icy
of guaranteed capital, 1,101,475.00
Guaranteed capital, not
called.
Total available resources,
feb22eodsw

:

3.000.000.00
$5,297,155.00

Music!
|

NOW READY.

AN OPEN LETTER

or

out-

Easter

know
whatsis the matter with you. You are all
run down, nervous, weak and broken in
health. Dr. Greene, 34 Temple Place,

ohronio diseases.

losses

for

standing. contiug;iit and

invited.

BRACE UP.
are

60,933.22

-$1,108,937.45

ASSETS.
United States bonds,
$283,625.00
15,975.00
State and county bonds,
Municipal and town bonds, 274,825 00
320,604.58
Railroad bonds.
Cash Deposited with trustees, with Kidder, Pea27,140.33
body & Co.,
1,157.34
Casli in band and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
on bonds, not included
7,137.09
in market value,
Premiums in due course of
274.639.18
collection,
Agents’ balances
(Premiums three
months overdue), $7,352.47 -$1,206)009.52
LIABILILIES.

Sunday
Breaching

You

$1,038,004.23

EXPENDITURE.
$620,65951
Losses,
250,949.32
Commissions,
51,405 08
Salaries,
23.006.37
Slate fees,
All other charges,
64.414.63
Remittances to
1,011,335.51
head office, $65,406,75

Reserve

at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Sunday school at
12 m. Commumon at
p. m.
West End Methodist Episcopal Church
—Rev. H. E. Dunnack, pastor. Residence 3
At 10.30 a. m. sermon b> the
Frederic street.
pastor. At 11.45 Sunday school. At 7.30 lec“The
Birth of Democracy.” Seals
ture, {Subject,
free.
All are welcome.
corner Thomas and
Church,
Williston
Carroll streets. Breaching at 10.30 a. m. and
Bhelos of Boston.
Lawrence
m.
Kev.
7.30 p.
by
Sunday school at 12 m. Commualon 3 p. m.
Second Advent Church, Congress Biace.
school
Rev. E. B. Woodward, pastor.
and Bible classes at 1.30 p. m.
by
the pastor at 3 p. m. Subject, “What we may
expect to see during tlie next few years.’- SoSeats
cial and prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
are

$929,313.00

Interest

Preaching
evening at

All

department,

INCOME.

Premiums,

The First Spiritual Society. Mystic
At 2.30 p.
Hall. Kev. A. J. Weaver, pastor.
services for the study of the Bible under
the light reflected upon its pages by Spiritualism and Higher Criticism. Preaching at 7.45
tf
by the pastor. Seats free. All Invited.
Vaughan St. Church. (I. M.) W. H. H.
McAllister, pastor. Sunday school 1.30 p. m.

free.

witli insurance

New York, Massachusetts.Ohio and

in.

3^1

Employers’ Liability
Corporation, Limited,

Deposited

m.

7.30

Exchange St., Agents of

31

OF LONDON. ENG..
U. S. BRANCH. STATEMENT DEC. 31.1897.

Woodford’s Universalist Society,. Rev.
T. Nelson, pastor. Preaching at 4 p. m. Snuday school 2. «f> u. m.
West Congregational Church-Rev. Le-

XoTicE-Churcli notices are published free
The
as an accommodation to the churches.
publishers request that they be sent to the
office by C.00 p. m. on the nay before pubncat on, written legibly and as briefly as possible;
such notices are not received or corrected by

ASDERSOI, ADAMS & GO.

yA

Assurance

-•

for the very reason
their
what
known
position was and that they would refuse,
so that is simply a play upon words.
“Bethel is stirred up anew by what has
been said relative to the Congregational
was
ohurch and the procedure which
mnde re'ative to dropping Judge Foster
from its rolls.
Foster
claims
that
Judge
he knew nothing about the action which
was taken by the churoh
relative to his
had no notice
dismissal, and that he
whatever of the passing of any resolutions
relative to his dismissal, and that for that
reason he was cot given an
opportunity
to appear before the church and defend
had
no
and
he
notice of
that
himself,
these resolutions having been passed until he had paid in about $145 to the church
fifteen months after the dropping of his
name from tne rolls.
“Prominent people in the
Congregational church here say that of course, it
cannot he proved conclusively that Foster
ever received a
letter which the clerk of
the churoh mailed to him advising him
of the action of the ohuerb,
but these
people say that it was common talk
throughout the community that Judge
Foster had been dismissed from
the
church that everybody knew it.
At any
rate, it was common talk, whether they
knew it or not.
It was well known and
much talked of not only here, but outside
of the village as well.
“A Boston paper stated last Saturday
that every property holder in Bethel had
signed this petition. It is not a fact, because some of the largest property holders
in Bethel have refused to sign it, and
would not sign it under any conditions.
Let me say that
the
prominent men
spoken of os not having signed the
petition, are not enemies of Judge Foster.
He has not, I think, any
enemies
in
He is a man who has been very
town.
one
much liked in town, and no
here
questions his ability to serve as a justice
ofithe Supreme bench, and in fact, they
of Judge Foster’s ability here,
are proud
and the only objection that is raised is in
reference to his conduct.
“The men who have refused to sign the
petition are the very ones who have kept
the most quiet about the matter.
They
had hoped that the thing would quiet
and
if
he
should
not
be
down
reappointed
that there would be no stir simply the
nave not signed it,
that it was well

of

The

F.

SERVICES.

M'zsttsmm

w

Employers’ Liability

Fidelity Insurance.

and

^

Trinity Church, Woodfords, (Episcopal.)
Morning service at 10.30. Evening prayer and
Sunday school at 3 p. m. Rev. Chas. T. Ogden

welcome to all.

SUNDAY

SIISCKJLiAITEO PS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
_

SkySock ShmM Have

:|

weloome.
Woodfords Congregational Church—
Rev. E. P. Wilson, pastor.
Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at close of morning service. Evening service at 7 p. m.
A cordial

wkc

\

Accident,

ga6tor.

State Street Congregational Church—
Rev. J L. Jenkins. D. D. minister. Morning
service at 10.30. Sunday school at 12 m. EveSacramental service
ning service at 7.30 p. m.

__

team

and

per.

cept

the signature
has authority
No
The Centaur Company

I

?J

Anthems,

?!

Carols,
Solos,

j

Exercises.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Cressey, Jones & Allen,
BAXTER

BLOCK.

§

Portland, Me,

Lamson & Hubbard

of
from

to
which Chas. H. Fletcher is

of

t

March 8,1897.

Do Wot Be Deceived.

endanger the life of

cheap
(because
gredients

by accepting

druggist
pennies

few

it),

he

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”

.t

Insist

on

Having

The Kind That Never Failed You.

I

SALE OF TROUSERS.

Thompson

lAGICALLf

EFFECTIVE
TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN
OF ALL AGES
afsaa arass-gs;

ERIEMED!C?.LCO.,aSAA»":

We offer
1200 pairs of Good Trousin Men’s, Young Men’s and large
all new,
Boys’ sizes. These Trousers
workrooms, and
just received from
in
right
every particular.
FOR QUALITY, Yon
siderable
the price by buying here.

Prices, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50 and $5.
line $8 and 810
closing out
80.50
Trousers, “King Make,”
We

STANDARD CLOTHING GO.,

Style, 1898.
Spring
durability. Style
Fo'

&

Hubbard Hat lias

and Comfort the Lamson
equal. For sa e by

no

febi7 deotl 3mo

PALMISTRY!
PROF.

LEOSAIDOW

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.
Prof. Leosaidotv, the Egyptian Palmist, whose accurate demonstrations and
revelations created such furore in Bangor for the past nine mouths, is at present located in Portland where he can he
consulted on all affairs of life.
Present,
past or your immediate future revealed,
lienee on business affairs, speculations,
political, investments, marriages, etc.,
what business you are best adapted to,
whether your companions are true or

false, what part of the country is luck-

iest for you, the best season of the year
to make changes, all diseases located, no
The Promatter of how long standing,
fessor clearly demonstrates to you the
facts through the science of Palmistry
He does not profess
and chiromancy.
to be superior to all other individuals;
claims that Palmison the contrary he
try is a science. Any one can acquire it.

Proficiency depends upon study and

ex-

perience. In all the larger cities Palmistry
has been making great progress, classes
are being formed continually aud some

very briliaut and noted persons are adAll who are
mirers of the science.
desirous of having a plain and truthful
reading of tlieir life should consult the
It is a fact we.l known that
Professor.
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the making or marring of one’s life. Therefore
X advocate the examination of the hand
at that period or younger for by so doing
tlio best qualities will be fully demonstrated to parents or guardians. The
human hand is a much plainer and surer
Business
chart than the head or taco.
strictly confidential. Consultation $1.00
Hours '.I to 12, 2 to 6 and 7 to
aud $2.00.
p, o’clock; office No. 77S Congress street
Class lessons given Tuesday and Friday.
<llw
mar5

j_

H. E. iVSILLS

IE^I^IOlO 1a'UL23.©r,
Order elate

at cnandler’s Mu»w
Congress street

Store, 431

4e-i-.-

_j__...:

:.n 1.

—._r"

P0R1XAKB BAILY PRESS.

Department gave Spain to understand

AND

time ago that unless Cuba was pacified by March first the government mighl
feel it to be its duty to interfere on be
half of humanity and to protect American interests.
The Maine explosion hat
interfered with the American programme,
and our government will probably wail
some

MAINE STATE

KRESS.

Subscription Kates.
Dairy (In advance) $G per year; $3 for six

mouths; $1.50

a

quarter;

50 cents

month.

a

The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
now until that matter is settle.! before
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the taking any measures to put a stop to the
rate of S7 a year.
conflict in Cuba. If Spanish malice 01
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published Spanish
negligence should be shown to
every Thursday,$2 per year; $1 for six months; be
responsible for the disaster, doubtless
60 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscriptne government would make a demand
tion of six weeks.
for indemnity, and this might become an
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
of
short periods may have the addresses of their important factor in the settlement
the Cuban war.
papers changed as often a3 desired.
Advertising Kates.

Iho recont defeat of the Canadian LibIn Daily Press $1.50 per square, for dne erals in the Province of Ontario seems to
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions show that the drift in the Dominion is
Every other day ader loss, $1.00 per square.
and his
away from Premier Laurier
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
to the Conservatives. OnHalf square advertisements $1.00 for one party and back
tario has for many years been a strongweek or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a col- hold of the Liberals, and their defeat

long.

know that if he is eleoted they can control his administration again. No better
evidenoe is needed of the character of the
him when
elements that surrounded

Mayor than is furnished by the,conspiwhich was concocted to make
Mayor a second time by ballot
stuffing and false counting. It is
that he did not participate in this
spiracy and therefore should not be
racy

responsible
hold

him

him
box
said
con-

held

there was co-operation
offioers.
on
the part of some of those
While he personally was not implicated
in

that

his administration was;

the frauds,

and for several days after they were committed it was patent to everybody that
there had been either ballot box stuffing
or
miscounting or both, he showed no
the
sign of unwillingness to become
beneficiary of them. It may be said that
to the demands of his party to
ho

there is more significant than it would
Special Notices, on first page, one-third addi- be in any other of tho provinces. The reayielded
tional.
son of the reaction against Laurier is not
his own judgment and inAmusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per far to seek. Ho promised the voters of stick, against
and that may be the case. But
or less,
Three
insertions
clinations,
week.
each
square
the Dominion closer commercial relations
that only shows how completely he was
$1.50 per square.
Not only has
with the United States.
In the grip of the elements that surroundBeading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
his promise, but he has made
with other paid notices. 16 cents per line each ho not kept
ed
him, and how unwise it will be to
no very serious
attempt to do so. Since
insertion.
him again in the Mayor’s chair surplace
Bure Beading Notices in reading matter type, election he has, apparently, become a conrounded by this same element which he
25 cents per line each Insertion.
vert to Joseph Chamberlain’s imperial
has heretofore shown himself powerless
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- federation idea, and his labors have been
to resist. Nobody would think of turntisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
entirely in the direotion of binding the
ing over his private business to the man40 words or less, no display. Displayed adverDominion more closely to England in its
tisements under these headlines, and all adveragement of a man who had so readily
as
as
well
its
relacommercial,
political
tisements not itaid in advance, will be charged
surrendered to bad advisors as he did on
tions. The policy ho llas committed himat regular rates.
this occasion. No more should anybody
Iu Maine State Press—$1.00 per square self to is the distinctive policy of the think of turning over the public busifor first Insertion, and 50 cents per square for Conservatives and not of the Liberals. In
Personally Mr. Inness to suoh a man.
each subsequent insertion.
short, to all intents and purposes he has
graham may be a very agreeable, wellAddress all communications relating to sub- become a Conservative. That his
*
party
but he certainly
scriptions and advertisements to Portland should not be willing to follow him, and meaning gentleman,
showed during his career in office that
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
should take the first opportunity to exhe was not of the stuff that mayors ought
JPORTIsA^'D, ME.
press dissatisfaction with his policy Is f.n hfl niadfl of.
UUt LVJ
!_'U *Y UiiUUHAI
The qualities of firmness and power to
umn

and

one

inch
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SATURDAY,

MARCH 5.

ELECTION MONDAY, MARCH 7.

The statutes under which the investigation of the Cumberland street lire was instituted, provides that “when property is

WASHINGTON

commissioner of the same, and to
investigate, or cause to be investigated,
the cause, circumstances and origin of
The statute does not require
the lire.”

FOR MAYOR:

Charles H. Randall

an
WARD 1.

Aldermen—Wilson Sprague.
Councilmen—Elmer E. Gerrish,
George E. Lefavor,
Lewis I’. Houston.
School Committee—Albert B. Hall.
Warden—Harry A. Chisholm.
Ward Clerk—Osman C. Munroe.
Constables—Charles B. Coveil,
Kuel N. Field.

It
or “cause to be investigated.”
to us that much more satisfactory
results would be obtained if they should
the investigation to the chief of

selves,
seems

delegate

the fire department, and some of his subordinates rather than make it themsrlves.
ascertained much
The facts could be
better and the conclusion would be much
Within a short time
more
satisfying.

WAKD a.

Alderman—Sanford A. Maddox.
Councilmen— Williard P. Cold,
Clement S. Johnson,
John B. Brown.
Warden—James E. Stevenson.
Clerk—Ervin
A. Clark.
Ward
WARD 3.

Alderman—Edgar E. Bounds.
Councilmen—Hugh X. Barker,
Fred H. Johnson.
Charles A. Sloman.
School Committee—William H. Brownson.
Warden—Willard C. G. Carney.
Ward Clerk—William F. Morse.
Constables—Oliver 8. Skillings,
Janies X. Jason.
WARD 4.

Sawyer.

Alderman—William H. Dow.
Councilmen—George E. Smith, Everett K.
Josselyn. Walter H. Browu.
School Committee-Charles L. Hutchinson.

Bynoo.

Ward Clerk—Philip Q. Loriug.
Constables—Kben N. Perry,
Heury S. Thrasher.
Alderman—Rufus Lamson.
Councilmen—John H. Pierce,
Charles P. Waldron.
Elias Thomas, Jr.
Warden—Edwin A. Gray.
Wai d Clerk—Richard XL Ball.
Constables—Samuel W. Joy.
Clarence A. Johnson.

the harbor and deunder the Maine
and made the necessary connections. Afteet

on

the bcttom

on

iiausuu.
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FUTURES

Stocks and Bonds Bought and Sold in
all Markets.
SOLICITED.

CORRESPONDENCE

CITY OF PORTLAND.
75,000 women
England know

Costs

no

The
Does It.

INCREASE.

Poriland:
the Mayor
Portland I
inhabitants
of said
the
hereby
notify
city of Portland, qualified according to law, to
meet at tlieir respective ward rooms on the first
Monday of March next, being the seventh day
of said month, at 8 o'clock in the forenoon,then
and there to give In their votes for Mayor, one
Alderman, three Common Councilman, a Warden, iClerk and two City Constables in each
Island Ward may
ward (except that each
choose oue Constable) to serve lor one year.
Also in wards one, three and five to choose a
resid <nt of said ward to serve as a member of
the Superintending School Committee for two
years.
Also to give in their votes upon the following
question namely:
to
PURSUANT
and Aldermen
warn

more
than
the old-fashioned broom.

Order

of your

one

andfind
f'rocer
ieffor your

re~

arms

ORIGINAL.

and back.
Our best grade

CO.,

warrants from
of the city of

and

the
act of
Shall llie
Legislature entitled, "An enabling act for the annexation of
March 27. 1897,
to
Portland,''
approved
Leering
he adopted, and the ciiy of Deering he annexed
<o the city of Portland upon the terms and conditions of the report of the commissioners duly
appointed under said act, made to the boards
of Mavor and Aldermen of said cities of Deer-

haa XXX on
tbe label...

NU-BROOM

Electors of tlic City of

To Hie

in New
that it

Saves Women,
Saves Carpeis,

Handle

croup

and

whooping cough,

The report that Spain is buying warships will excite our jingoes to a pitch
little short of.frenzy.
—

The anxiety of the Boston Journal lest
the bill restricting Immigration may not
become a law this winter is painful to

the Spanish war ships in the harbor. After he descended, the tube through which
he obtained air was cut and he was
Then his body was taken up,
drowned.
and. after the explosion of the Maine it

Raymond,

Cumberland

3OBS0°suroNM,aMAels^

HAVE COME.
GOOD TIMESindulge
votirself

You

Congress Square

Wm. OxH. P. S. Goold,

Hotel.

I

I

their dues.

a lively
competition to attach
El Yara’s liar to the staffs of their mendacious sheets.

THE MUNICIPAL

The
of

New
One of the yellow journals
York demands that Secretary Long immediately resign, because he declared
that the element of Spanish participation
had been eliminated from the Maine ex-

plosion.
The defeat of the Loud bill was not entirely unexpected, for its passage would
off many valuable

privileges
now enjoyed by private parties at the
People who enjoy such
public expense.
privileges always fight hard to retain
them, and unless the publlo is greatly
stirred up, which was not the case in this
matter, they are pretty sure to win.
There can bo little doubt that if the bill
had been treated according to its merits
it would have become.a law.

questions

now

ELECTION.

pending

to be administered in the
city affairs
coming year by the Republican or Democratic party. There is a third candidate
in the field, but his eleotion is out of the
are

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, 50
Cents.All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to
TOWY

On theTop Round
of

favor be-

public

it is best in

cause

and

quality
That’s

flavor.

why

308

Had it not been for the Maine explo- him toga second term. One year of his
sion it is altogether likely that Congress administration was quite enough. The
of his party took him
and tha administration would, by this worst elements
time, have been face to face with the captive at the start; they controlled his
question of intervention in Cuba. There administration; and with them he is a
is good reason to believe that our State prime favorite today, simply because they

TOPICS,

Fifth Avenue, Yew York.

6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7— THE COUSIN OF THE KING. By A. S. VanWestrum,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I. Clingham.
SKIRTS OF
CHANCE.
9— THE
By Captain Alfred
Thompson.
to—ANTHONY KENT. By Charles Stokes Wayne.
ix-AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
xa-AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. Bv John Gilliat.
X3—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne,
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
15— WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
x6—A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leon.
19— THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
30— THE
HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita Vlvanfi
Chartres.
31— HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vyoa*.
82—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John Gilliat.
A MARTYR TO LOVE. By Joanna E. Wood.
~~
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COASTFASTLINE.
LINE”
“FLORIDA

via w^hiogton,

Richmond

quickest

WINTER

TOBACCO

is

so

sells

popular and
all

am^CbarlMton.

to

all

RESORTS

SOUTH
out-

I

Viited;
of old
in file

luxuriously apFlorida Special,
and Serpointed. Unequalled Schedules
vice. Only line running Solid VestibulI

||

connecod Trains to Florida.
tion with'* Federal Lxpres8”from Boston.
J. H. JOHNSON, N. E. Agt.,
WaBhlwiftanJjltreet. >8nm »».

dec23

eodtf

old fur-

Illnllrmcs Reno-

itiinrc,

Keiiulisliing
iljaliegitny nieces
sjIso

finest

manner

AND

1824.

O

“LED ASTRAY”

^

Evening

Y

RING

-‘A

1

8 p.

Special Appearan

MISS MflRfillFRITE

I

matinees.
Seats

on

now

1

of

FISHER.

Monday Night.A. Royal Slave

g£
B

Tuesday Night.Only a Jay
Wednesday Mat..Panchon the Cricket
Wednesday Night.Monte Cnsto
Thursday Mat.To be announced
Night.A Noble Revenge
Thursday
Friday Mat.To be announced
Frida}’ Night.Faust
Saturday Mat.Little Miss Johnstone

jjj

Satm-dav

Evenings.

10c, 20c.

^

Tuesday Mat .Little Miss Johnstone

m.

ce

iVR. CLARENCE BENNETT.
Special Scenery.
Strong Cast.
REPERTOIRE:

IRON”

OF

1

Nirrht.Silver Jack

20c,

lOc,

sale at Box Office for any of above performances.

Portland

The

30c.

fl
fl
I

|

fl

fl

fl
B
V

_Xj

Ladle*'

V.

-will lio d

a

F.

Auxiliary

Congress Ball, Thursday and Friday
Afternoon and Evening, March 10 and 11.

at

Entertainment Thursday evening.
Supper
Friday from 0.30 to 8 p. m. Admission free.
marsdlw
Supper, 20c. Children, 10c.

Bicycles,
Model 19,
$50.00
60.00
Model 26,
Ladies $50.00 and $60.00
mV*

POLO

Cameras and Sundries.
Self

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.

HALL

CITY

Toning Paper.

TUESDAY

I

BATH

Specialties in Hardware. I!|
l SI. PEBKIKS & CO., I

EVENING, March 8.
PORTLAND.

vs.

Seats In advance at Chandler’s.
martdtf

Game at 8.30.

AUCTION SALES.

*'SX'

SURPLUS

small amount!, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.
Correspondence solicited from IndividUuuks and
others
uals, Corporations,
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking busiof any
ness
description through this
Bank.

STEPHEN H SMALL. President
MARSHALL R. CODING,
febTdtt

BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant.!
O.

F,

_8™eesmie#rih^J

Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
C. TV.

BAILEY
marha

F. O.

ALLEN
U

IS WORTH

IT

P.

FRANK

TIBBETTS

4 and

filial}

«

&

WOODBURY

Cor. Middle &

STREET,

you

figure

upon

Exchange Sts.

ro close out

our

convince you.

Winter Stock of Suits,
grades at

we

offer $10, $12 and $15

Our WANSKUCK Black Clay

Diagonal

Suits at $10,

are are

really

wonderful values.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES.
Boys’ Long

Trouser Suits, $10 and $12

grades, today

$6.75.

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
FOREIGN DRAFTS.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.
255

U S.

marWtf

MIDDLE STREET.

4s.

Maine Central R.

4s.

I Saco,

4s.

Prices on

4s.
application.

||

SWAN & BARRETT,
18G Middle St., Portland, Me.
dtt
jy27

EVERY... I
MAN
TO EIS TRADE.

1

We frequently

I”

»

§

HOME BONDS.

|

Cumberland County,

hare customer* #

come to us with copy and »ej

§'

price reasonable.”

«

make the

$
In fluoh caaea the work is always <|
V
satisfactory and brings sxoeUent (i
v

results.

|

THE THURSTON PRINT,

%

PORTLAND, ME.

4’s

$ Brunswick, Me.,

Put it in attractive form and

|
1

4’s

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

4^’s

Maine Central R. R- Co.,

5’s

Portland and Rumford Palis

March

MRS. F. O. BAILEY, Pres
HARRIET E. FARRINGTON. Sec. leb24dtd

gentleman in Harrisburg, Ark.,
Peace, had no knowledge of
An old

the

a

Justice

of

4’s

Railway,
Portland Water Co.,

4’s

Knox & Liucoln R. R. Co,.

5’s

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS

RIPANS TABULES
words, “I read about them on the
slate from Spirit Side. I then got one of our druggists
I received the Tabules by mail,
to order some of them.

Maine

until,

mmmi

and have taken according to directions from the Spirit
Side, and must say that they are the most wonderful
I wish
medicines for liver and stomach that I ever saw.
these Tabules were in every family.

Associaiion.

of the Samaritan AssociThe annual meeliug
of officers and the transation for the election
aefinn of such business that may legally come
will be held with Mrs. W.
before the meeting,
T Kllborn Brackett St., Thursday afternoon,
o'clock.
three
at
the third,

the

We can convince you that

$6.85, $8.50 AND $10 00.

Merrimack County,
N. IL,

i

when

reputation

you are
here.
getting your money’s worth when you buy your clothing
Let
the
truth.
we
speak
Your sight and senses will tell you that

BANKERS,

Biddeford,
dlw

marl)

MOULTON,

count a clothier’s

To

amount you wish to pay.

us

4s.

cfeJ oo.

A THOUGHT

Cashier-

R.,
1
Portland Water Co.,

K

at

...

m

|1

inosi reasonable prices.

Sainarltnn

celeorated “JNew York-

others—it

best suits the taste.

MAINE,

I BON

Ecnpliolsteriitg of

LIST.

so

was Mayor in 1801 -92, only five
gragam
record he made is
years ago, and the
That it was
fresh in the public mind.
not a record that was satisfactory to the
people of Portland at the time, was shown
by the faot that they refused to eleot

of culture and refinement than any

Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

he can be ignored in any discussion of the issues.
Neither of the candidates is unknown
Both of them have served
or untried.
Mr. Inone term in the office of mayor.

question

women

FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 25C page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.

and to be

settled at the polls on
Monday are
whether the Hon. Charles H. Kandall or
the Hon. Darius H. Ingraham is to be
the next Mayor of Portland, and whether

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men

TALES

Berguin’s wife, to whom he had given the
$20,000 and who knew what ho had done to
in an Insane asyIt Is understood that the
Democrats earn it, and shut her up
How the story leaked out and got
have collected a considerable campaign lum.
of a Cuban newaspaper
fund which they propose to put where into the columns
The
are not informed.
it will do the most good on election day. in Key West we
only comment it seems necessary to offer
in
There
were some Japanese
the is that El Yara has got a big “beat’ on
Maine’s crew, and if it is shown that the all the
yellow journals of the country,and
disaster was caused by an outside explo- that Brother Hearst of the New York
sion it is said Japan will demand indemJournal, aDd Brother Pultizerof the New
nity of Spain.
York World are likely to eDgage immediately in

| Upholstery
Work.

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.

thrown into the bay where it was
picked up and taken for the body of one
To still further
of the Maine’s crew.
oonceal the crime the authorities took

behold._

It is said that CrokerandVan Wyck
have bad a falling out. Jf that is true it
is good news for New York, for when
rogues fall out then honest men may get

Incorporated

fcbe

i

and

was

T

Matinee 2 p.m.

I

and Dramatic Co.

Comedy
Spears’
Supporting the well-known star,

LADIES'ORCHESTRA..

-OF-

we

Mills,

nard, 921 Congress St.,

Matinees Daily after Mond» 2 pm.

MISS. ETHEL TUCKER
AND GRAND

Week.

C. TUKEBBCJRY, Manager.

——

feb2dw&sattf

“Makes Sweeping Easy.”

March 4.—Pensions have
residents of Maine as fol-

will

C.

Drafts drawn on National Provincial
of England, London, la large or
Bank

Thomas W. Emerson, Portland, $8.

colds,

TKB

Casco National Bank

BOSTON.

AND

Try it.

it.

Yext

RAMBLER

—

Exchange St.

PORTLAND,

COPPER STOCKS

POUND

mu

French financiers are said to be ready
-to help Spain with funds.
They must
have money to burn.

cut

Every Grocer Sells

BUILDING.

COTTON

the

by

performance

s^at 7.30

FAIR
FOK SALE BY

CAPITAL

PER

hereafter warrant every bottle
bought of us, and will refund the money
to anyone who is not satisfied after using
ll'J CAUIODIUII
UOX
two-thirds of a 25 or 50 cent bottle. D.
for by the government and directed to W. Hezeltine, 387 Congress St., Edward
King S.
make an inspection of the keel of one of W. Stevens, 107 Portland St.,
posited the magaz

Ward Clerk—Albert'E. MeaL
Constables—Charles A. Jones.
Charles E. Cousins.

havo

□

LELANO & GO.

Members New York and Boston
Stock Exchanges.

particular taste.

tannhausfr

Tuesday. Mar.

Municipal

Oregon,

——

and Sweeps Clean.

Andrew Ware, Gardiner
$8 to $12;
the Maine and connect it by Thomas Kenney, Eranl fort, $24 to $30;
derneath
South
of
B.
a
$0
Jefferson,
Morton,
Stephen
tongue
wires with Santa Catalina,
to $8.
land running into Havana bay. Berguin
for the
The government has decided to increase
job, and
was offered ?i0,000
reward for the murderer of Postagreed to do it for that sum. Ho was the
N. C.. to
master Baker at Lake City,
taken aboard the steamship Colon dressed
$1160.
in a diver's suit and provided with a
TO THE PUBLIC.
magazine with which to do the work. On

1903.

mar3_

febll dlmo

EXCHANGE

Prices, 85, 50,75c,81.00,

AH

TWO
Performances.

Rockland) First Mortgage C’s,

98

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.

or vour
can afford to
ing and Portland.
The polls onjiuch day of election to remain
family in the luxury of a good weekly news* nnen until
5 o’clock in the afternoon, when they
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction. shall be closed.
EDWIN L. DYER, City Clerk.
You can get both of these publications with
the afternooon of the day of the explosion
Knowing Chamberlain’s Cough Remmaradtt
Portland, February 28,1898.
he was lowered into the water, and with edy to he a medeoine of great worth and almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
his magazine made his way about thirty merit and especially valuable for coughs,

"WAKD 7.

vv

granted

DIETZ DENISON & PRIOR,

2

(of

Co.

MASON & MERRILL,

_

A’derman—Wiuford L. Smith.
Councilmen—Herbert O. Phdlips.
Lewis A. Goudy.
Edwin C. MUliken.
xjjUitiu

published in Key West. According to
this explanation, a Spanish diver by the
name of Burguin was employed by the
Spanish government to place a mine un-

Washington,

Gas & Electric

Old Belfast
Send for list.
6’s taken in exchange.

CENTS

convictions of what was right. In the
light of these records how can any intelligent citizen who desires good government hesitate a moment whom to choose
for chief magistrate for the coming year.

been
lows:

Knox

—

dall’s record is the record of a man doing
his duty in the Mayor’s office as he saw
it, faultlessly and firmly. Mr. Ingraham’s is that of a man weakly yielding
to the beheBts of an element of his party
against his own judgment and his own

_

WARD 6.

uwii

because he would not pander to
religious fanatioism by refusing to appoint to office a man in every way qualified, beoause of his religion. Mr. Ranvoters

Kumford Falls Fight & Water
Co, First Mortgage 6’s, 1908.

Astoria,
5’S, 1925.

AND OTHER CHOICE BONDS.

COMMONWEALTH BRAND is always
uniform and will suit the

seats
for
the
One Night Only,

WIN33.

is century.

Last

First

Co.

Water

Rockland

Penobscot Shore Fine Firs!
Mortgage 4’s, 1920, guaranteed
by the City of Bath.

4's,

COFFEE

good

of

DAMK03CH-KLLIS OPERA CO.

5’s, 1904.

H. M. PAYSON&CO.,

BELFAST, ME.,

most

Water Co.

(This company is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)

Bankers.
BKAND drinks
MOCHA and JAVA.
Portland, Me.
32 Exchange St.,
COMMONWEALTH BRAND is warrantfeb28dtf
ed pure Colfee. Au ounce
of gold for every ounce of
adulteration found in this

them.

The most lurid explanation of the destruction of the Maine comes from Havana to El Yara, a Cuban newspaper

WARD 5.

** ui

for the best interests of the city and what
menaced his
popularity
might have
certain elements, he has unhesitawith
tingly accepted the former. He is being
opposed today by an element among the

Augusta

Sterling, 111:, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s, 1925.

E.

plenty

are

1 h

50c.

Kennebuukport.

like

THE PENSION LIST.

John F. Woodbury,
James Naylor.
Warden—Michael E. Conley.
Ward Clerk—Heury W. Way.
Constaoles—Frank Merrill.

A.

sioner is not satisfied ho can make an investigation on his own account under
Such investigaseotion three of the act.
tions as we hove been having tend more
to defeat the ends of justice than to promote

Alderman—Frank I. Moore.
Councilmen—Frank L. Howe,

Warden—Ge.orge

have had two fire
investigations by
neither of
the Board of Alderman and
them has been much better than a farce.
Hereafter it would be wise to let the chief
engineer do the investigating in the first
Then if the insurance commisinstance.
we

Constables—Stephen Flynn,
George 11. Williams,

Arthur M.

the municipal officers
They may investigate them-

investigation by

dire tly.

year.
he might
% or surcertain elements by mo;
but to his
rendering his convictions,
credit be it said when the choice was bewhat he believed was right and
tween

There

A Cain-

Mousani Water Co. First Mortgage 5’s, 1915, of Kennebunk &

COMMONWEALTH

There have been occasions where
have ingratiated Hmself with

Grundy’s Masterpiece.
Falls Sydney
Evening. Popular Prices Matinee, 85, 85,

Bumford
Portland &
Railway 4’s, 1927.

-FOB SALE BY—

EDW.

Cents.

60

SOWING rr,mi3
BEST PLAY op

Mortgage 5’s, 1919,

by Portland Water Co.

resist malign influence whioh Mr. Ingraham lacks, and which are so much needed In the Mayor’s office, Mr. Randall has
shown that he possesses In large meas-

for

Si reel Railway First Mortgage 5’s, 1922.

GUARANTEED

when warm in one pound
sealed cans, thereby retaining all the aroma and
flavor so much desired in a
good cup of coffee.

Reserved Seat

T O 3NT I O H T.

Atliol, Mass., Wster Co. First
This company supplies Doering, West- Mortgage 5’s, 1912.
brook, Gorham and Standish, and the
(This company i3 controlled and managed by
above bonds are
Portland poople.)

COMMONWEALTH BRAND is thor
oughly cleaned, roasted
and packed
ana ground

irii£fMS$!,>

THEATRE.

Good

den

—

DUE 1928.

Other tours to Washington March 14,
18 and May 18; rate, $23.
Via Old
Point Comfort, FeD. 22, March 22 aud April
12; rate $28.
Itinerary of D. N. BELL, Tourist Agt.,
205 Washington St., Boston.
GEO. W. BOYD,
J K. WOOD,
Asst. Gen’l Pass. Agt.
Gen’I Pass. Agt.

April

or

surance

OF THE

STANDISH WATER &
CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Du&'&SftSUt $25

7 Days

damaged by fire it shall be ure. He has firm convlotions and strength
officers in cities
the duty of municipal
He has
and courage to stand by them.
and towns to immediately notify the in- shown this many times during the past

destroyed

—

A

AMUSEMENTS.

SPECIAL MATINEE TODAY AT 2.30.

Rockland.Thomaston

Stopping at Philadelphia en route, aud visiting the principal buildings of Washington.

U

THE

THIRTY YEAR i PER GEN I

On April i, tinder the escort of a Tourist
A'rent and Chaperon a special train of
Wagner Palace Cars will leave Boston, via
1'ltchburg K. R., for an all rail trip to

|

AMUSEMENTS.

JEFFERSON

BONDS.

”$150,000

for it.

fact remains,
however, that its success
for the time being was
only possible
through the co-operation of officers of
his administration, and the evidence is

TOAHCIA1.
__

Pennsylvania R. R.
Personally Tf\B IDA
Conducted 1 vUlld

We do not propose to
personally responsible. The

conclusive

FIN AN CIA I*

MISCELLANEOUS.

COMPANY.
nov23

dtf

to

quote his

own

MUSIC AND DNAWIA.

SOWING THE WIND.
the great “sex
'“Sowing the Wind,”

at The Jefferagainst sex” play, was seen
son last
night by « fair sized audience
and should be seen at the performances
this evening and afternoon by still larger
This great drama which carries
houses.

it a truth in every line and a se:
in every scene, has been seen in
Portland several times before, but has
with

been presented by a better company
which brought out
its
than the one
strength to the full extent at The Jefferlast night. As a play it has won
son
a place in the hearts of the patrons of tho
never

drama that few plays have ever usurped
is brilliant in its dialogue, a sermon
more forcible than any preached from the
pulpit and has a great pathos which
brings tears to many eyes. Nor is it
lacking in humor for the meddling and
It

cynical old bachelor, tho sporting and
vapid Sir Richard Cursitor and the soan-

loving and affected Hon. Mrs. fretwell, with her preoooious daughter,
effectually present this 6ide of the play.
The
story of the play is briefly this:
The scene is laid in and about London
some^60’years ago. Mr. JBrabazon, in his
dal

younger days, fell in love witb;Kelen
Gray. His father opposed the match and
the young couple were separated, but a
daughter was the result of the intimacy
Mr. Brabazon was ignoof which fact
rant. He was led to believe that Helen
Gray died shortly after the separation
and was convinced by the representations of a certain Lord Petworth, through
Mr. Watkins,
Mr.
Brabazon's friend,
that Helen Gray was not a good woman.
Soon after the separation Helen Gray
became the mistress of Lord Petworth,
and her daughter grew up in Lord Petworth’s house in Ignorance of the fact
Mr.
that the woman was her mother.
children
Brabazon
married, but no
blessed the union. Then he adopted Ned
Annesley,the son of an old friend.Helen’s
daughter, unsullied by her surGray’s
wonderful voice,
roundings, possessing
fled from Lord Petworth and her mother
and by dint of hard work beoame noted
as a
singer under the name of Hiss
a

Bosamond Athelstone met
Athelstone.
Ned Annelsley and
they fell in love.
Mr. Brabazon not knowing who she was
and impelled by his devoted friend, Mr.

Watkins,

refuses

give

to

his sanction to

Ultimately he found out that
was his daugther, that her

the match.

Bosamond
life had been blameless and he became
anxious that she should marry his son
as before he was
obstinately opposed to
when Bosamond, Ignorant that
it and
6he is his daughter, refuses to marry Mr.
Brabazon’s ndopted son, the old man
tells her she is his daughter, craves her
and all ends happily.
The setting of the play is good and the
quaint costuming that pertained to the
early part of the century adds force to the

forgiveness

makes
a
Elizabeth Holloway
lovable, intense and graceful Bosamond.
She possesses aii the necessary qualifications, a voice and beauty to appeal to
the
sympathy of the audience, and in
between Mr. Brabazon and
the scenes
when the two defend
Hiss Athelstone,
scenes.

their sexes, the one a valiant champion
for the mother, the other for the father,
she is seen at her best.
The admirable acting of Miss Holloway
and Duncan
Preston, who presents the
character of Ned
Annesloy in Ned’s

apartments in London,where Sir Bichard
Cursltor, the sporting rogue, is introduced, is one of the best things in the
play. Mr. Preston makes a high-spirited,
manly and generous Ned Annesley. Herbert E. Sears as Mr. Brabazon, a character weak as water, but willing to atone
ns
far as it lays in his power for the mistake of his
youth, is strong. W. H.
EXAMINE
The

THEM-

“Coffee-Never-Hart-Me” People.

Some famous brain workers have made
welcome discovery along the line of recovery of health by the proper selection of

a

Coffee-neverfood. Several were of the
hurt-me" kind, but, as an
experiment,
tried leaving it off ten days, and the use
of Postum Cereal Food Coffee in its plnoe
A definite and decided improvement in
health Is practically certain to attend such
a

change.

of the individual who knows that “coffee
don’t hurt me,” and you are almost sure
to find some form of physical ail or func-

disturbance—perhaps muddy
plexion, or weak eyes, incipient heart fail-

tional

com-

ure, kidney trouble, liver or bowel disorders, or some form of weakness that
shows plainly enough by the cry for relief
sent up from some organ of the body.

Why does the dismissal of Coffee

and

the use of Postum bring help? Experiments in artificial digestion show clearly
to the scientific investigator that Coffee
arrests digestion, and according to one
authority, allows only 61 per cent of the
That strikes at the
very key-Itona to the arch of health. Failure in digestion means lack of good blood,
and therefore a lack of food for the nerve
food to be

digested.

tenters. A s the nerves control the organs
of the entire body, one can readily undersystem
disorganized
may show effect in any part of the body.
Therefore, a removal of the cause will allow nature to right herself. A powerful

stand, that

nervous

a

assistant to nature is Postum Cereal Food
Coffee, composed at the albumen, phosphates, gluten, etc., from which nature
builds in the
delicate tissues of the
nerves.

Postum aids

digestion without drugging, and furnishes a concentrated liquid
food as well as a most delioious morning
Coffee.
If the

reader has

failed to make
it will be found
that, to allow it to boil 15 miinutes after
boiling commences, will solve the problem, as it must be so boiled to extract
taste, color and food value. It Is the only
original Food Coffee with a pleasant
coffee fiavor. Many imitations of Postum
Postum

ever

satisfactorily,

upon the market. The only palatable ones thus far tested prove to he
made of a low grade of coffee, and some
other articles, notwithstanding the loud
claims that they are “pure.”
are now

Turner rounds out the play with an excellent portrayal of Mr. Watkins, while
all the
other parts
are
well taken.
“Sowing the Wind” will be seen this af-

I

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Annuel Sales overd.000,000 Boxes

NEW

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

JXJ2i W AUVfiKllHJiJHJSnIB.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE MUTUAL

RICHARD A. MCCURDY PRESIDENT

ternoon and evening at The Jefferson.
THE GRAND

OPERA.

public must bear in mind that the
opera will begin next Tuesday evening
promptly at 7.30 o’clock, and those per
The Jefferson aftei
sons who arrive at
that hour will have to stand until thi
The

can

taki

close of the first act before they
their seats. This rule will be striotly en
forced, and is aotually necessary to pre
vent the disturbance that comes witl
To enable the perform
late arrivals.
ance to close at 11 promptly is anothei
reason why the
performance must begir
at 7.80 and thus enoble people from oui
of town to take the Maine Central trair
11.15.
until
held
will
be
which
to
as
prevem
advisable, so
congestion of people at tho door, thai
to the Jeffer
opera goers will try and get
It is jus!
son before quarter past seven.
It

is

holders wil]
easy to do this if ticket
try to make entrance comfortable and
others.
easy for themselves, as well as
The advance sale of seats has been very
thus far. Over one thousand
as

flattering

had been sold up to yesterday. Rut
the house is large, and there is still a
seats on sale at
large number of excellent
all prices. It should be borne in mind
that any seat in the house is good at an
seats

opera, not

only for

seeing,

STATEnENT
For the year ending December 31 1S97
According to the Standard of the Insurance
Department of the State of New York

FOE BILIOUS AND NERVOUS DISORDERS
such as Wind and Pain in the Stomach.
Giddiness. Fulness after meals. Headache, Dizziness, Drowsiness, Flushings
of Heat, Loss of Appetite. Costiveness.

INCOME
Received for Premiums
From all other Sources

Blotches on the Skin, Cold Chills. Disturbed Sleep, Frightful Dreams and all
Nervous and
Trembling Sensations.
THE FIRST DOSE WILL GIVE RELIEF
IN TWENTY MINUTES. Every sufferer
Will acknowledge them to be

BEECHAM’S PILLS, taken as directed, will quickly restore Females to complete health. They promptly remove
obstructions or irregularities of the system and cure sick Headache. Fora

m

OO

Impaired Digestion

Without

a

CHILDREN

Rival

n

A n

store

was

reception will be iieid there today hot coffee,
We signalize the event by a special selling at

j

1

|
|
j|H

enough

to answer

ORANGES.

SWEET
Read

demand.

An abundant supply for today. The
meats of selected
Virginia nuts,

Adjourned Over to This

Ripe,

Luscious Fruit.

OYER 200 BOXES AT ALMOST AUCTION PRICES.

freshly roasted and salted,

Morning.

12 l-2c per

pound

iCALIFORNIA NAVELS,
22, 25, 28 and 32c per dozen

CHOCOLATE PEPPERMINTS.
Delicate cream
late coating,

{CALIFORNIA
|

12 I-2c per dozen

BY THE BOX AT LOWEST WHOLESALE BATES.

large, bright and juicy,

ROGKAWAY CARAMEL

<

15c per dozen

A seaside specialy. Made from sugar, honey, butter and fruit extracts,

15c per

REVERE TABLE SYRUP-

pound

we ever

Vermont Dairy Cheese,

sold,
S5c per gallon

12 l-2c per pound

STRAINED HONEY-

Fresh Neufchatelle,

article, put up by an honest
house—the 'falcon Packing Co. Their
warrantee of absolute
purity on each

4 c each

MYERS SLICED PINEAPPLE.
10c each

pound tins,

OREGON PEARS.
Fancy, halved and cored, Bartlet.ts in a
Full flavor of the fresh
heavy syrup.
15c per tin
fruit,

bottle,

8c per packet

lOc today

CREAMERY BUTTER.

PURE FRUIT JAMS.

Illinois, fresh churned,

Prepared from choice fresh fruits and
best refined sugar by Whitcber, Pilman
& Co., Ayer. Mass. In full pound glass

24c per pound
Good Cooking,

jars,

fresh from the
Gc per pound

m

Is

§

COTTAGE HAMS.

A lean cut from loin end of the rib, u
cured like a liam, excellent for frying H
or boiling, all clear meat.
Weight Q
from one to three pounds,
9c per

flj

pound

|

The pure root—no turnip,

S’

88

11,705,195 82

panies
Accrued Interest, Net Deferred

6.141.200 26

etc.

COCOANUT MACAROONS.
From fine grated a’mo ad meats, sugar
and whites of eggs, fresh baked,

HEATHERLAND FARM
KETCHUP.

HARLEQUIN

Chocolate and vanilla,

foregolnjg

From the
as

9c per

Surplus

a

dividend will be

General Manager
ad Vice-President
Treasurer
Actuary

Walter R. Gillettb
Isaac F. Lloyd
Frbderic Cromwell
Emory McCliwtock

J. W. FITZPATRICK, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

SILVERWARE
rAAAAAAAA
! SALE.
AAA. AA**AAAA^AAAAAAA
▼ ▼▼

from pure domestic

(

leaves—no

artificial flavoring.
Look like a cigar.
Smoke like a cigar.

lc—each, today—lc

7c per dozen

companies,
Here

are

few of

a

Spoons

Desert

per set 1-2 doz,

89c

Spoons,

per

doz*,
Table

Spoons,

set, 1-2
$1.59

per set, 1-2

$1-79

doz.,

^Illllllllllllllllllllll!ll!llllliilllllllllllllil!l!llllllill!l!l!ll!ll9lini8llll]i!lllllll!!!llll!p

W. L. WILSON & GO.
Saturday

come

early if you want any.

H

Men’s Furnishing

LINEN COLLARS AND CUFFS.
Our Stock of Men’s Collars and Cuffs
better assorted than at the

present

of collars at 12 l-2c each

or

time.

$1.50 doz.

was never

j|
larger

or

Twenty-six different styles
Seven different styles of

$2.75 dozen. They are all made in the very latest shapes and made to wear as they are the best quality that can be
One of our Men’s Furnishing Windows filled with
sold at the prices.
samples of them.
cuffs at 25c pair

All the best kind are here, such as Kasan, Cambreta,
Mocha, Cavendish, Dent, &c. We have built up our glove business
by selling only good gloves and we shall continue to carry only the
We

can

goods.

sell you

a

These

gloves

good quality

we

sell are not

Kid Glove for $1.00,

better

ones

us

delay.

that you have never worn a Hathaway Shirt
urge you for your own interest and comfort to try one without
We carry in stock Hathaway Shirts in all styles shirts are

possible

made in, to fit stout men and slim men, men with longarmsand men
with short arms and all ordinary shapes for ordinary shaped men.
Try

3c lb.

Armour's Family

s|

16c per paper.

Soap, 4c per cake.

3

10

-7

one.

ff
11
j§

js

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
In Marietta, Ohio, at the home of her (laugh
tor. Mrs. Hannah E. McKenuey. late of Auburn,
and eldest daughter ot the late Alexander Jose
of Buxton, aged 89 years 11 months.
In Bath, March 2, Francis S. Patten, aged
61 year*.
In Bath. March 2. Mrs. Cynthia Nason, wife
Capt. James J. Dunham, aged 60 years.
In Turner, B. Svlvester Turner, aged 76 years
In Buckfleld, Feb. 24, Mrs. Veranus DeCoster, aged 84 years.
In Rockland, Feb. 23, Mrs. Elmira Curling,
aged 73 years.
In South Gardiner, Feb.
Mrs. Louis P.

24,
Knox.
In Lincoln, Feb. 23, James Huntress, aged
In Hampden, Feb. 24, Mrs.fDelvina Moore,
lormeriy oi South-west Ilarbor, aged 56 years.

In West Waldoboro. Feb. 18. Edw A. Creamer,
aged 83 years 1 manth.
In West Sumner, Feb. 26, James E. Chandler,
aged 26 years 3 months.
In North Cambridge, Feb. 26, Rose Maxim,
formerly of Bucklield, aged 47 years.
In Dlckvale, Feb. 17, Mrs. Arthur L. Child,
_

aued 19 years.
In Norway, Feb. 24, Mary Johnson, aged 88
years 10 months.
In South Paris, March 2, Fltzroy J. Foster,
aged 49 years.
In IJnfon. March 1, Mrs. Mary R. Mars, aged
44 years.

[The funeral service

of the late Mrs. ElizaBrown Fox will be held at the residence of
her father, William W. Brown, Forest Avenue,
Deerlng, Saturday, March 6th, at 2.30 o’clock.
beth

99c to $1.69

And hundreds

1990

terns and very pretty.
§
We have a lot of broken
Tea Sets, such as Tea and
Coffee Pots, Cream Pitch'

Salmon

Steak,

12 l-2c per

B

=

7c per can,

s

i

50 CASES

I

ONE POUND JARS PRESERVES,
-CONSISTING OF-

|

I W. L.

Corner

JAR.

WILSON & GO.,
Exchange

and Federal Streets.

§2.79 per 1-2 doz.
great bargain.
Every article is

A

*

guaran

teed to be satisfactory or
Sale opens
money back.

I

WEDNESDAY

=

Green

12 l-2c

We have over 500 pieces
925of Sterling Silver,
We make a
1000 line.
straight 25 per cent reduction on every article and we
stock
to
have a splendid
select from.
j

I

Gages, Damsons, H
Strawberry, Gooseberry, Peaches,
Pine Apples,
§=

H Raspberry, Quince,

Howls, Spoon

Sterling Tea Spoons,

cases

Choice Marrow Peas,

can.

Sugar

Sterling Silver

=

50

of others

fancy pieces the latest pat-

Holders and Butter Dishes
These goods will be sold at
cost to close them ont.

telle Cheese, 4c each.

cases

|

Pie Knives.

ers,

g

30

;

Berry Spoons.

H

Polished Pecan Nuts, Cow Brand Xeufclia7 c per lb.

Soup and Oyster Ladles,
$1.50 to 2.50

IU 9>>9w

20 boxes

bags large

1-2 doz.,

Gravy Ladles, 50 to 75c

f|

25 boxes

cases

Knives,

$1.49

|

ton

Gold Dust

H

93 years.

4c per lb.

1

:

j

Medium

for

free.

let

12 l-2c per doz.

Sicily Bird Seed,

50

$1.39

Seedling Oranges,

1,000 lbs.
Pop Corn, Sure Pop,

r,

expensive gloves.

$1.25 and $1.50 and the celebrated Dent Gloves for $1.75. We warrant every pair of Men’s Kid G oves we sell and keep them in repair

If it is

j

Boxes

Desert Knives, 1-2 doz.,

|

or

MEN’S KID GLOVES.

most reliable

35

55 boxes

M Large Navel Oranges,
23c per doz.
3

Department.

Sales.

the

prices:

lc to $15.00 each

pound

Tea

|

|

AAA

▼▼▼

I have over Two Thousand pieces of Silverware
that 1 shall sell at lower
prices than ever offered for
first class goods in this city.
The goods are made by
Wm.
Rogers, (Simpson,
Hall & Miller), Rogjers &
Bro., Pairpoint & Towle

———.

I

apportioned

ROBERT A. QRANNIS8 Vice-President

PIPES.

GRANDMOTHER’S COOKIES,

usual

AAAAAAAA AAA

Made by the Collins Cigar Co., Pitts-

9c per quart

$936,634,496 6S

Statement
I have carefully examined the
and find the same to be correct; liabilities calculated
Insurance
the
Department.
by
Charles A. Psbller Auditor

“T. D.” PIPES.

PUFFS.

Annuities in

▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼ WVTVWw wVV

14c per bottle—quarts

10c per dozen

and

force

|

PEPPER RELISH,

burg,

Insurance

I

Gc per bottle

13c per dozen

mothers used to make,

12 l-2c per jar

20c per pound

and

Twisted MOLASSES DOUGHNUTS. NABOB TOBIES.
The old time article—kind our grand-

An honest

Meadow Sweet,

Light salted,

smoke house,

Now crop, extra quality,
13 1-Sc per pound

In two

From the Revere Sugar Refinery, Boston. Guaranteed free from any admixThe
ture—a pure cano sugur syrup.
handsomest and nicest article of the sort

CHOICE CHEESES.

■

21,618,464

Beal Estate
....
Cash in liuuks and Trust Com-

Reserve for Policies and other
Liabilities
218,278,243 07
Surplus
$35,60S,194 69

SUGAR CURED SHOULDERS.

FRESH GRATED
HORSE RADISH.

CALIFORNIA ALMONDS.

MESSINA LEMONS.

pound

Extra

a

SEEDLINGS,

choco-

fine

filling,

17c per

1

99

$253,786,487 66

Last Saturday wo advertised them
at the subtended figure—about half
There wasn’t nearly
usual price.

THE MUNI Cl PAL COURT.

$30,124,060

ASSETS
United States Bonds and other
Securities
$132,017,341 45
First Lien Loans on Bond and
Morlgusrt.
69,423.937 81
Loans on Stocks and Bonds
12,880,308 00

Premiums,

SALTED PEANUTS,

And- have the

In the municipal court yesterday mornhauser” in Boston the Herald said:
ing after the disposal of two cases of In“A remarkable efficient and interesting
toxication, County Attorney Libby apperformance of Wagner’s “Tunnhauser”
Mrs.
a complaint against
was given at the Boston Theatre last peared to enter
evening by the Damrosoh-Ellis opera Ella A. Cain in whose residence occurred
Time has been, and not very the
company.
mysterious fire on Wednesday night.
far distant, when a far less satisfying
and' there
arson
presentation of the work has been seen The complaint alleges
and heard here, and with a oast much are several counts.
more imposing in regard to the names of
Eugene W. Hunt, who had been rethe artists.
counsel by the respondent,
as
tained
“It has been rare indeed, when tho opV,
VtAAn V.A*-S,
nA«f avimaJ VinSIA ♦ h
waived a reading of the warrant and ent---nlaa
ihf nrvfc rmilfv in hohftlf of hlfl
was on this occasion.
What was particu- fovoil
larly and gratifyingly prominent was the oliont. Then followed a Jong consultation
sincerity that marked the efforts of the
the court and the attorneys with
artists one and all. Here and there were between
shortcomings, but they were not of cru- the result that it was decided to continue
oial moment, except perhaps, now and the case to Saturday morning. Bail was
then a momentary slip into false intonafixed in the sum ot $3000 for the appeartion. The admirable performance of the
at that time, but
overture, under the direction of Mr. ance of the respondent
Damrosch, set an example that was fol- the sureties were not furnished and Mrs.
lowed through the whole evening. The Cain was plaoed in the custody of the
work of the orchestra throughout is to be
officials.__
warmly praised on every essential point.
“Mine. Gadski was one of the most
The defences of Portland will be decharming and most womanly of Eliza- scribed ana illustrated in the Sunday
beths. She has improved wonderfully
since she has first heard here. Her beau- Times tomorrow. Not only the defences
tiful voice has warmed, the style haE of the present time, but the forts built
matured, and her acting of the part wae to repel invasion In the days of !ong ago.
dramatically strong, winningly poetical,
The
history of these various works is
appealing straight and successfully to
lesson in the advance of the
an object
the emotions and fascinating the ear.
“Mr. Ernst Kraus, who was heard here art of war in the last century.
last season, when he met with great favor for the frankness, the virility and the
HARBOR NOTES.
line emphasis of his singing, re-enforced
The schooner Amy Wixon while sailing
the good impression he then made. His
powerful Toice, of which he ii unsparing, out of this port yesterday morning
seemed to bo more open and clear than
on Hog Island ledge and is high
it was at his earlier appearances here. grounded
It is hoped that she may come
His impressive stage presence, the digni- and dry.
ty of his bearing, thejgreoi and propriety off again at high water. The schooner is
fact
of his gestures and his expressive
not badly damaged.
play were potent and interesting featThe bark Sarmiento is on her way to
The fire and passionateness of hif
ures.
siDging, the large dramatio earnestnesE this port and will load lumber for South
and force of his declamation and his ar- America.
tistic intelligence generally made him
and
all
loaded
The bark Celina is
steadly interesting, winning for him the
yesterday forenoon for South
esteem of his audience and this spontane- cleared
ous and well earned plaudits.
America.
Barks Samuel H. Nickerson
“However the performance of the work and Antioch finished
loading yesterday.
as a whole was gratifyingly lacking in
The Antioch takes a cargo of pine wood
those frequent lapses from the key which
Thn
have so olten been a distressing feature all sawed and with the edge left on.
Mr. Fischer, ns wood will be used in South America to
of opera in German.
usual, saug like the thorough artist that make matches of.
he is, and although his voice is not what
from GirThe next sulphur steamer
it once was, it is still to be listened to
The smaller parts were genti will be the Gardenia.
She passed
with pleasure.
all carefully and effectively sung.
Gibraltar February 14 and will probably
“The chorus did its work well, and
arrive here about March 15.
the singing of the large ensembles left
The Allan liner California, Captain R.
little, if anything, to be wished for. Mr.
with
Damrosch conducted
authority, B. Moore, will arrive soon from Liverand her sailing date is March i'.
and showed consideration for the singers pool,
by not permitting the orchestra to over- This will be the first trip of the CaliShe
fornian to this port for some time.
whelm them.”
will also be the last steamer of the season
ETHEL TUCKER.
here
30.
to sail, leaving
April
The water boat Fanny G. was beached
Miss Tucker and her excellent company
and a new propellor put into reyesterday
have been highly favored by the weather
place the one Lrokeu by ice a short time*
the past week, and they have in conse- ago.
audiThe steamship Carthaginian was taking
and
drawn
delightful
large
quence
and will sail
ences
to both the matinee and evening her cattle on board yesterday
this morning.
performances. A great featnre of the entertainments has been the capital ladies’
DIVIDEND FROM HOLBROOK
orchestra, and another the attractive
ESTATE.
specialties. Yesterday afternoon “A Legal Wrong” was the bill, nnd in the
of 25 per cent has been deA
dividend
was
the
in
“All
Family”
preevening
sented. Miss Tucker had added largely clared to the creditors of the insolvent
to her host of admirers in Portland dur- estate of the late Samuel A. Holbrook
in g the engagement, and Mr. H. Percy
Meldon and the other members of the of Freeport.
support have filled their roles most satisMR. MOSES CONFIRMED.
factorily. The last two perfoimances
will be given today, when “Led Astray”
The Senate yesterday confirmed the nowill be repeated at the matinee, and “A
mination of C. M. Moses of Biddeford
T?1rwv r>f Ti*nn” crivan in thfl fiVhn 1 nCT
for appraiser of the port of Portland.
SPEAR’S COMEDY COMPANY.
See in the Portland Sunday Times toSpeaking of Spear's comedy company
Portland diver’s account ot
whioh will be seen in repertoire at Port- morrow a
on sunken vessels
land theatre ail next week at popular the way work is done
with
a matter of interest in connection
house
A
an
packed
exchange says:
prices
greeted the splendid production of Faust the attempts, to raUe the Mine.
Hero
the Maine miirht be raised 1 v
by tho Spear’s comedy company last
A more finished, elaborate and
night.
Mie use of gigantic electro magnets is
beautiful production of Goethe’s peat
masterpiece It would he hard to imagine. indicated by the proposition made to the
Mr. Bennett has given the stage a drama- British government to raise the Victoria.
tization that shows at once the scholar, See the
story of this wonderful project
the actor and tho master of stage production. The weird atmosphere of the In tomorrow’s Sunday Times.
play Is never lost for a moment. The
scenic effeots are the finest ever been
MARRIAGES.
here in any production of Faust, and the
electrical surprises were startling, beautiful and complete. No detail of oostume,
In Bnngor, March 2,' William H. Dowlin of
property or effect had been slighted, and Bangor ami Miss Agnes E. Sillker of Brewer.
In Plymouth, Ken. 20, Melville E. Stevens of
result was one of the most masterthe
ful triumphs ever seen in a great produc- 1Toy and Miss Annie E. Small of Plymouth.
In Kenduskeair, Peb. 23. George Clifton Hestion. Mr.
Bennett gives us one of the eltine and Miss Eleanor Amelia Freese.
most powerful and finished personations
In Washington, James W. Dunham and Miss
that the stage has ever Louise M. Getcliell.
of Mephisto
In Hanover. Mark A. Elliott of Kumford Point
known. He is at once finished, graceful
and intellectual, but always cynical and and Laura Smith of Hanover.
In
Canton, George H. Johuson and Ethel M.
m ilignant to the last degree.
Ho never
lor a moment loses the keynote of the Hayford.
character. Miss
Clayton’s Marguerite
was
simple, loving and natural. She
DEATHS.
a
great deal of pathos and
possesses
power. The other character were well
taken.
In tills city, March 4. Benjamin L. Trickey,
THE GOVERNORS.
aged t3 years.
Funeral
Monday afternoon at 2 p. m. from
“The
In
Governors,” which is the title his late residence,
No. 67 Parris street.
of Ward & Vokes new farce, they are
In this city. March 4, Peiatiali H. Whitehouse,
6
months.
42 years
an elaborately
staged hotel office aged
given
[Funeral Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, from
in which to cavort. This set supplants his late residence. 202 Cumberland street.
In tills city, March 4, Kichard Thomas, Infant
tbo old banking room with the adjoining
and Margaret Joruai,
cafe, which is so reminiscent of fun to son of ThomasMarch
3, Miss Julia Jordan, a; e i
In this city,
have
•>ho
seen Ward and Vokes
those
66 years.
in
paFt seasons, It may bo taken for
Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock, a
[Funeral
granted that “Percy and Harold” do not the West Congregational Church.
nllow the hotel guests to do much in the
In Pleasantdale, Soulh Portland, March 4,
and the late Abway of slumbering. The fun in this art Lena, daughter oi George W. months
16 days.
E. Miles aged 16 years 6
bie
is
Governors”
“Tho
said
to
be
of
“fast,
at 2 o ok
afternoon
service
Sunday
fetching.” The piece will at[Funeral
furious and
her late residence. Chapel street, Pleasant.
seen at the Jefferson theatre, Friday
be
^
and Saturday next, with a bargain matiIn Lewiston, March 3, Mary Corbett, formerly
of Portland.
nee Saturday.
[Burial at Calvary Cemetery.)
NOTES.
In Limerick, March 3, Mrs. Mary A., widow
of the late Henry Dole, aged 78 years.
I
Manager Goding says that the Gem
[Boston D uly and Weekly Journal crp
theatre wrill be opened about June 6th,
In Norway, F’eb 25, Mrs. Belinda, w.dow o
the late Gen, George L. Beal, aged 71 years.
and the attraction will he a sneniai one.

99
24

DISBURSEMENTS
To Policy-holders for Claims
$13,279,630 66
by Death
To Policy-holders for Endow12,712,424 76
ments, Dividends, etc.
For all other accounts
10,132,005 57

both stores.

are

LARGEST SALE

Sirs. Cain’s Case

parent

A sort of a birthday
the appearance of the old store is already very muoh improved,
society tea crackers—a few flowers and a little music. An informal affair to which all are invited.

of any Patent Hediclne in the World.
25e. at all Drug Stores.

but also for

our

completion

Disordered Liver
Beecham’s Pills

established at 235 Middle Street and it is perhaps needless to affirm that it is
It has fed its first and is doing well with the
very muoh there now. 33 years is the average generation,
it has not been carried entirely to
second. A scheme of renovation has been entered on there and while
AGO

m

ft AlftW

■

Weak Stomach

OR

SALE,

ANNIVERSARY

A WONDERFUL MEDICINE.

IN MEN, WOMEN

$42,693,201
11,469,406

£54,162,608 23

hearing.
Speaking of the presentation of “Tnnn-

A«IA
A A
— —---—

lFfeTnSDRANCE*

COMPANY OF NEW YORK

(I

(

|
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MORNING
and continues until March
1st.
—

MKCEIMNEOUS.

FOlt SAFE.

MISCEIXANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
Insurance policies, notes,
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
Liiscounted. Kate of interest 5 per cent a year
\\. p.
anti upward according to security.
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building.
185 Middle street.feb26rt4w

MONEY
real estate, life

Inserted under iLU

Forty words

week for 25

one

oolite,

head
cash in advance.

T30R SALE—Near Riverton, on line of electtries, pleasantly situated, with line view,
two story framehouse containing 8 rooms an-t
bath, in good order; large stable and Vs acre of
AERII.LE. Magnetic Clairvoyant land.
BENJAMIN SIIAW, 51Va Exchange
J
and Palmist, 7!) Franklin street, opposite street.
__5-1
Lincoln Park. Confidential and reliable advice
FOR SALE—Farm loo acres, 3 storied house
on health, business or private family matters,
in lirst class repair: heated by furnace; good
4-1
to
8
9
a.
m.
p.
Office hours,
m.__
staole and poultry house; good pasture; large
twelve young orchard; 50 acres hard wood; 5 miles out;
next
the
Within
A t A flA A
a
for
fortune
A
months.
handy to railroad depot.
Price $2600; easy
gSlUjUVUt
small investment. The Alaska Reindeer Ex- term-. W. II. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
street.
Co.
*350,000.
5-1
&
Capital
Mining
press Trading
350,000 shares, par value $1.00. The opportuniwill
conSALE
and
the
OR
POR
company
RENT-One of the most atty is now presented
tractive and best built
tinue for the next ten days to make the same
cottages (owned by
desire
Dr.Walter
who
to
those
may
Woodman) on Great Diamond Island;
liberal arrangements
line views and
to come in on the ground floor. For prospectus has elevated situation with
ten furnished rooins|aiiU bath.
and further information apply to or address the
Bos- BENJAMIN SllAW, 51 Vs
39
C.
Bldg.,
S.
C.
Equitable
street.
PRATT,
Exchange
Sec’y.
ton, "Mass.
____5d_

1ILLIAN
°

1

BL..

..

.........

ly drawn strings that bonnd
reverent fingers. Presently in

[Continued.]

it

EU

lingered longer, to seat herself on the steps away from any likelihood of interruption.
she untied the stout twine

string Mrs. Matthews had wrapped
many times around the parcel, on which
some one had written in large letters,
“Please return.
All told there were 19 letters, written by as many enthusiasts to their loving friends at home. Jessica read every
Some of them she read
one of them.
more than once, not for the elegant diction of them or for their vivid descriptions of the great battle, but because
some word of praise, some expression of
tenderness, in them for her father
touched her more nearly than others.
They all had the same theme—admiration for their commanding officers.
They all dilated upon one phase—the
filial devotion of Captain Belknap to
Colonel Bascom. It was Neddie Matthews who told the most prolix story.
He told how, when the battle was
at its hottest, Colonel Bascom had
been seen to put spurs to his horse
and gallop toward the spot where
their colors had just gone down in
a cloud of
smoke; how Belknap galloped after him to turn him back;
how the two men were inseparable in
camp or on the field; how that intrepid
dash of the colonel’s had swept him
from the sight of his men forever; how
the next that was seen of Belknap he
was being borne to the rear badly wounded; how when questioned about the
colonel he had wept nue a cmid. while
telling about seeing him reel from the
horse that had been shot under him.
It was the same story in all of the
letters—tho story of two brave men out
of thousands of brave men; two men
•who loved each other and would gladly
have spent themselves each for his
friend.
“They loved each other,” said Jessica, bending her head to catch the
waning light for a third reading of Neddie’s letter.
“What more could a man do than
this, that he would have given his life
for hia friend, and I, oh, most superior
mortal that I am, refused him the meed
of a decent farewell because he did not
come up to my standard.”
It was of Reginald Belknap she was
thinking and of his deathless devotion
to her father after she had folded up the
letters,, and, with hands clasped about
her knees, she sat atill on the terrace
steps, with the setting sun shedding its
radiance about her.
CHAPTER XV.
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taiuci

actuio

of the little woman.
lit“It is impossible for me to say,
tle Potts wrote, “how this package is
to reach its destination, if it ever does.
I comfort myself by thinking that if it
is lost the world will still wag on.
“I wish I knew how it was wagging
with my three dear ones just now. Several prisoners are to be exchanged tomorrow, and among them is a young
fellow from Mississippi, the northern
part, who expects to be sent to his home
He will
as unfit for further service.
leave us pretty well laden with letters
and just such foolish littlo parcels as
this. I am glad he is going to be released. He is not strong, and this climate is trying to him.”
Here littlo Potts had stopped in the
writing of his letter to tie a piece of
old carpet about his neck to protect it
from tho cold blasts that were shaking
his enfeebled little frame as with a chill.
“When I tell you what the rings and
other things are made of, I am sure you
will bo proud of me, although I may
You see,
come in for a scolding too.
my dears, there is not much dandyism
among this colony of southern gentlemen rusticating at Johnson’s island,
and such requirements of an effete civilization as gold studs and sleeve buttons are ignored among us.”
A wan srnilo flitted across the little
man’s thin face as he wrote that sentence. It would never do to tell Melanie
and the girls that he had no shirt to
wear the studs with, for of course they
could never be brought to consider him

ernoon sun

There

UlieeilUlIj,

a

gentleman again.

“Therefore I have converted mine
into little souvenirs for you three. I
hope you will observe the niceness of
the workmanship. I think it rather creditablo to an amateur goldsmith; but
then, you know, I always was a conceited fellow, ready to place the highest

possible

estimate

on

my own per-

HOME FOR FRIENDLESS BOYS.
The Maine Home for Friendless Boys is
becoming so well known throughout the
state that we can safely say it has passed

carrying

a

small parcel.

parcel of any
sort was an event and an object of legitimate curiosity. Old Timothy Drew
delivered this one with an air which
said plainly that he expected to be enIn those

stagnant days

large.
tendance of friends
vices were oonductcd by Rev. John Carroll Perkins of the First Parish church,
who epoke most touchingly of the value
of such a life as Miss Chadwick s and
closed with a beautiful poem. The music

a

as to its contents.
Miss Melanie turned it over and over,
looking at the address from every pos-

lightened

sible Boiat of view, touching the tight-

The
most feeling and appropriate.
exfloral tributes were beautiful and
pressed the deep affection of her large
circle of friends and nighbors.

to loan

MONEY’
5 to 6 per

on

mortgages

estate

real

at

cent. Also real estate bought
and sold and rented, and rents collected and
nronertv cared for. 25 years in the business.
N. S. GA KD1NEK, 185 Middle St- Room 4. 1-1
s

per

cn good
desiring
obtain same by applyOffice. First National
Bank Building, FREDERICK S. YAILL.

2o-l

TO LOAN—On lirst arid second
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
Interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or nny other good securities. Inquire of A.
17-4
U. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.

MONEY

kind of
or will
store
pay
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
11-tf
street.
Free
18
& WILSON, Auctioneers,
will

advance

on

any
money
WEcashmerchandise
consigned to us,
for
household furniture,

goods of every deto be found it
always
Auction Rooms. We often
have articles less than half the cost to manufacture. GOSS & WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
Free street.

CONSIGNED
scription

private sale at

Household

are
our

_H~tf

Notice.
Notice.
Highest cash
prices paid for rags, rubbers, bottles and
all kinds of old metals. Mail orders solicted.
PORTLAND RAG CO., 54 Lincoln St.f Portland,
24-2
Me.

NOTICE.
L*

8 If
o
SHIRT

UTILITY

WAIST AND

SKIRT

FROM

BAZAR

HARPER’S

Deep full
with a narrow ruffle in front.
ruffles are on the back breadths, which
The firmly woven cloths in mixed color
drawing
are pulled closely together with
effects, having a surface as smooth and strings. The pattern of this petticoat is
satiny as broadcloth, are the latest mate- included with that of the utility skirt.
shirt waist
rials for jacket suits and
The shirt waist, although extremely
skirts, as they are adapted to the clinging
simple, is due of the newest models,
Even
under
in
demand.
effect so muoh
suitable for pique, percale, and other cotthese materials nothing stiff is liked by
It is made with a narton tailor goods.
the best dress makers. This skirt, which
row yoko and medium fulness In front,
is the latest five-gored model—width three
and has small sleeves, with a straight
and three quarter yards—is cut with the
cuff narrow enough to slip easily into
in
narrow front breadth, now so much
the tight coat sleeves at present in vogue
vogue. It hangs plainly at the front and The
te
proper out of the costume can
sides, the fulness in the back being discut paper pattern
obtained from the
as
box
or
in
pleats,
gathers-side
posed
furnished by Harper’s Bazar, where it
preferred. The new skirts are tied back appears.
Quantity of material—cloth,
closely over the hips and stand out well forty-two Inches wide, for skirt, five and
a half yards; lining of silk or satin, eight
at the bottom.
yards; silk for petticoat, ten fyards; cotApropos of this accepted skirt of the ton material for shirtwaist, three and
adds
a quarter yards.
These are approximate
season, a certain form of petticoat
It is in sheath shape, quantities for medium sizes.
much to its effect.
SHIRT WAISTS AND UTILITY SKIRT

COMMITTEE

SCHOOL
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g
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FUNERAL OF CHARLES E. HARTSHORN.

Lowest rates in
Boston for First-

Nothing but Trouble.
Mrs. Racy—There’s nothing but trouble
in this world for a woman.
Mrs. Lacy—I guess you are right
“Look at the trouble we have to get a
husband, and then it’s nothing but trouble with him after we’ve got him.”—
Yonkers Statesman.

Class Hotel,

ioo

& t>
%/£»
T
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|jp

CMV1 located
near

and

gH

single

person, or
$ r. co and upwards
for two.

■

f

g|

H

business

dis-

trict. Artesian well
water

BOSTON.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

one

v„«ef9

CVU*

EDW- REYNOLDS.
J. A.

asp

AN

REYNOLDS.
JOHN F. MERROW.

heed
Inserted under this
week for 35 cents, cosh in advance.

BUY

words

work in

The effect would be

from well

Premises-

on

2i?

family of

for
three.

High street. Woodfords.

startling.

q

each separate t'aenilv is lifting up its
However
voice iai our behalf the effect is equally as great.
Some siartliiag facts are told iaa our book oa house
heating. Sean free on receipt of request.
as

Q
X

for

general house27 Thomas

Apply

a

street.

1-1

GOUDY & KENT'S
j

SALE—Black

perfect pet, sound
ladies to drive Apply at GOUDY & KENT S STABLES, Peart

IVORand kind, and safemare,
tor

a

street.

5.1

SALE-On Congress street close to
Lincoln Park, three
storied detached
rooms and bath, in perfect
14
house,
repair;
steam Iheat; hot and cold water in lavatories
and laundry. Price $6,500. W. U. WALDRON
it CO.. ISO Middle street
5-1

FOR

Rock maple and yellow
birch wood, well seasoned and kept under
A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum street.
Telephone 50-2.
5-1
WOOD for opeu fires.
*

*

cover.

DOWN SALE—One lot Men's $5.00

MARK
Cong, and Bal. at $2.50; one lot Men's
Cong., new goods, $3.00 at §2.50; one lot Boys’
Butt. $1.50 Shoes at 75c, and other goods too
numerous to mention.
J. E. FARlt, One Price
Shoe S:ore, 47 Exchange stree t.
4-2
SALE—The best
pOR
1

corner lot in Fessenden
the handsome new house recentonly first class addition to
Portland. W. P. CARR, Room 5, Oxford bull
ing. 185 Middle street.
4-1

Park

ly

built.

near

This is the

SALE—At Fessenden Park,
pOK
1
7

new

house'

room

a

beautiful

entirely

up to date,
steam heat,
electrics sure to pass this house this summer.
Will sell at cost,$500 down. MARKS & EARLE
CO., 12 Monument square.
4-1

nothing lacking, porcelain bath,

HALE-New three flat house, three compOlt
1
plete baths, rents for §45 per mouth; $4000,
$500 down. You can t afford to let your money

stsy in the bank at 3 1-2 per cent when this
house will pay in per cent net.
MARKS &
EARLE CO.. 12 Monument square.
4-1
SALE—If you wish to keep your tenants
you must butld them a new‘hou«e. tliev
won’t stay in the old one any longer. We build
them for little money. Try us. MARKS &
EARLE CO.. 12 Monument square.
4 1

jUOIt

light single harnesses; all in good repair.
JAS. G. Me 1 ,AUFEIN, 55 Preble street.
4 1

year; a part or the land is in view of
Price 2 cents per square foot.
W.
DRON & CO., 180 Middle street.

Forth- vl.
H. WaL4-:

\f ARK DOWN SALE—One lot Ladies’ Gypsy

out 53.00 boots, $i'.25; one lot LadieP
cut $3.00 boot $1.00; one lot Ladies’Goa*;
$2.00 boots. 75c;; one lot Ladies’
$1.25 Oxfords at 75c. J. E. FAi;R, One Price
Shoe Store. 47 Exchange street.
4-2

»•ougola

MARE HERP WANTED.

Q

at

SALE—In Deeting one mile from Porr|?OR
1
land, about 10 acres of land bounded via 2
general house- streets; electrics will pass the premises ‘bis
Apply at 20
3-1

capable girl
WANTED—A
work in small family.

V*

day. No canvassing. No deSALE-The eligible three storied brick
© SALESMAN—$5
liveries. No collections. Samples free. Side FOR
house and lot 181 State St. buiit by Dr. i.
line or exclusive. Mfrs., 3941 Market St., i’hila.
a

Department.

Retail

OOOOOOOOOOOOOIOOOOOOOOOOOOO

SALESMAN—To sell advertising
signs to retail dealers. Send stamped envelope for particulars. Reference, THE NOVELTY SION CD., 27 School street, Boston,
31
Mass.

T. Dana for his

own

use,thoroughly constructed

with all modern equipments, nine open fireplaces. sunny exposure; a most desirable location for a physician, private residence, or tirsc
class lodging house.
Fifty feet frontage on
State St., at the convergence of State, Pij^.
Congress Sts., and Longfellow Square. Summit
of Mt. Washington clearly visible from secon l
BENJAMIN SHAW, 5112
story windows.

Kxcnange St2-1

WANTED.

170R SALE—3 wall soda fountains; l counter
WANTED—Burnham’s Jeilycon. For dessert U
soda fountain.
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,
3-1
no‘equal, Made without sugar in a 46 Exchange street.
l-’or health use
minute. For sale by grocers,
SA LE—Large paying laundry, owner has
Favorite
Burnham’s Beef, Wine and Iron,
other business; alio two houses suitable
Retail trade supplied by joblealth restorer.
aers in
Portland. Bangor, Rockland and for home or investment, one on Brackett St. near
4-t
Lewiston.
Neal, and one in center of city. Will sell cheap.
W. P. AKR, Room 5, Oxford Building, 185
tv
washing and ironing to Middle street2-1
" ANTED—Family
do at Home. Will do it cheaper than in
SALE—2 lots on Munjoy Hill, containlie laundry. Have been working in laundries
Flannels and night
:nr the past 7 or 8 years.
ing 3200 square feet each; price only $600.
Also lot corner of Mnujoy and Moody streets,
shirts 5 cents each. No. 7 Fremont Place.
size 50x80. Also two on Eastern Prome. ade.
28-1
tVANTEDVA case of-dyspepslalliaO can’t 40x:00 each. For prices and particulars apply
Real Estate Office. First National Bank Buildrelieve with two bottles of Dr. Ahak’s
No relief, ing, FREDERICK 8. VAILL._28-1
stomach and
blood
remedy.
money refunded. C. K. NEWCOMB, 63 Vesper
SALE—In western part of city, house
it.. Portland, Me.
_26-1
nearly new containing 10 rooms with bath,
m
en
SDot
from
10
to
for
cash,
fireplaces, hard wood floors, stationary
buy
26 acres of vacant land on line ol electric tubs, sunny exposure, several bay windows,
etc.
Answer
letter
tars or near depot.
Owing to unforseen circumstances is now
by
giving
lowest price and exact location, etc.
C. A. on the market. Price $5500. Particulars. Real
Estate
office. First National Bank Building,
89
Court street, Boston, Mass.
WINTERS,
FREDERICK S. VAILL.2S-1
23-2

FOR

(ottJinupGon
Como, Wis.,
Jan. 10,1898.

Hyannis, Nebr.,

I would not be
without PISO’S
CURS for CONSUMPTION for any
thing. For a bad
Cough or Cold it is
beyond all others.

I regard PISO’S
CURE FOR CONSUMPTION as the
best Cough medicine on the market,
having used it for
15 years.

Jan. 2,1898.

£j|

|H|
■*

Mrs C. REYNOLDS.

FOR

FOR

WANTED—To

J. A. WESTOVER.

Cough Medicine.”

“The Best

GOODS jnst received:' pianos,
music boxe3, reginas, violins, mandolins,
POE RENT—New house, lower tenement, sun
r
all dav. sightly and
convenient, eight guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
water heating,
rooms and bath; separate hot
music, music books, music rolls, superior vioPlease call at HAWES’,
open plumbing, open fireplace, set tubs, all lin and banjo strings.
modern conveniences; near three electric lines 414 Congress St.feb24-4
and Union Station, corner Grove and CumberSALE—Or lease, a lot of land at the West
land Sts. CHAS. S. NORCKOSS, 660 CumberEnd, corner Forest and Congress streets
2-1
land-St.
containing about 4,224 feet. Apply to E. HARr
919 Congress St.
jan25dtf
RENT—April 1st, lower tenement, en- LOW,
tirely separate, of house No. 199 Spring St„
SALE-One of the best paying laundries
containing seven rooms besides halls and bathin New Hamshire; fully equipped, good
room : exposed plumbing, steam heatInquire ; business, expenses low; poor
health cause of
2-tt
at 44 PEERING STREET.
selling. Grand chance for anyone looking for a
Press
investment.
Address
LAUNDRY,
good
LET—Nicely furnished rooms, single or in office.18-2
suits, steam heat, bath room on same floor
1-1
at No, It Myrtle St., opposite City Hall.
SALE—An 8X13 horizontal engine made
LET—A good sized front office 199~Middlo
by Kendall & Roberts. 28 horse power;
with
one
water.
St., up
Sebago
flight,
Ap- tubular boiler; all in good order. Terms to suit
ply to N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St., if taken scon.
For particulars address C. T*
Room 4.__1-1
AMES, East Waterford, Maine.10-4

MUSICAL

FOR

Accident Ins. Co.,

256 & 257 BROADWAY, NEW

inserted under this head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

Statement of Financial Condition of

The Preferred

SALE—Stock and fixtures of the well
known boot and shoe store of the late
J. P. Welch, Bath. Me. Has been a shoo store
40 years, is well situated and has a well established trade.
Inquire J. W. ROBERTS. 128
Front St., Bath, Me.26-1

FOR

TO RET.

YORK, N. Y.

FOR

FOR

_

TO

FOR

IiO

DECEMBER 31st, 1S97.

fa’O

T.li'T—A

vprv

Hp«tru.hlA

7

rnnnts

s

steam heat. bath, laundry, etc., $25 per
month. Apply to ADAM P. LEIGHTON,-.83

LIABILITIES.

ASSETS.

St, John street.Il-l

Stocks and bonds, market value.$342,947.04 Claims pending and unpaid.$ 43,850.00
Cash in company’s office and band.. 151,990.21 Re-insurance. 206,501.87
3,968.25 Capital paid up. loo.ooo.oo
Interest due company.
Premiums In course of collection. 63,239.88 Surplus above capital. 141,793.51

Total.$552,145.38

Total.$552,145.38

The company wrote nearly $9,000,000.00 in Maine in 1897, being about half the entire business
done in the State by stock companies and leading its nearest competitor nearly $4,000,000.00.
Good terrilory open to iive agents.

LET—Two tenements 1042 Congress St.,
each, near Union Station.
Single
Lower
Oxford St., $18 per month.
37 Merrill St., $8 per month. Very
desirable room at 553 1-2 Congress St., near
Oak. third floor, rear. FlIED’K L. JERRIS,
396 Congress
St._28-l_

To $10

house 181
tenement

No. 929a Congress street, near
contains six rooms, bath
large halls and plenty of closet room.
FRANK
to
J.
BABB, Buck's Ticket
Apply
Office, 272 Middle St.26-1
LET—Flat
r Uuion
Station,
room,

LET—Three good rents on Washburn
One of 10
avenue, near Union Station.
rooms, two of 8 rooms each. Very convenient,
WILLIAM
pleasant and moderate priced.
BUR ROWES. 187 Vaughan street.'26-1

TO

O. F.

RENT—Half of

vault,
28 Exchange St., Portland, Me. FOR
Building.
eodst

State Agent,
feb26

"HOTEL

IT A JEST IC,

THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.

One of the

AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
janl

eodtf

AINSE1E & WEBSTER.

IfUII

IN

CHILDREN.^,;

§< Hundreds of children have worms, but their parents doctor them for
nearly everything else. The best Worm Remedy made, and likewise SajgHg^
S the best Remedy for all the complaints of children, such as Feverish- ^■gSR
Jsfe ./;-•>
5gj ness Costiveness, Indigestion, tour Stomach, etc., is

I

by

S§
§0

likewise for all stomach troubles of adults
a household remedy for MMfef'Cand harmless. Price 35 cents. Ask your
Purely
vegetable
d<5 years.
it.
for
DR. J. P. TRUE &. CO., Aabnrn, Me.
Druggist
for
free to motiiers. For Tape WorBiwe hare a
pook on “Children"
troubles—and
jfq efficacy in such
It
hftH never been equalled.

lia,a been

*

•Bgjp/
boolt^^

*

)
)

I

janitor.

<a A

T V_hniisfi

with

basement, 11 rooms in first das' condition,
Pleasantly
all modern conveniences.
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
two minutes from Congress street electrics.
Terms easy.
Sun all day (when it shines).
One-lialf pnrcnase money can remain on mort470
Congress
gage, if desired. H. L. JONES,
a

with

_feblO-tf

street.

WAMifiD-MTUAXlOXi.
teserted under this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty words
one

WANTED by

a

SITUATION
tent young American
class

smart, compewho will go
private family,

woman

as

housekeeper

in

first

widower’s lamily, or hotel, or will take cooking
cook.
The best
in private family; is first class
Apply to 3991-2 Congress
of references given.
street.

MRS.

PALMER.

2-1

WANTED—Any kind of typewriting to do at

It Home or in office by a lady stenographer
and typewriter of experience; use my own maPress Office.
chine. Address T, Portland Daily
lir

V?

ANTED—Situation by young lady stenograuher

Four

years’experience-.references.

ADDlV MISS T. M. ATWOOD, 2S Elm St-,
Auburn, Me-_22-2
situation as barber; been at
business 6 years.
Address Bruns-

WANTED—A
story

If

the

brick wick, Me.,

Box 101.

3-1

house (with deep lot on Inne),
Vo. 194 Ifanforth street; picas- WANTED—A position as housekeeper by reIV
lined, capable, middle aged lady to widlint and healthy; good neighbors;
or would
take entire
ower or gentleman,
heating and plumbing in good charge of summer boarding house. Highest
order; the latter arranged for references from present aud previous employHotel
ALPHA,
the comfort and convenience of ers.
Country preferred.
Old Orchard, Me.
3-1
tin invalid;
low Fiske,
would make
price for desirable tenant.

mar4dlw*

IZUO

1 TRUE’S Pin Worm ELIXIR IfeBuil
fflraji|||jg|Kr

double office'with
Oxford

RENTT^

Furnished—three

1 OnC

ljsS§Fjfi

a

wash room, etc.,
in the
Elevator service. Inqure of

FOR

Central Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.

2
]z?

a

capable girl

a

family horse. Apply
STABLES, Pearl street.
fect

4

8 PORTLAND STOVE FOUNDRY CO. 8 LOCAL

yy

was

g
ATLANTIC! 8 WANTED—A

SALE—Bay mare, lioo lbs., stands t> 3-4,
Foilsound
and kind,
good driver, and Jper-

SALE—Second hand harness.2 set double
I?OR
1
team. 1 set light driving, 3 single express,

WANTED--F EM ARK HELP.

Union Station »

"

Rooms, $i per day

o

maro!aw4wS

Cause For

Rejoicing.
A Georgia man who is interested in a
small vessel plying in northern waters
school committee in ward three,is a mem- telegraphed home:
“The Revijl is fast in the ioe.”
ber of Current Topics club and belongs to
She is a
The Revill was the name of the vessel,
the Woman’s Literary Union.
woman of sound judgment and true cult- but the telegram as delivered read:
ure, was a teacher before her marriage
“The devil iefast in the ice.”
and is therefore in thorough sympathy
An old negro, an employee, was present
best
the
familiar
with
and
teachers
with
when the message came and asked:
methods of education. She is a mother'
“What does Marse Tom say in dat teleand 1b deeply interested in all those questions that atfeot the highest and best all- gram?”
In
“He says,” replied the man to whom it
round development of our children.
eleoting her to serve on the sohool-board, was delivered, “that the devil is fast in
the voters of ward three would conserve the ioe.”
the highest Interests of our homes and
“Halleluyer,” shouted the negro, “Halschools. A glance at the following list
I hopes ter do Lawd dey’ll keep
sent to the city leluyer!
the
to
request
appended
Constitution.
Sara G. him dar!”—Atlanta
clerk for the name of Mrs.
Thompson to appear on the ballot will
show that the best men of both parties are
Elizabeth, N. J., pet. 19, 1896.
moving^in the right direction:
W. W. Latham, J. H. Webster, W. S.
ELY BROS., Dear Sirs:—Please accept my
Ayres, W. M. Kimmeii, F. B. thanks for your favor in the gift of a bottle of
Shepherd, Z. Thompson, W. Cream Balm. Let me say I have used it for
Dyer, E. H. Tunny, J. F.
and can thoroughly recommand it for
Warren, S. F. Hunt, C. H. years
are followed.
Pratt, G. A. Harfcrd, W. L. what it claims, If directions
L. Gill, G. H. Gill, B. K. Yours truly,
(Rev.) H. W. HATHAWAY,
Paine, R. Collins, B. L. SawJ. F.
Cream
Shepherd,
No clergyman should be without it.
yer, A.
Coombs. J. W. North, G. W. Balm is kept by all druggists. Full size 50e
W.
B.
Wm.
G.
Davis,
Way,
Trial size 10 cents. We mail it.
Drew, F. E. Goold, E. A.
ELY BROS, 56 Warren St„ N. Y. City,
Whitney, E. P. Calkins, H.
C. Brny, Quo. Tolman, D. F.
(T

Ranges should

§

IVANTED—All persons in want of trunks
t*
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
563 Congress slreet. one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom
and
can
therefore
prices.
give
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
23-2
pictures.

Forty

O

THREE.

'RillincfR.

4.000

WIT AND WISDOM

To the Editor of the Press:
Mrs.' Everett J. Thompson, the Indenon-partisan candidate lor
pendent,

Ti

the

Portland Families who are using our
all cry in unison

_

ser-

economy.

negotiated-At

Revere House Lessees Co.

The

[

we

U;

was

pleasant things.

first Mortgages. Parties
real estate security, can
ing at the Real Estate

One

way

and

Mortgages
have funds of clients to Invest in
cent,
loans

E.
The funeral of the late Charles
the experimental aiago
MYSTIC LODGE, L O. G. T.
took place yesterday atternoon
The assistance that has been and is being Hartshorn
G6
residence
Chad
wiok
late
street.
his
Mystic Lodge, No. 2, I. O. Q. T., celerendered gives the fullest evidence of the .from
its
anniversary
D. D., officiated brated
Thursday
Blanchard,
Rev.
Henry
the
has
hearts,
hold that it
people’s
upon
was the programme:
a
was
there
Following
and
evening.
large
attendance,
kind
and that it will be sustained by
of the Masonio order of which Prayer,
Rev. Mr. Fultz
friends who are interested in these desti- especially
was a prominent member.
Opening Remarks, G. H. Varney, who
and friendless boys, cannot but be the deceased
tute
T. of
introduced A. P. Corey, the C.
The Interment was at Evorgreen.
the impression of all who have watched
Mystic Lodge, as chairman of the eventhree
years.
its progress during the past
ing.
Miss Cushman
FIREMEN’S FAIR.
Piano Solo,
Number at present at the Home twelve
Rev. Lewis Malvern
Address,
The Ladies’ Auxiliary of.the Veteran
and twelve more might be admitted if
Misses Abbott and Tukey
Piano Duet,
Miss Morrison
sufficient money could be
pledged for Firemens’ association will give a fair Vocal Solo,
Mr. Lowell
Frinext
and
hall
of
Mandolin
Solo,
at Congress
Thursday
The object is worthy
their support.
Charles Johnson
the strongest financial support that any day. There will be many desirable arti- Song,
A. Caine
Address,
Mrs. Herald
good man or woman can afford to give it. cles for sale, a pleasing entertainment Violin Solo,
an excellent supand
Mr.
Austin
of
sofor
evening
investment
the
an
Thursday
Vocal
It is
good
Solo,
Charles Johnson
Song,
ciety, it takes boys who aro liable to grow per;. Frio ay evening.
up in ignorance and crime, teaches the
principles of morality, and places them in
men
and useful
a way to become good
Great care is used in accepting
citizens.
<§fc
applications for children, only such homes
os are well Investigated and Indorsed
by
of
a community being conworthy people

sidered.

day,

_3-1

LIGHTS-lfyou are having trouble
why not pay a little more
and buy an oil that will burn with a clear light
Pratt’s Astral Oil nils
or
smell.
smoke
without
the bill. NEAL D. WINSLOW, 90Preble St,
2-1
635-4.
Dealer.
Telephone
Oil

GOOD
with your lights

thk n. sc. fairbank company,
Chicago,

m

day old Timothy Drew, with FUNERAL OF MISS SARAH CHADmuch expenditure of breath and not a
WICK.
few imprecations upon the folly of peoThe funeral of Miss Sarah Chadwick
ple perching their houses on terraces took
place from her late residence on
high enough for eagles’ nests, found his Park street
yesterday afternoon. The atinto Miss Melanie Potts’ presence,

laid aside early in the

the housewife has time for more
Largest package—greatest

Dyer, Geo. E. Sawyer, A. J.
Green, A. F. Robinson, D. A.
Haynes, F. J. Longfellow, H.
B. Hamilton, R. S. Stevens.

(To be continued.)
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formances.
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Powder. B1

with

an awe-

Without ever having seen her Lem- struck voice she said:
uel had struck the keynote of Jessica’s
‘‘I do believe it is from my brother
character. She shrank with unreason- Lester. The handwriting looks like his
ing repulsion from any eye that might at its worst, and he always was so prepry into her heart. The story of her fa- cise about knots.
ther’s disappearance from the field of
Timothy answered suggestively:
Chickamauga had been duly communi"Shouldn’t be surprised if it were
cated to her by the Rev. Mr. Brownell. from little Ports, though the Lord only
Her reception of it bad sent him away knows how it got here. I reckon there
baffled and angry because ho was baffled. ain't but one way of making sure, and
To Mrs. Brownell he confidentially im- that’s by ontying them knots. I’d like
parted his conviction that “the girl had mightily to hear how tho little man is
no more feeling than a stone.”
getting on. Want any help?”
When Maxwell Belknap had gone
Miss Melanie drew her parcel farther
away, leaving her sitting so still, with
back from his proffered aid with cold
her bands clasped about the package of dignity.
letters, she was mentally running over
"I will wait until the Misses Potts
the strange story of her life since she get home, thank you, Timothy. They
had been brought to her father’s house are in attendance on a meeting of the
from the narrower sphere of Mrs. Short- L. S. A. S. I am much obliged to you
er’s influence.
for bringing it, Tim.”
Ho and she had lived together just
"Not for worlds,” Miss Melanie told
out
long enough for her heart to send
the girls later, ‘/could I have untied a
new tendrils to twine them together.
single one of those knots with an alien
Each day of her intercourse with him eye resting on them.”
had resulted in an access of respect and
By devious ways, passed from hand to
affection. She had not known until this hand, the precious package had reached
story of his death had come how tender- its destination, and the girls must share
ly she had come to feel toward him. with her every atom of pleasure or of
She knew now that every act of her pain it might contain.
regency as head of his estate had been
It contained very little in a material
dictated by what she thought he would way—three black finger rings, with
have her do.
gold hearts and arrows imbedded in
And then in this matter of her Aunt them, by way of setting; a carnelian
Ellen! She had taken such deep delight heart, with “M. P.
rudely carved on
in thinking of how he would rejoice to its face; three tiny golden disks with
return and find the sister he had mourned three dates engraved on them, respecas one tragically dead sitting at his own
tively standing for tho birthday anniverfireside, a gentle, quiet woman, whose saries of the three women who examined
restoration to the home of her girlhood each article of the package with streamand to the peaceful routine of a care ing eyes.
free life had brought her back to the
But it was over little Potts’ letter
mental level of the time when nothing that they wept most copiously, Miss
worse was said or thought than that
Melanie insisting that he must be
“she was not as bright as the rest of the very miserable indeed because he wrote
And now he was never to come back
to her. She must go on forever just doing things because it was her duty to
do them, caring for her Aunt Ellen because she was here to be cared for, sitting at the head of the table, with that
placid, beautiful face on one side of her
and Miss Turner's round, well fed little
face beaming at her from the colonel’s
place at table. She could have screamed
aloud for the pain of it all. Instead she
left the chair that Maxwell had found
her in and, taking the letters with her,
went out on the terrace, where the aft-

Washing!

Mi

,,

BENJAMIN SHAW,
51 i-2 Exchange St.

Difficult cases Cured

by Dr. C.T.

FISK.

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of tlie Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
prominent Maine citizens cured.
a B
Dr. Fisk’s method is easy, safe. Era
I
^
painless.
Consultation Free ! 9^ R R
Call at my Lewiston or Portland ■
w
SB
omfte, or consult me by mail.
Dr. C. T. FISK. 8:e Main street. Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel. Portland. Saturdays only.
——

"•

LOST AND FOUND.
cocker spaniel pup, female. Answers to the name of “Feathers.”
Finder
will be rewarded by notifying J. MADDOCKS,
4-1
126 Pearl street, City.

LOST—Black

dollar bills in vioinity of
4
Reward at ALLAN
2-1
LINE steamship office, 1 India street.
five
IOST—Three
Grand Trunk Station.

belt

green
lady’s jeweled
LOST-A
and set with brown and green

enameled
cats’

eye

Thebeitisof especial value to the
and the finder will be suitably rewarded
by reluming the- same to 92 PARK STREET.

stones.
owner,

\

MISCELLANEOUS.__

1897

THE ORIGINAL

1846

IV!AtNE

items of Interest Gathered

pondests

Pc0ThtIUS
Ex IrAci
The Old Reliable

HEALS

and

Remedy,

CURES

Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Cuts,

Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Sore Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,
ALSO

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS !!
bottles only, tvilli
Sold in
buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY
For Catarrli.

Price 75 Cents per

bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the

Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

POND'S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price hy the

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fifth Ave., N. Y.
STEAMSHIPS.

OCEAN

ALLAN LINE
MAIL

_ROYAL
Liverpool

of the

by Correa*

SOUTH BERWICK.
South Berwick.—March 4.—The Evangelical churches in this place have jasfc
closed union revival services, which were
held under the leadership of Mr. Herbert
The work was
L. Gale, the Evangelist.
been largely confined to the young people
of the churches, but the services have
made a profound impression upon the
whole community. Mr. Gale was assisted
the last week by Mr. Greenwood, the
singing Evangelist,who added very much
They open
to the interest of the Mission.
another work on the Sabbath in Lawrence, Maes.
Politics are rife here at present, the interest centering around road commissionTwo candidates are in the field,
er.
Mr. Huntress, the present incumbent,
and Capfc. Fall, who is put forward as a
competitor for the position.
Prof. Chapman has a chorus in training in this village for the next season’s
concerts, and under the direction of a
local leader they meet weekly for practice.
Business is still dull here, although
there has been no strike in the mills.
The shoe firms are Improving somewhat
in their output and the prospects are
good for a thriving trade.

CAPE ELIZABETH,
It should be remembered that the citiElizabeth meet in caucus
zens ot Cape
day of March at 2
on Tuesday the 8th
o’olock p. m. at Grange hall to nominate
candidates for town otlioers.

g

FREEPORT,
March 4.—Republicans of
Freeport,
this town held their caucus Saturday afternoon, February 26th ar.d the following
made;
nominations were
Moderator,
Henry C.:firewer; town clerk, Arthur W.
Mitobell; first selectman, Horace Rogers;
second selectman, Charles L. Orne; third
selectmen, A. G. Rogers;'treasurer, C.
C. Wlggin; school committee, Rev. E.
C. Brown, Willis H. Soule and Rev. Arthur Smith; auditor, W. A. Davis; road
commissioner. Henrv
C. Curtis: town
committee, Hon. Herman Brewer, chairman, F. E. Gould, Geo. P. Coffin, C. L.
Orne, W. C. Ringrose, C. C. Wiggin, J.
F. Litchfield.
citizens of Freeport will hold a
The
caucus Wednesday
evening, March 9, at
7.30.
It is expected to be an interesting

ladies of the Universalist church
and Portland.
a
“woman’s town meeting” at
From
From
hall last Tuesday evening, and
Portland.
Steamship
Liverpool
proved to be very Interesting to the spec2 Mar. tators. The hall was nearly full and they
Numldlan.
12 Feb.
6 Mar. took about $50.
IT Feb.
Carthaginian,
16 Mar.
26 Feb.
Mongolian,
The C. A. Cushing company who as26 Mar.
10 Mar.
Californian,
a
month ago, still have a
30
Mar. signed about
12 Mar.
Laurentian,
work finishing up what
24 Mar.
Parisian,n April small crew at
they had in process at the time of asLaurentian carries cabin passengers only.
signment.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
No new developments have been made
only.
the deficiency of our tax colThe Saloons and Staterooms are in the cen- in regard to
tral part, where least motion is lelt. Elec- lector, Mr. Miller, except that the books
tricity is used for lighting the ships through- are badly confused as to who iias paid
out, the lights being at the command ol the and who has not. A number of citizens
passengers at any hour of the night. Music have been
requested to pay their taxes
Booms and Smoking Booms on the promenade
lately who had already paid them and
deok. The Saloons and staterooms are heated
Miller
held receipts. Undoubtedly Mr.
by steam.
names paid
A re- has marked a great many
Bates of passage $52.60 to!$70.G0.
his
to
mistake
duction is made od Bound Trip Tickets.
eyesight
owing
through
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London and being a little
of course
poor, which
return, would account for considearble shortage.
Lonr' nderry,
$34.00 and $36.25;
$66.15 and $69.00.
Steorage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
SEBAGO.
Belfast or Londonderry, including every retheir caucus
March
4.—At
quisite for the voyage $22.50 and $23.60.
Sobago,
to
For tickets or further information apply
Friday, the Republicans ohose C. Davis,
T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B. chairman and F. L. Meserve, secretary.
KEATING, 6lVt Exchange St.. II. & A. ALwas
committee
AN, Montreal, 92 Stalest., Boston, and 1 India The following town
elected: C. Davis, F. L. Robinson and
Ry31de
St, Portland.
For town offices the fol
F. L. Meserve.
lowing nominations were made: Moderaselecttor. L. A. Poor; clerk, C. Davis;
A. Douglass and
men, J. G. Babb, O.
John P.
Brackett; treasurer,
JKojal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Ser- A. L. school
oommittee, F. D. Usher,
Bitch;
vice.
W.
H.
F. W. Hill,
Blake; superintendent
From
From
of schools, L. A. Poor; town agent, C.
Steamers.Portland.
Liverpool.
E.
C.
E. B'itch; road commissioner,
Thur. 24 Feb.
Labrador, Sat 12 Mar., 1 p. m. Fitch; constable, F. L. Meserve. It was
1 p. m.
19
Vancouver.
3 Mar.,
of
the
caucus
sentiment
••
2 Apr., 1 p. m. ths unanimous
17
Scotsman,
1 p. m. to support F. W. Hill for member of the
16
Labrador.
31
board of trustees of the Potter fund.
Boston Service.
Some of the Democrats will, it is Eaid,
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN. also support Mr. Hill.
Sat.
R. M. S. CANADA. MARCH 26,
noon.
CORINNA.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 39, 4.09 p. m. Sat
KATES OF PASSAGE.
Corinna, March 4.—The winter term at
Return the academy closed February 35th.
Mr.
First Cabin, $50.00 and upwards.
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer and ac- and Mrs. Rounds will remain here during
commodations.
the vacation of only two weeks.
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonMr. “Bert” Knowles, wife and eon of
Redonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.50.
in this
turn $66.75 and $78.40, according to steamer Dexter, were visiting relatives
and accommodations.
place last week.
London,
steerage, to Liverpool, London,
Mr. Henrv Yount: while at work In
derry, Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast- his barn last Snturfity, stepped into an
and received a bad fall,
Apply to J. B. Keating, 51 1-2 Exchange open trapdoor,
the middle finger of his right
Btreet.'T. F. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J. dislocating
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange Btreet, or David Tor- hand. Dr. Hedman attended him.
agents, foot of India
rance & Co., general
On account of the recent heavy fails of
street.
snow,! the roads in this section are almost
dec28dtf
impassible. The cost for breaking roads
in this town for this winter to the present
time is estimated at 12000.
Templars
Woodbine Lodge of Good
initiated ten new members at its meeting
LanCecil
Mr.
last
Wednesday night.
TO
caster’s side won tho literary contest by
about- six hundred points.
The Union Grange, composed of the
8. S. Annandale, 7000 tons, Feb. 18. Grangos located in Corinna, St. Albans,
Newport, North
Pittsfield,
7000 tons, Feb. 25. Palmyra,
8. S. Cervona,
7000 tons. Mar. 4. Newport, and Exeter, met with Twilight
8. 8. Devona,
Grange 201, of tbiq place, last Wednesday
And weekly thereafter.
The morning session was devotod to the
to
attention
the
of
given
carriage
Special
In the
routine business of the order.
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo. afternoon the doors were opened to the
For all information apply to
the
folpublic which fully appreciated
lowing literary programme which was
well given:
Commercial St,, Portland, Me.
Gertrude Jones
Reading,
Flossie Blaisdeil
Recitation,
Jeanette Winchester
Reoitation,
The
held
Town

^DOMINION

LINE.

THOMSO?Lim

_

PORTLAND
—

LONDON^

DIRECT.

Th3 ROBERT REFQRQ CO., Limited,
sept23__dtf

OR. MOTT’S

offered to Ladies. Especially recommended to
married Ladies.

Quartette
“Clemmie” Rackliff

Singing,
Violin Solo,
Reading,
Recitation,
Recitation,
Vocal Duet,

Ask for

•;

for

Press*

meeting.

STEAMERS.

Cheese weak; large white 8%c; small white
8% 9C,
Eggs steady .State and Penn 12% c; Western
fresh it 12V4@12%c.
Tallow quiet.
Kosin steady.
Republicans Will Caucus Today
Snirits Turonentlne firm
Molasses firm
Nominations for Town Officers.
Freights steady.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour slow.
wheat—No 2 spring 91303c; No8do at 903
Last Day for Registration—Prominent Re97c; No 2 Red 103%@1C4%. Coro—No 2 at
New York Stock andMonoy M.rltet.
29%c.
Oats—No2 at 28y2«286/so; No a white
publican Candidates Before Today’s
fob 31c: No 3 White 28@2»%c; No 2 rye at
(By Teleeraptt.i
the
oOc:
of
No
2 Barlevlf o b —; No 1 Flaxseed 1 21®
History
Convention—Meeting
NEW TCBK,;Mch.4.
1 26; Prime Timothy seed at 2 96. Moss pork
CJnb—School Exercises at First GramMoney on call firm at 2S2% percents last 10 40310 GO. Lard atf> lo@6 17y2 ; short rib
loan 2: prime mercantile paper 3%S4% nr ct. sides 6 00@5 40. Drv salted meats—shoulders
mar School—Articles In Town Warrant
Sterling Exchange was weak, with actual 4%<q)B; short clear sides 6 .76*5 66.
—Personal Items, etc.
Receipts-Flour. 19.000 hbls; whea 60,000
business in bankers bills 4 84% ri4 84% for debus; corn 416.0U0 bush; oats 308.000 bush;
This is the last day for registration. mand,and 4 81%4(4 81% for sixty daysiposced rye 9.000 bush; barley 60.000 hush.
Shipments—Flour 26,000 bblsjwheat 141,000
Today at 2.80 o’clock p. m. the Republi- rates] i3f?4 86%. Commercial bills at 4 80%. bush;
corn 288,000 bush; mats 269,000 bush:
Silver certificates E4V8@64%.
cans will meet in caucus at the Town
rye 6uo bush; barley 28 000 bush.
Bar Silver 64%.
^Butter firm; cremry 13@20c;dairy at U@l8o.
hall for the nomination of town officers
Cheese quiet 8@8%c. Eggs weak-.fresh 10%.
Mexican dollar3l4E.
and interest has so grown of late as to
ST. LOUIS—Wheat—No 2 red cash elevator
Government Bonds weak
There are
insure a large attendance.
at 98%c; track 98®99c; Mch at 98%C; May at
State bonds dull.
soveral announced candidates and others
1 00% asked; July 94%4j'J4V4 ;No 2 hard cash
whose booms have been oarefully nursed
Kallroad bonds weak.
91@92c.
in secret. For selectmen there are T. B.
Flour unchanged.
Corn—No 2 cash at 27V2c; Mch 27%c;May at
Retail Grocers' ftasur
Haskell, 'William Bradford, C. N. TreJuly 28%.
27%@27y3c:
a
score
and
ca
Robinson
y
C.
loaf
confetlon
fethen, Elipbalet
Portland market—cut
7;
Oats—No 2 cash 27c; track at 27% 0; Mch at
more.
Mr. Knapp will succeed himself as •‘r pulverised 6oj powered, 6cj grauulmeu 26c:
Mav 27Vac;July 24% ; No 2 white 28Vi@
*'•fie:
yellow
treasurer, and no opposition is discover- bxA ootfee crushed
30c.
;
able to the re-nomination of Noah B.
DETROIT—Wheat—No 1 White 96% t No 2
Hides.
be
to
Jos.
F.
seems
Knight.
Chaplin
Red 97% c: May 97*40.
stated for road commissioner while for
The following quotations represent the payCorn—No 2 mixed 32c.
in this market:
Oats—No 2 n-litte 30% e.;
supervisor of schools Joseph S. Fickett Is ing pricesox
hides.71Ac ^ id
mentioned and the friends of Mrs. Alice Cow and
Rve—No2|at 62%c.
Hulls and
Taylor are inclined to push her claims Ccaif skins,st<gs.6Vsc
TOLEDO-Wheat—No 2 cash-at 9 9 Vic; May
trimmed,.lie
for the position.
at 98%c.
The choice for school
9c
7
untrimmed
do
Corn—No 2 mixed at 31% c. |
committee is likely to be F. I. Brown, Lamb skins ..50 to 80c each
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 27%c,
Fred H. Jordan and E. C. Reynolds. Let
Gram Quotation*.
Rye—No 2 at 52o.
all Republicans attend the caucus today,
Cloverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
caiCA/^' boaw> op Tit* »k
THE HISTORY CLUB.
Thursday’s quotations
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat —March —c; May
vv M K 4 c
at 9u%@98%c; July 95Va@95%ic; No 1 hard
The meeting ot the History club, on
May ar 1 01% ; No 1 Northern at 99c.
Mcb.
July.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 90@
ol%
Thursday evening at the residence of ODentns.
ipj
106
6 00; second patents 4 76@4 86; first clears at
106
1)1%
Mr. William Spear, Front street, was a Closing.
r-Mt.
3 70@3 90: second clears at 2 7032 90,
May
Mcb.
most successful and highly enjoyable one.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
30%
31%
c.
About 18 members were present and first Ojening..
305/a 99c; May 99c; July 96%
Closing.30%
31%
were given quotations by the members
MILWAUKEE—Nol Northern at 1 00; No 2
OATS
from English authors, after which the
Mav at 1 01%.
May- Spring 93@94;
Mcb.
regular lesson was taken up which in- Opening.
26%
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 26«4 76. Cattle at
24%
cluded readings from Ben Jonson, Francis Closing. 26 Vs
2
75.
26®4
26%
24%
Bacon and Sir Walter Raleigh.
Sheep 3 00@4|76. Lambs 4 0035 85.
Quota
POftK,
tions were matched for partners for supJan.
May.
Cotton Markets.
were
65
toasts
10
and
at
the
table
several
Closing. ..
per
offered which called forth brilliant and
Friday’s quotations.
I.y Telegraph.UlCili 1,
»•
W
nappy responses, a game ui Lujegiauis
Cotton mantel to-uav
NEW
VOUK—The
May
Mch.
July.
was indulged in and honors went to Allen
108V» closed dull, easy; middling uplands 6 5-16e; do
91%
..
evenclosed
the
music
Cobb. Delightful
bales.
104% gulf at 6 9-1.6c; sales
61%
ing’s entertainment, “America” being Oiostug.103%
CHAKLESTCN—Tlie cotton market to-day
ff>»
sang with snap and spirit.
July
JMay. was firm; Miauling 6% c.
Mcli.
305/s
31%
GRAMMAR SCHOOL EXERCISES.
Opening...........
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
30 Vi
31V*
Closing....28%
firm; middling 0 1-iec.
of
There was a large attendance
parents
OATS.
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was
Mav. firm; middlings 5 13-I6c.
and friends of the scholars at 1st GramJuly.
Mch.:
26%
Jpening............
NEW ORLEA NS—The Cotton market to-day
street yesterday
mar school on Pleasant
26%
24%
..26%
Closing,
was quiet
middling 69ic.
afternoon, of which Mr. Henley is prinF( BS.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
There were illustrated singing
May.
cipal.
10 65 quiet; middling 6% c.
exercises by the pupils
showing the Opening.. •
10 45
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
American musio system. The musio was Closing.
steady; middling 5%. I
read at sight and among tho taking numBoxtou fScocB Marxeu
“The Little
bers were “The Moon,”
European MurKete*
The following were the
closing quotaThe
Soldiers” and many patriotic airs.
tions of stocks at Boston:
By TeleeraDh.
progress made by the school in singing Moxleau Central
LONDON. Moll. 4, 1898.—Cooeo’. closed at
comment and Atchison, Top. & Santa’Fe. Knew. 11%
was the subject of general
for
111 15-16
money and 112Vifor aecount.
Prof. Womersly, the representative of the Boston & Maine.165
LIVERPOOL, Moll. «, 1898.—Cotton market
oppfd
system, was an Interested spectator.
3 16-32d; sales
At the last quarterly meeting on Thurs- Maine Central.180% is steady; American middling
12.000 bales, including 1000 bales for spec
day evening at the Knightville Methodist Onion Pacific. 29Va ulation and export.
church it was unanimously voted to in- American Beil ...262%
his American .Sugar, common.127%
vite Rev. L. S.
Bean to continue
MINIATURE ALM A N 4C .MARCH 5.
Sugar, pld. ..J13
pastorate for another year.
Ceu Mass. old...•••••.•••
8 4“
0 ISIltloh water J
ater
Owing to a previous engagement of
do eomnio
8% Sunrises.
Sun
sets. fi 39 Hlgh
(- 9 15
Miss S. Marcia Crafts the public concerts Flint & Fere Mara.
00
.Moon sets. 4 411 Height.0 0—
set by the South Portland chorus for
about March 16, will be postponed a week New torN quotation* Stocxs and Bonds
or so.
<By Telegraph.*
Win. Hobbs, who has been living at
The follomg ware to-day’s closing quotations
street, of Bonds
Capt. Davis’s house on “C”
PORT OF PORTLAND.
Enightville, has moved to the Barstow
Mch 3.
Mch 4.
farm in Willard.
124%
New 4s, reg
i24%
FRIDAY, March 4.
Geo. Haggett has moved into the house
126
do coup,
124Vi
Arrived.
on “A” street, Knightville,
ill
recently oc- New *'a ieg...Ill
Steamer Maverick, RuDelll, Philadelphia, with
112
112Va
New 4’s coup ..
cupied by Woodbury Simmons.
110% oil to Standard Oil Co.
Stinson Lewis aDd Mr. Whitney re- Denver & R. G. 1st.130%
Steamship John u.nghs, Bragg, New York—
72
713^
ceived the first degree at a recent meeting Erie gen 4s.
passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
61
Mo.Kan. & Texas 2ds... .62
of Cumberland lodge, K. of P. The meet- Mo Kansas & Texas
Steamship St Croix. Allen, St John, NB, via
pfd....
Eastportfor Boston.
ing set for Wednesday next,has been post- Kansas t'aclfic Consois..107%
Steamer Salacla, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and
at
one
week
whioh
time
the
second
114
Oregon Nav. lsts.....114Va
poned
t.
Union F. lsts...127%
127% W tscasse
degree will be given.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and
At thei business meeting of the town on
Closing quotations of stocks:
East Boothbay.
Monday, action will be taken on the peMcli 4.
Sch May O’N'eir, Watts, North Boothbay, to
Men 3.
tition of Geo. L. Gould and others, to lay Atchison.
ll$fe complete cargo for Port Spain.
ii%
Sch Hazelwood, (Br) Grand Manan lor New
27 Vi
out a town way beginning at a point on Atchison pfd....:. 28
'2Vi York,
Main street in Willard village and extend- Central Pacific... 12Vi
21
20%
ci
ualo.
Vfi
Ches.
ing southwesterly to a point on Cottage
158
si Alton...159
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
road; also on the petition of William Omcago
do
Pfd
ROCKPORT. March 4-Skl, sells W E & W L
Spear and others to lay out a town way Chlcajro'Burllngton & Quincy 95%
94V2
Tuck. Kjdrldge, Annapolis, Md; Wm J Lipsett.
110
beginning at a point, on the southeasterly Delawares Hudson CanalCo.HO
Hinqiey, Baltimore.
Dear
side of Broadway
William
S. Delaware.Lackawana & Wear 152
150
Sid, sch Lucy E
12
WISCASSET, March 3
Emery’s house in Knightville, thenoe Denver & Rio wranoe.. 12
14 Vs
*3% Friend. Thomas. Fort Monroe.
southerly and ending at a point on the lfrie.new..
37Va
1st
S85A
Mch
<10
4—Sid, sch Wm
prefer
BOOTHBAY-HARBOR,
Cape Cottage road.
101
Central.102%
B Herrick, Kelley, Baltimore; John Proctor,
It is proposed to raise 'the' East High Illinois
16
14
Sir
Lake nrie& West.
for
Boston
Knight, for
Chase,
Rockport;
street school building roof a second story Lake Shore...191
191
New York.
and to furnish and finish two extra rooms Loui9 & Nash...
fra
sells
Gloncester;
Ar
Caroline
Vonght,
4th,
53%
64%
therein and raise money to defray the cost Manhattan Elevated.108
104 Vfe Rohr Byron, Rockland for Boston.
of same.
5%
Mexican Central.
5%
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
107%
Don’t forget that under tho new by Michigan Central.107Va
27%
Arat Halifax, NS, 4th lust, steamer Labralaws the business meeting takes place Minn & St Lout9. 28%
85
.85
St
Minn
&
Louis,pf.
dor. Erskiue, Liverpool for Portland, to aall at
Monday next at 9 o’clook a. in. The elec26% daylight.
tion of town officers ocours the following Missouri Pacific. 27%
92%
Central.97%
Sid 4th. steamer Numidian, MacNieol, from
NewlJersev
Monday, March 14.
114 %
113 %
New York Central.t
Portland lor Liverpool.
St
Louis
12%
12%
New York, Chlcago&
Ar at Batavia Moh 3. ship Wm H Macy.Ames65
65
do pf
JGA AAl
bury. New York lor Yokohama. See Mem.J
UU111VU,
24
23B/»
Pacific
com
Ar at Rio Janeiro Mch 2, barque Rose Innes,
Northern
do
<io
Dfd. 62%
62Vi Colcord, New York.
[SPECIAL TO THE IRESS.j
122%
Northwestern.128%
Bath, March 4.—It is generally conced175
175
00
Notice to Mariners.
pfd.
ed by all that Walter G. Webber, the Re- Ont & V/estefn.
15%
16%
Office II. S. i.ightiioure INSPECTOR. 1
18%
publican candidate for mayor will be Readme.... 19%
First District,
}
elected by a good big majority on Mon- Rock Island. 87 Vs
8G%
Portland, Me.,March 4, 1898.)
92%
day over his Democratic opponent Joseph St Paul. 98%
Notice is hereby given of the following changes
147
147 Vi
do bid.
The Democrats, however, aro
in aids to navigation in the First Light-house
Torrey.
70% District:
Omaha. .. 72A/s
planning to elect some of their ward offi- SLPaul
150
do
prfd.150
cers if
possible, and a strenuous effort St Paui.‘Mtnu. 4Sf Mann..... .134
[Bass Harbor Head Light Station. Maine.]
134
will be put in at Ward 5 in which both Texas "Pacific. 10%
The large log liell signal, operated by machin10%
at this station, reported disabled Jan 24,
candidates
reside.
In
ery
this
29
mayoralty
....
30
Union Pacific.
6% was repaired and put in operation March 2.
ward Charles L. Farnham, a gold Demo- Wabash....
6%
16%
do prfd. 16
[Slieepscot Hlver. Maine.]
crat, is the candidate for alderman, while
1G6
Griffith Head Ledge buoy, spar, led and horiMr. Torrey, the mayoralty candidate is a Boston & Maine.165
89
zontal stripes, reported adrift Feb 15, was resilver Democrat. This shows pretty plainly New York&New England pfd, 88
190
.1.2
placed March 3d.
that the two factions of the party in Bath Old Colony.
100
tsy order of the Light House Board.
••...102
Adams i Express.
once more united.
are
The Democrats American; Exnres&.126
127
Thomas Pebhy,
Commander, U. S. N.
42
say they can. carry this ward, but the
s. KsPress...... 42
lusnector 1st. 1.. H. Dlst.
82
claim
93%
confidently
Republicans
every Peoples Gas.
4 4
44
HonaestaKe,
ward in the city.
f
3%
Memoranda.
A call has been issued for all young 'intario. 3%
26%
26%
men who are ready to offer their services Paelfic Man...
New London. Mch 2—Sch Maud H Dndly, of
7C>
1* 1 imam Palace.17*%
out a portion ot her botwhich
pounded
to the government in case of war, hns
Bath,
*26%
dugar common...127%
is on the railbeen issued and the meeting will be held Western Union... fc7%
87% tom while ashore at Wlckagasset, all the plank
Nearly
repairs.
way undergoing
at the common council room next Tues- Southern Ry pfd...
ing has been pulled off and will be replaced by

SOUTH PORTLAND.

TOWNS*

Mrs. F. Maoomber
Harold Jones
Arthur Blaisdeil

t)uotati«Bs of Stole Prediets in the
l.eading Markets.

CO._

Portland, Feb. 28, 1898.
Notice is hereby given that the rate
of interest on Heal Estate mortgages
within the corporate limits of Port-

•••

MARINE

i;

land will be live per cent on and after
March 1st.
This rate will apply to all notes now
held by ns which are not in default,
and arc abundantly secured.

|

PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
by E. A. Noyes, Treas.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by A. G. Rogers, Treas.

1

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.,
by F. E. Richards, Prest.

|
\

dsw

marl

For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,

iunedSwif

called Grain-O. It is a delicious,
appetizing, nourishing food drink
to take the place of coffee. Sold
|
by all grocers and liked by all who 1
have
used
it
because when properly ]
[
prepared it tastes like the finest
coffee but is free from all of its in]
| jurious properties. Grain-0 aids ]
digestionandstrengthensthenerves. 1
<

1

Williams Indian Pile
Ointment Is a sure cure
for PILES. It absorbs
tumors. Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 5©e.
and SI. At Druggists.

Give Your
Children the
Drink

It is not

■

stimulant but

benefit. Costs about
coffee. 15 and 25c.

ij[ Try

I
I

a

builder, and children,
| adults, can drink it

[

j

as

a

health

well

■

as

with great
as much as

Grain=0 !

Insist that your grocer gives you GKAIN-O
Accept no imitation.

]

|

[

;

1
1

Hary

L

Crosby, Noank
_

PASCAGOULA—Sid 1st, barque H|S Jackson

BOSTON and PHILADELPH

terson. San Francisco.
WILMINGTON, NC-Ar

3d, sell Robert A
Snow, Plllsbury, Philadelphia.
Cld 3d, brig Mary C Haskell, YVingfield, Port
au Prince; sch Talola, FTetcher, Charleston.
Foreign Ports.

Sid fill Rosario Jan 31, barque Jessie Macgregor, Norwood, Portland.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Jan 27, sch Merom, Kelley, Hampton Roads for orders.
Ar at Montevideo Jan 28. sch Concord, McLeod, Portsmouth, Va. for San Francisco and
Yukon River.
Ar at Accra, WCA, priorto Feb 1, barque D A
Brayton, Tbestrup, Cape Coast Castle.

THROUGH,

Saturday.

From Central 'Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
Insurance one-lialf the rate of suiLing vessels.
Freights for the West by the Penn. it. ft. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
;ommission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to P. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 89 State St» Fislte Building, Boston,
ocmdtf
Mass.

PORTLAND and "SMALL POINT
after

"^7"”

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00

Spoken.
Jan 31, lat 18 S, ion 31 W, ship Danl Barnes,
from New York for Hong Kong.
No date, lat G 50 S, lou 33 3U YV. ship Aryan,
Dickinson, from New York for San Francisco.

a.

in.. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr’a Island; Card’s Cove. Poor’s
Point. East Harps we 11; Small Point, Ashdale
Sebasco, Pliippsburg and Candy’s Harbor.

Cundy’s Harbor at
m., Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
For further particulars applv to
RETURNING—Leave

r.oo

a.

Telepliole

ntelUgent § Portland
|
people |
Believe |
dec:3l

——----

J. H. McDONAuD.
Commercial street.

40-3.

153

_dtf
and Boothbay Steamogat Uo

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
GOIRli WEST.

STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves

fol-

as

lows:

1—

w

..

$

EAST BOOTH BAY for PORTLAND, Mondays aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. ra.. touching a!
South Bristol, and Boothhay Harbor,
PKMAQL1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at G.00 a. m., touching at above landings,
GOING

EAST.

and Saturdays for
JSootlibay Harbor, South Bristol,
and East Boothbay,
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
for PEMAQUID and above landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oct30dtl

!
Insurance I International Steamship Co.
Ufe
■■

>♦/

—

f

__

How

can

^

they do otherwise!

yp

I

'-

There

hundreds of cases where
® it has redeemed mortgages, educated
children, kept families from the poor/ft house. J* Its accomplishments are
*

are

yt)

itS
yp
*

always good.
UNION MUTUAL Policies are
famous for their liberality of features.

$jy

/ft

Jjy
■j'

1|/ft

|
X

Additional to the Maine Non-Forfelture Law, itself an exceptional
privilege, all new policies have cash
and paid-up insurance values, also the
right of borrowing at stated times at
5% interest. Other reasons for superiority and figures cheerfully sent

yp

®

'[■'
yp

i]<
*

anywhere.

Union mutual £ife

|

insurance Co.,

I

|
|

--

fif.

Daily Une, Sundays Excepted,

the Harbor Commissioners
of (lie Ciiy of Portland.
represents the Maine Cen

RESPECTFULLY
tral Railroad company that it is the

owner

of land and flats extending from Portland
bridge westerly to land of the Portland Gas
Light Company:
That it Is desirous of Improving the same and
Whereto till and make ere tions J thereon.

fore it>equests authority so to do, substantially
as shown on the accompanying plan.
Dated at Portland tills 28th day of February,
A. D:, 1898.
GEO. F. EVANS,
(Signed)
V. P. & Gen’l Manager.

—

JL

«

day.

_

Boston

Produce

new.
Market.

BOSTON. Mob. 4. 1888—The following
to-day's quotations of Provisions, etc..*

are

FLOUR.

Snrlng patents. 6 30(86 10.
Spring, cienrlanu straight. 4 70&5 45
Winter patents. 5 2685 76.
Winter, cleanand straight, 4 70@5 40
Extra and Seconds ou.
Fine and Supers—.

i3»i7c;do

crero

i4@20c.

ON

where all parties interested may he heard and
a plan of the locality examined, and it is further ordered that the above petition together
with this our order thereon be given by publi
cation in the Daily Press. Argus. Express and
for

Advertiser

seven

hearing.
(Signed)

Domestic Ports.

YORK—Ar 3d. steamer Saginaw, from
Gonaives; Irawaddy. Trinidad: sell S S Kendall, Now Bedford; Ralller. Hunt. Grand Malian; Flheman, linowlton, Stoulngtan; Mattie
■I Alles, Crockett, Wareham; Lizzie Carr, Chadwick, Tliomaston; Geo Bird, Gray, Rockland.
Ar2d sens Chas II Trickeyi Parsons, Greens
Landing: Donna T Biggs, Port Eaton.
Cld 3d, sobs Laura C Anderson, Potter. Fernandina; JB Holden, Haskell, Jacksonville.
Passed Hell Gate 3d, soli Eugene Berda. from
New York for Portland: Jos Luther, Edgewater
for Salem: Addle E Snow, Browu, Amhoy for
Boston.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, sch Rodney Parker, Higgins, Newport News.
cut 3d sens J W Linneli. Horse Island and
Baltimore; Maria O Teel, Norfolk; Helen II
Benedict, Baltimore.
APALACHICOLA—Sid 3d, seb Willie H Child
Giles, Noank.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 2d, sell Helen I, Martin,
Fountain. New York: Addie M Anderson, Taylor, Amboy.
Sid 2d. sell Sarah A Fuller. Brown, Satllli.
BALTIMORE—Ar 3d. sch Chas W Church,
Lent, Providence; Sarah W Lawrence. Coleman, do; C C Endicott. New London.
CALAIS—Ar 4th, sch Clifford 1 White. FalkIngoam. New York.
Sid 4th, sch Lucy, Hoouer, New lork.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR- Ar 3d, sells
Lewis H Goward, Haine6, North Boothbay for
Washington; Hazel Dell, Providonce for New
York.
FERNANOINA-Ar 2d, sch Wm W Converse
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 2d,sch Fanny Arthur,
....

,,

the

uu uui

vuimmooivHici3>

mar2d 7t

CAUCUSES^
SOUTH

PORTLAND,
are

re-

to. meet in caucus at the town House,
South Portland, at 2.30 p. m„ Saturday, to
name three candidates for selectmen and other
Per order,
town officers.
C. N. TREFETHEN,
Chairman Town Committee.

quested

NORTH YARMOUTH.

The Republicans of North Yarmouth are requested to meet at the town house in said town
on Thursday, March 10, at 7.30 p. in. for the purpose of selecting candidates for the several
town offices to be supported at the coming
municipal election, and to choose town comPER ORDER.
mittee.
North Yarmouth, March 2,1803.
FALMOUTH.

The Republicans of Falmouth are requested
to meet at the Town Office in said town on Sab
urday, March 5,1898, at 2.30 p. in., for the purof selecting candidates for the several
>wn offices to be supported at the coming
municipal election, and to revise the town committee for 1808. F»r Order.

Sose

ELIZABETH.

The citizens Of Cape Elizabeth are requested
to meet In caucus at Grange Hall in said town
the eighth day of March, 1898, at
p. m„ to nominate candidates for
town offices for the ensuing year. Fer Order.

on Tuesday
two o’clock

PORTLAND

ilternately leave Franklin Wharf. Fortand, every Evening at 7 o'clock arriving in
with earliest tra .ns for
season for connection
joints beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, Now York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Sept 1.1897.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Station Foot

of Feeble St.

On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
l or Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and Epplng at 7.30 a. ro. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m„ 12.30 and
6.35 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45a.m., 12.30, 3.00,
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Woodfords at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 6.35 and 6.20 p. W.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer J unction with "Hoosac Tuuuel Route”
for the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
for Providence and Now York, via “Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via ‘‘Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany R. E, for
the West, and with the New York ail rail via

“Springfield.”
Trains

arrive In

Portland from

Worcester

at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m„ 1.30
Reed, Philadelphia.
BJONESPORT-Ar 27tli, sell Clifford I White, and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. 111., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. m.
Jersey City for Calais.
For tickets tor all points West and 8outh apn port 2d, sch Carrie C Ware, bound south.
NORFOLK-Ar 2d. sch Fanny C Bowen, fin ply to T. F. McGILLICUDDY, Ticket Agent,
Fall Fiver; Howard B Peck, Hamilton, Bridge- Portlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
je£5dtf
port.
..

New York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Steamships Manhattan and John [Englis
alternately leave Franklin wliart Tuesdays.
Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. in., for New
York direct. Returning. Heave Pier W, Eist
River. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at
5

in.
These steamers are
n.

superbly

lifted

and fur-

nished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
round
Fare, one way, $4.00;
trip, $6.00.
.Merchants’ and Buyers' round trip tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y„onfy $5.00.
J. F. LISCOilB.General Agent.
oeimu

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st, 18D7, steamer Aucoclsco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily, Sundays eucepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, ILurpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island. 2.00 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays

Fridays.

2.00 p.

and

in.

Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m.
land, 9.30 a. m.

Island, by
Arrive Port

ISAIAH DANIELS. GeuT Mgr.
dtf

seplt

CASCO BAY STEAMBOATMe.CO^
Wharf, Portland,
table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks’ ls'im l.
For Forest City Lanclinir.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. 111.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Tretethen’s Landing, Little and Great
Custom House

Week day time

_

Diamond Islands 8.00. a. ill., 2.15 p. 111.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboa. Co.
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. CODING. Gen. Man.
sept24dtl

Maine
On

Coast

Navigation Co.

anil after

Kov.

Tuesday.
•Hli, 1807, the

^WORCESTER. STEAMER

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Rates,

Shortest,

passing

Dakota.

route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota and

en

cities and

Our Free Colonist

Sleepers

For families and others going west are

a

special convenience, and passengers may bring
their own bedding, or may purchase it at

at
Toronto
Montreal or
price
stations. These sleeping cars will go through
without change. Portland, Me., Montreal and
Toronto to
FREE COLONIST
Winnipeg.
SLEEPERS will leave Portland every MonG
and
an
at
m.,
additional
Free Colonist
day
p.
Sleeper will leave Montreal every Tuesday at
10.26 p. m„ commencing March 7thPassengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will be accommodated in these Fre e
as far as Chicago or St. Paul, where
Sleepers
similar sleepers can be had to tne Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers.
mar4dtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.
cost

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
Jr. effect Nov. 14.1807.
Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

Rockland,
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
I^wistou via Brunswick, Belfast, Baugor and

Bucksport.
8.30 a. m.
Mechanic

For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
Falls

Rnmfnrd

Falls

Lew-

Iston, Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfleld. Waterville. Livermore Falls, Farmington and Philhni.
11.10 a. m. for Gray. New Gloucester, Dauvilie June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
H. 2oa- m. Expre's tor Brunswick, Bath. Augusta, Waterville. nttsfield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor.sGreeuville and Aroostook County,
via
B. & A. R- R. for Houlton, Woodstock.
St. Stephen, and St. Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St. John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Bemis, Danville Jc„ Lewiston, Livermore Falls,

For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryehurg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Lunenourg, at Johnsbury, Newport Sherbrook. Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

7.20

a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,

j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

The Republicans of South Portland

CAPE

NEW

days previous

to

HENRY FOX.
SAM'L b. KELSEY,
C. H. EARLEY.

thorough repairs.

defendant admits that he received all tho
Domestic Markets.
items in the plaintiff’s bill, but claims
tUy Teiegraun*
no
made
contract
with the
that he
Mch?4, 1898.
plaintiff to pay for them. JJe claims
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
that one C. C. Jordan, who runs a store 26,371 bbls; exports 21,798 bbls; sales 11,000
there, induced him to take meat of the packages; weaker oti Spring pats
Rye auiet; No 2 Western 59.
plaintiff, saying that he, Jordan, would
Piour quotations—dty mills patents at5 85@
be responsible to the plaintiff and would
6
16; winter patents 4 wo®6 40:clty mills clears
pay him, and that a trade was made be- at o e0«6 76; winter straits
4 60(84 76; Minn,
tween the plaintiff and Jordan to that
pats 6 35®5 65: winter extras 3 70@4 10:Minr.
The plaintiff denies all this and bakers
effect.
4 40®4 60; winter low grades at 2 0O@
claims that he made the trade directly 3 00.
with King and gave credit to him.
Wheat—receipts 123,960 busli; exports 23,
before the court. Decision re- 945 bush:8&les 8,666,000 bush; futures 16.000
Tried
Dus; spot weak; No 2 Red 107% f o ha float to
served.
arive;Nol Northern DoluthZl 12% fob afloat
Frank & Larrabee for plaintiff.
to arrive; No 1 hard Manitoba at 1 H% lob
Solders & Chase for defendant.
afloat.
Corn—receipts 52.660 bush: exports 3 46,207
GOLD COMING THIS WAY.
bus; sales 165,000 bush; futures 170,000 spot;
spotweak; No 2 at 37 v*c elev.
New York, March 4.—Tomorrow’s gold
Oats—receipts 61,200 bush; exports 193,115
shipments from Paris will include $1, bus;sates O.oOO bush; spot firmer: futures
to
HelNo 2 at 32c; No 3 at 31 %c; No 2 woite at
to
Hazard
$500,000
Du;
Freres,
000,000
at 33
deback Ikleheimer & Co., and $1100,000 to 33**@»8%c; No 3 white —c; track white
Further ship- @33 %c.
L. Von Hoffman & Co.
Beef firm: family —.
tomorrow are expected both
ments for
Lard weak: Western steam 5 46.
from Paris and London. The greater part
Pork quiet; mess —.
to
be
of the gold coming is supposed
Butter firm: Western cream 15@20%c; do
Japanese Yen, the new gold ooin [of factory at 11<®14% c; Elgins 20% c: state dairy

Japan.

London, Well 3-Shlp Win H Macy, Amosbury, from New York for Yokohama, has arrived at Batavia leaky. The leak cannot be stoppod without discharging part of csrgo. Temporary repairs can be made so she will be enabled to proceed to Yokeliama and there make

Office of the Commissioner, of Portland
Harbor, No. 4 JCxoliange stieet.
Portland, Me.. March 1. 1893.
the foregoing petition it is ordered that a
hearing be appointed for Thursday, March
10 at 3 o'clock p. m.. at No. 4 Exchange street,

T :fl
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THE NEW AND VALATIAL STEAMEK3

-i

To

Sleeping Gars

White Mountain Division.

$

Millions of dollars loaned and invested in
TaMaine. Preference always given to home
investments.

Free Colonist

'i. N.B.,Halifax. N.Sand all parts of New Brunswick. Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and (jape Breton. Tlio
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews, Farmington. Kingfleld. Carrabasset, Phillips
and Rangeley, Wlnthrop, Oakland,
N. B.
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
IViulcr Arrangemcnl.
I. 15 n. m. For Freeport,
Brunswick, Au
steamer
will
Dec.
20th.
alter
On and
Monday,
Rockland and
gusta.’ Bath.
Boothbay.
leave Portland on Mondays at 5 p. m.
all
the
Knox
and
stations
on
Returning leave St.John and Eastport Thurs- Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, BelGreenDover
and
Foxcroft,
iaya.
fast, Hartland.
Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
Tlirough tickets issued and baggage checked ville,
5.10 p.
For Brunswick Bath. Lisbon
m.
to destination.
Freight received up to 4.00
Falls, Richmond. Gardiner, Augusta and
p. m.
For Ticket? and Stateroom.? apply at the Waterville.
8.15 p. m. For New
Danvllla
Gloucester,
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
lor other information, at Company's Office, Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls.
Auburn and Lewiston.
liailroud Wharf, foot of State street
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night, for
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, WaterH. P. 0. IIERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf
ville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town. Bar Haroor, Bucksport
St. Stephen. St Andrews. St John and
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro. Halifax and
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.

Easlport, Lubec, Calais, Si. Jo

$

PORTLAND, ME.

$

wEeggggeegseg* 4

FOE ■-

other Lines.

and most popular Route,

January 3rd. 1S9S,

Steamer “Percy

same us

Quickest

STEAMBOAT CO.
ana

Passenger fares of the Grand Trunk Railway
between
points, both LOCAL and
to Alaska.
including fare
Klondike, the Pacific Coast. Winnipeg.
and the Northwest, as well as St. Paul, and
all other competitive points, are exactly tho
System

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

On

—

[

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

Dodge. Philadelphia.

PHILADELPHIA—Cld 2d, sch Janies A Garfield, Havana.
Cld 3d, sch Martha T Thomas, Watts, tienfnegos.
PERTH AMBOY'—Sid 3d, bark Bonny Doon,
Burgess. New York.
PROVINCETOWN— Ar 2d. schs Bertha E
Glover. Rockland for-; Glenullen, Grand
Manan for New York.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 3d. schs D I) Haskell,
Smith, coal port; Annie & Reuben. Benner, lor
New York.
SEATTLE—Ar 2d. ship Centennial, Peterson,
San Francisco.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 4th, sch Robert S Bridgbam, Salem for Bootlibay.
BITACOMA—Sid 24th, barque B P Cheney, Pe-

.......

...

—

1

■

IS'JEWS

r.

MAIN]?

i;

Haven for Philadelphia;
for Brunswick.

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

Geo E Wolcott, Reed

Psi<t
3d!'sch .las C Clifford, Mills. New York.
NEW LONDON—Sid 3d. sch OF Hart. New

—

A series of interviews with congressMessrs. Goodrich and Farnham men and governors of states on the loss of
Ruth Jones the Maine will be among the many featRecitation,
Clara Brown ures of interest in the
Paper,
Sunday Times toMiss Hamilton
Song,
morrow.
Cornet Solo,
Sidney Winchester
Belle Longiey
Recitation,
SUPERIOR COURT.

MOTT’S

sch

iotu

POSTMASTERS.
Friday—Christopher C. Sawyer vs. Lou is
Chicago Live Stock Market.
Washington, March 4.—Fourth class King, alias Louis Sirois.
PENNYROYAL PILLS postmasters
is a butcher, living in
The plaintiff
CHICAGO. Mch. 4. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
have been appointed as folfairly active, unchanged; poorest sold at
and take no other. Send for circular. lows for Maine:
Brooklyn, T. C. Stan- Pownal, and sues to recover $56.80, the 4.000;
amount of a meat bill which he claims 3 85; prime 6 70@6 86.
Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for $5.00. ley; Freedom, A. B. Sparrow.
Hoars—receipts 26.000; fairly active; common
to
have against the defondant. The deto prime 3 86®4 16; pigs at 3 60^3 90.
OP. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Ohia
fendant is a Frenchman and works for
Sheep—receipts 7,000.
the Pownal company making brick. The
For sale by J. E. GOOLD &
DU.

NORFOLK—Cld 3d,

.vill leave

SALAGiA

Franklin Wharf, Portland,

lays, Thursdays and Saturdays,

at

on

7.30

Tues*
a.

in.

‘or Poplmtn Beach, Bath, Booth bay Harbor
Mid Wiscasset. Touching at Five islands on
ruesdays and Saturdays.

lieturning—Leave

Wiscasset

Mondays,

Wednesdays and. Fridays at 7.oo a. m., lor
Boothbay Harbor. Bath, Pophiun Beach
md Portland. Touching at Five Island* on
Mondays and .Fridays. Weather permitting.
o. C. OLIVE 11, President.
nov9dtf
CHAS. K. LEWIS. Treasurer

Portland Widow’s Wood

Society.

SPECIAL MEETING.
Notice is hereby given of a special meeting
>f the Portland Widow’s Wood society to lie
ielft at the rooms of the society in tbe City
jullding on Wednesday, March 16,1898, at 7.80
Business of import'clock in the evening.
ance is to be considered.
R. C. BRADFORD, Secretary.

Portland, Me., March 1. 1898.

maradtd

Tin Uni'ed Commercial Travellers
vill install officers Saturday night, March 5.
iraml Councillor Barnard of Massachusetts
vill be present. Banquet after the work.
mar3d3t

lor

Paper train

gusta, Waterville and Bangor.

Brunswick, Au-

Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, ahi Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
12.50 p.

m.

ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Fails, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a.m.;
a.m.:
Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kineiield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Rumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
D. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. in.; St
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Lake and Bangor. 5.45 p.in.; Rangeley. Farmington. RmnfordFalis, Lewiston, 5.56 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: dally trom Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lew iston, 1.40 a. m. daily; Halifax,
St. John. Barllarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G.P.SLL
novl2dtt
Portland, Nov. 14.

1897._

Boston & Maine R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4tli, 1897.
Trains leave Union Station, for Scarboro
Crossing:, 10.00 a. m.. 6.15, 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro Beach, Bine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.80,
5.15. 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, Biddeford, 7.00. 8.40. 10.00 a. m.. 12.45, 8.30,
v

12.45.3.30. 5.15,6.20p. m.; Kenncbnnkpert.
7.00, 8.40. a. rn.. 12.45, 8.30, 5.15 p. m.;
Wells Beach 7.00.8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 5.15 p. in.,
North Berwick, Soinoreworth, Dover, *1 4.05,
12.45, 3.30, 6.15 P. m.;
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Boclieeter. 7.00. 8.40 a. m„ 12.45, 3.S0 p. m.;
i2.45,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.30 p. m.; Northern Ptv., Bakeport. Ba12.45 p. m.:
ron ia, Flymonth, 8.40 a. Ill,.
Worcester, via Somereworth, 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord, via
3.30
7.00 a. m.,
p.
m.;
Junction,
Junction. Exeter, HaverRockingham
hill. Bawreuce, Lowell, Boston. ft4.05,
m..
17.00,
§12.45, S.30 p. m.
18.40 a.
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m„ 12.60.
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6.59. 7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. ni.. 1.00. 4.15,
10.13, 11.00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
in., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Beach. Pine Point, Old OrScarboro
chard, Saco, Blddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
12.55.
4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
Beach,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill. Lawrence. LowAr4.05
a. ni„ 12.65, 4.30 p. m.
ell, Boston.
rive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 5.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
a.
arrive
Port3.45
Portland
for
m.,
Boston
land 7-10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
Way Stations, 9 a. Qi.; Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newhuryport, Salem, Bynn,
t2.00, 19.00 a. m., §1.0U, te.lo
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. m., 12.50,
P. m.
Leave
for
m.
9.25
Boston,
4.16
p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30. 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
p. m.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For

Portsmouth.
NewbnryBlddeford.
port Salem. Bynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
p. m.' Arrive in Boston, 5,67 a. m.. 4,15 p. m.
Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive, in Portland, 12.26,
p. m.
p. m.
IConneets with Kali Lines for New York,
South and West,

t Daily except Monday,
sconjects with Bound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
D. ,1. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent. Port-

land.___

Portland & RumtorS Falls
In Effect Nov.

R'y.

15, IS97.

DEPARTURES.
From Union Station
Falls, Buckfleld. tauRumford
Falls.
ten, DixfieUl,
From Union
8.30 a. in. l.io and 5.15 p. m.
Station for.Meclianie Falls and Intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on R. F.
& R. L. ii. K
Tlirougti Tickets on Sale.

8.30 A. M. and 1.10 P. M.
for Poland. Mechanic

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager,
Portland. Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Romford
dtf
Fail*. Mains
jells

;

>■ II
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THE

ANNAPOLIS

PBE5S.

ADVEKTISiSlUJBS'ra

101)41-

Building

for

tho

The

New Vessel

been Installed:

I

Casco, Me., Wednesday evening,
Commander—Jamas \Y. Parker.
*
Bastram Bros. & Uaucroit.
Generalissimo—T. L. Derrah.
The secretary of the navy has awarded March 3,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
* v. on. .Moore ,Y Co.
General—Leonard A. McKenCaptain
Hath company a contract for Fred L. Mayberry, sister of the bride, a
.*. Ii. l.ii.MV Co.
to tha
ney.
Geo. c. Shaw & Cj.
the
tho
new
look
place,
Annapolis practice very pleasant
wedding
building
Prelate—Fred \V. McConkey.
11. LI. li iv & soil.
Recorder—Robert 13. Lord.
\v. 1,. WiBoil & CO.
ship, at its bid of about $240,000. This contracting parties being Miss Hannah
Wili 11 Goodwin -.V Co,
Assistant
Recorder—F. A. Handy.
firm was the lowest bidder in the compe- A. Eagleston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
1
Halter.
Mem. he
Treasurer—Geo. W. Marston.
tition some months ago, but tho depart- T. J.
Uoudv & Kent,
Eagleston of Bridgetown, N. S.,
Sr. Warden—Edward E. Webster.
Coiner & McDowell.
ment was unable to award a contract un- and Mr. Arina A. Mayberry, son of Mr.
Jr. Warden—Carl A. Weber.
amusements.
Std. Bearer—Ernest A. Woodman.
til Congress
an
additional
and Mrs. Algernon E. Mayberry of Casprovided
Jefferson Theatre
Sword Bearer—Frank E. Andrews.
$125,000 necessary to complete the ship. co.
Xadies’ V. F. Auxiliary Fair.
Warder—Dana Herbert.
This
latebeen
with
decorated
The
was
money
provided
having
parlor
prettily
■Sentinel—Jas. 11. O’Neill.
Lost. Found
N> \v Wanis, T,> Let, For Sale.
under
the
at
will
Guard—W. C. Sherliurn.
work
on
tho
and
iouud
First
oo
will
ly,
proceed
flowers
ship
overgreen,
jmd potted plants,
nud similar advi rliscments
Second Guard—Willard O. Howe.
their appropriate heads on page i>.
once.
She will ho completed in time for beneath the arch of evergreens the cerethe summer praotice cruise in 1899.
mony was performed by the Rev. David
BRIEF JOTTiKGS.
Coburn, pastor of the Congregational
WOULD WELCOME WAR.
At

Secretary of
Convenformerly pastor of the Tree
will be
street Baptist church in this city,
and preach at the Free street
Rev. A. T. Dunn. I). it-,

the Maine
tion. and

Baptist Missionary

present

church at half past ten o’clock tomorrow

morning.
Trunk
Harry C. Adams, a Grand
in■switchman, hud his right hand badly
in the
a coupling
whilo
making
jured
Hraiid Trunk yard Thursday night-.
Mr. John Winslow Jones, formerly of
in
the Winslow Packing Company, was
is
the city a few days ago. Mr. Jones
said to bo keeping a restaurant iu the
suburbs of Pittsburg, Ponn.
Mrs. h. 1). Carver of Augusta gave a
of
very pleasing essay on “The Beauty
Parish House
♦h* Mins’” at the First

Army Eager to Fight the Spanish, Says

a

Bangor Regular.

Raymond Fitzgerald of the United
States Army detachment at Fort Preble,
Portland harbor, has been in Bangor for
several days, called hero by the death of a
relative. Sir. Fitzgerald is a Bangor boy
and enlisted eight years ago, since when
he has been stationed, at several importFortress Monroe.
ant places, including
He lias been at Fort Preble for nearly
two years.
In speaking of the Maine disaster, Mr.
Fitzgerald said that it was the general
opinion of tho Fort Preble men that it
was caused either by Spanish treachery
none
of the men beor by some fanatic,
lieving that, it was an accidents During

blossoms and carrying a
with orange
handsome bunch of roses.
Miss Alice M.
The main of honor,
Curtis of Casco, was robed in pink and
white organdie, trimmed with lace and
of pink flowers.
ribbons with corsage
The best man was Mr. Eugene H. Winslow of Portland, cousin of the groom.
The ushers were Mr. Howard Winslow
of Portland and Mr. Frank P. Curtis of
Casco.

ding march,
rude

violinist, (from
the wedMiss Gert-

played

accompanied by

Speer, pianist.

At 8 o’clock, the pastor, together with
the bride and best man, followed by the
laBt
Portland
harbor
in
visit
the Maine’s
audience.
groom and maid of honor, were ushered
mpt. ocsrcir **.1
nf
Mrs. Stevens’s illustrated lecture of
and the coremony was
into the parlor,
on
the crew, all of whom were killed in the
Paris, given at the Bellows School
performed in the presence of a large
audience,
a
drew
good
Danforth street,
explosion.
number of relatives and friends of the
When asked what the men
thought
who enjoyed both tho subject matter anti
unde and groom.
about lighting, he said that they were all
the fine stereopticon views highly.
Among those who were present of relaPortland Council, No. 103, TJnited Com- most anxious for it, many of them even
tives and friends from out of town in adthis
lie
said
that
7.30
all
tho
at
for
war.
meet
will
guns
mercial Travelers,
hoping
dition to their immediate family, were
evening in their hall in Farrington block. wero being put in order and everything Mr. John W. Warren and son, John
At Portland Head
was being prepared.
A large attendance is desirod.
Warren of Westbrook, Mr. BenClifford
have
been
guns
The monthly business meeting of the vo breech loudi ng
jamin F. Joy of Ellsworth, Mr. George
the
Fraterat
be
held
will
Diet mission
mounted.
A. Berry of Biddeford, Mr. Howard WinMr. Fitzgerald returned to Portland
nity house, 75 Spring street on Saturday
slow, Mr. Eugene Winslow and Mrs. Nellie
afternoon, March Cth at 4 o’clock. Will Thursday night.
M. Pennell of Portland.
the ohaiwnan of each ward committee
After the ceremony there was the usual
CBiTUARY.
S'
is
her
ward
see that
represented
and friends, folof relatives
reception
meet
club
will
The Excelsior literary
lowed by refreshments, after which tho
WHITEHOUSE.
H.
PELETIAH
With Mrs. Arthur W. Laughlin, No. 00
time was merrily jiassed with vocal and
on
Mr. Peletiah H. Whitehouse of the firm
Monday afternoon
Atlantic street,
instrumental music and dancing till the
died
at
&
H.
Kevens
of H.
yesterday
next..
Co.,
hours of the morning.
early
the
address
been
out
He had
Rev. H. E. Dunnack will
the age of forty-three.
The assembly was particularly enterhad
women’s meeting to be held at the Young of health for several months and
tained in the various selections rendered
It
was
Women’s Christian association rooms at undergone several operations.
by the violinist and accompanist. Much
are
welwomen
from
the
last
All
recover
he
would
that
4.30 p. in., Sunday.
hoped
was derived from the banjo sepleasure
to
is
extended
young one, which took place several days ago,
come. An invitation
and songs given by Mr. Eugone
lections
women to attend the “Colonial Tea,” to but he passed away yesterday not being
H. Winslow.
be given at’the'rooms Monday, MarchYth, able to fully rally.
The presents were many and costly,
from
in.
here
to
0.30
came
7.30
Mr.
from
Whitehouse
Topsp.
of silverware, cut glass, china,
consisting
of
age
Yesterday.wa.-;, pleasant in_the morning, ham when he was nineteon years
etc., showing the appreciparlor
lamps,
after- and obtained employment with the firm
very damp and threatening in tho
ation in whioh the bride and groom were
He was with them
of Sise & Kevens.
noon.
held by their many friends.
A case of diphtheria was reported yes- several years and when Mr. Sise retired,
Sir. and Mrs. Mayberry departed on
Mr. Whitehouse succeeded him, the firm
terday at 7 Danforth street.
their wedding trip to Massachusetts to
Mr.
There was a meeting of the Portland becoming H. H. Kevens & Co.
return in two weeks.
Medical club Thursday night at the home Kevens died several years ago, and the

yesterday

afternoon

to

a

much

pleased

“Six Peas in

but only routine

business was transacteu.
Mr. Walter Burrows has" been; appointed
clerk at the rooms of the board of trade
and merchants’ exchange.
.John A. Estes of New Gloucester has
deeded to F. W. White land with buildings in New Gloucester.
The committee of the city council on
claims will probably report at the meet-

ing of the council next Monday night
the $9000 claim for damages cf Findlay
& Johnson by reason of the change in the
grade of Washington street, occasioned
b> the building of Tukey bridge.
Her. Lawrence Phelps of Boston,Mass..
will supply the pulpit of Williston church
on

tomorrow.

Ancient Brothers’ lodge, I. O. O. F..
will
attend memorial services of their
late brother, Joseph Dow, at St. Paul's
church, Locust street, Sunday afternoon
at 4 o’clock.
Every member is earnestly
reauested’to he present.
The annual meeting and monthly supper of the Ocean street circle will bo held
at the

hall this evening.

same namo

was

retained, though the

con

stock company.
Mr. Whitehouse leaves a wife, a brother,
and two sisters, one of tho sisters living
in Boston and one brother and one sister
corn

is

now a

in Portland. He was a man of genial disposition and had many friends.
He was an honest man, a good citizen
and had the respect of all who knew him.
Ho belonged to Peering lodge of Masons.
Greenleaf Chapter anti St. Alban Com-

n.nndery, Knights Templar,

series of pleasant toasts
were responded to by several of tho ladies.
Mrs. G. B. McGregor acted as toasmaster
in a very acceptable manner and intro“Our Assoduced the following toasts:
ciation,” Mrs. F. O. Bailey; “Our Prosi-

Unity lodgo
Hramhall
lodge,

of Odd Fellows and
Knights of Pythias.

THE GOUDY AND KENT COMPANY.
The announcement made in the advertiseing columns of the PRESS this morning that the Goudy and Kent company
will
are about to increase their facilities
bo read with pleasure by Portland people.
The Goudy and Kent company has been a
proniinetit industry here for many years
In
and .one that is too valuable to lose.
this connection it should be said that a
business men are
number of Portland
still interested in the oompany and will
continue to be.
MRS. CARVER ON THE PSALMS.

At the fourth quarterly conference of
tho Knightville Methodist church, hGld
Thursday evening, Bov. E. O. Thayer,
presiding, the pastor, Xiev. L. IX. Bean,

A number of appreciative people listened yesterday afternoon to a interesting
paper on the Psalms which wa3 read.by
Mrs. Carver at the Frist Parish house.
She traced
origin of the Hebrew lit-

place.

_

MEETING IN CORNER STORE.
Tho Y. M. C. A. will hold its first service in tho corner store of tho new building, Congress square. Sunday at 4.30 p.
This meeting is for men only, and a
in

good audience is expected.

1

Yesterday forenoon at eleven o’olock a
merry party of the ladies of tho Female
the
Samaritan society of Portland left
head of Preble street to enjoy a social day
Dinner was served at
at Riverton park.
noon by Mr. D. B. Smith the manager of

PERSONAL.

who is closing his fourth year’s pastorate
with that people, was invited to remain
with them for "tho fifth year.
Captain Frank Wildes has teen detached
from the command of U. S~. >S. Boston
Miss
and will bo home about June 1st.
Wildes and Miss Margaret Wildes will
him.
accompany
Bishop II. A. Neely has;'been at Guil
ford as the guest of Dr. Q. A. Bridges.
Bishop Neely held an Episcopal service
Sunday in the Methodist church at that

SAMARITANS AT RIVERTON.

and pointed out its beauties.
Mrs. EdwarjJ C. Jordan very fittingly
Julia
Miss
Carver.
introduced Mrs.
erature

the cafe and was thoroughly enjoyed by
the fifty ladies of which the
party was
made up.
Dinner over

»’

/Iran*

Mvc

a

If

R

"RVl rTl

H Cf

tflTI

“OlIT

“The
Friends,” Mrs. H. L. Taylor;
Coming Woman,” Mrs. W. T. Kilborn;
“The Future,” Mrs. L. Billings. During
the day the ladies were entertained with
several pleasing piano solos by Miss Nellie
The remainder of the afterMcGregor.
noon was

indulged in dancing and whist.
city at five

The party returned to the
o'clock on a special car.

SHERIDAN RIFLES ANNUAL MEETING.
The Sheridan Rifles, Co. L, 1st Infantry,
held their annual meeting last evening at
There was a large attendthe Armory.
ance.

The treasurer and the several

com

mittees made their annual reports which
showed the company to he in first class
Three members were elected
condition.

Noyes rendered very acceptably some
A committee of three
to membership.
delightful musical selections. A recepof Lieut. Foley,
Sergt. Multion was given by tho Women’s Alliance consisting
hearn and Corp. Ryan wore appointed to
to Mrs. Carver.
LINCOLN

CLUH

RECEPTION

NIGHT.

TO-

a

The

PORTLAND, March 5, 1898.

his

Investigating Committee—Lieut. Leo,
Corn. Irving, Priv. McGrath.
After the meeting the company hold a
very instructive drill
Lieut. Foley.

fits

that

one

you perfectly.
This enormous

and

Rainbows

Corsets (all the best
inare
French makes

eluded) is “at your disposal, also the'advice and
skill of an accomplished
made

fitter who has

subject

special study

a

of

for years.
styles sold
fined

Many
by us are

and

not

are

a

in any other store in Maine.

corset

worthy

to

be found

to

is

these Ribbons

nations,

Fourteen

two

some

quiet

color

illuminated,

The

tints combined.

ture is

close, snug weaving,
heavy, 44 inch,

cream

of tartar

powder.

No

alum,

no

adulteration.

special Kid Glove for
early spring, the “Estelle”

Vellltinas.

The

for 49c.

fhft ovp!

UCHfO

selling

m

of

the

velvet

body

collar,

valuable

money.”—From

why

we

o’clock p. m.
Crand commantfery,
2 o’clock p. m.

Thursday, May 5,

PAST CHANCELLORS’ ASSOCIATION.

8 p. m., at K. of P. hall. The members will please take notice t hat there in a
change of timo also that there will not

|

he

any

reasons.

iAMlMi P©WSEPL

banquet served for prudential
is hoped however, that as

It
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So man can foresee the outcome of this vexing problem between Spain and the United States, but the public
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It is made on our
fashionable “ O. K.” last, as shown in cut, J
with hooks and eyelets that will not wear i\
brassy, Australian Kangaroo tops. Most Z
dealers would ask you $7.00 for this
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INCREASING THEIR FACILITIES, which will enable them to make a finer
quality of goods than ever before. Try them. On sale by all grocers.
Factory
and salesrooms, Pearl, Milk and Silver Streets, Portland, Maine.
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WE 1)0 BUSINESS OX CONGUESS STREET.
We sell goods lower than any grocer on tho street. Why? Because our exWe
] cuses arc lower than any other store by one-half. Our stock is all paid for.
ell for cash, and are willing to sell for a small profit.
11 lb. Can Gold Coin Mince Meat for 15c, 2 Cans for 25c. Best Country Boltd Meal 2c lb. Gallon Can Apples only 25c. Gallon Can Tomatoes only 25cIS lbs. Fine GranuI lest Lemons only 15c doz. (i lbs. Best liice Pop Corn 25c.
ited Sugar #1.00.
Home-made Pickles 6c Quart. Home-made Sauer-Kraut 7c
1 >. 1-2 Gallon Jar Sweet Pickles 25c. Best Dairy Ball Butter 22c lb. Java and
loclia Screening Coffee ! 5c lb.
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After March 10, they will be advanced
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to regular prices.
have you look through my line and get

937-239 Middle St.
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My Spring Woolens having arrived, I 2
have placed them on my counters, and
%
until March 10th, I "ill take orders for A

The regular monthly meeting of the
Portland Past Chancellors’ association,
will he held Monday evening, March 7th
at
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Fasso Corset, all lengths
and qualities, black, white
Small Busand drab.
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20c per lb
F'rnit Kisses,
Untier Scotch Dominoes,
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nal. Also Scotch mixtures correct
for early Spring.
One of them was
$0.75, others were $3,98, $2.49, <fcc.
are Portland agents for Velutina.
Your pick today at
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There’s but one price for it,
Store open this evening.
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25c and 30c

just $1.25 Waists

The fourteen combinations make a picture
worth your seeing.
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will hold I: their annual sessions for 1S98
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Mew Maple Syrup, (in full I Fancy Lemons,
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<|t. cans,)
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Finance Committee—Captain Conley,
Lieut. Foley and Sergt. Mulhearn.

“Pure and Sure.”
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McDonald.

Treasurer—Sergt.

among a
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to
Portland Hotel parlors,
to
into the delusion

You’d think Butter- New Ribbons.

Prices ? Well you'd hardly trace the smell
of new tariff on them.

ROM

twenty-five dif=
styles, each one
carefully selected for its
special and peculiar merits, you can hardly fail to
find exactly the
right

Boston itinerant works

and fools my Lady
that the Dress he sells her is
elusive, and not to be duplicated.
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her wearables.

Beautiful Taffeta Silks, plain stripes.
Changeable, shot-spots and figures.
Foulards in odd twists and figures.
And the blacks are not forgotten.
Waist-pattern, skirt-patterns, and dress-
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duplicated,
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The lower priced articles arc oft times overlooked.
lint von can't overlook our “sales” tor today.
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draw up resolutions on the death of the
late Wm. H. Somers, who was a much
respected honorary member of the com

pany.
Tho reception given by the Lincoln club
A vote of thanks was extended to the
this evening to the Republican nominees
honorary members who assisted the compromises to be an event of much interest. pany in fixing up their rooms the past
Ex-Gov. Cleaves and othor leading Reyear.
be present.
publicans of tho city will
The following officers were elected for
music
Thera will bo a smoko talk and
the 3nsuiug year:
will be provided.
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happy high holiday
in our Silk department, for color is
rampant, and yet nothing is duplicated, and you’ll not find their felwere
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neighborhood,
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for new life in nature,
new vigor in our physical systems.
As the fresh sap carries life into the
trees, so our blood should give us
renewed strength and vigor. In
its impure state it cannot do this,
and the aid of Hood’s Sarsaparilla
is imperatively needed.
It will purify, vitalize and enrich the
blood, and with this solid, correct
foundation, it will build up good
health, create a good appetite, tone
your stomach and digestive organs,
strengthen your nerves and overcome or prevent that tired feeling.
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church of Casco.
The bride was dressed in a pretty white
lace
swiss muslin gown trimmed with
and white ribbon, wearing a bridal veil

Prof. S. L. Knight,
his own composition,)
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mander}- No. 9S, Knights of Malta, have

MAYBERRY—EAGLESTON.

Awarded to the Bath Company.
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